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Sheriff’s Patrol Deputies Crash Victims

Wreckage of the eralser of the Knox County Sheriff’s Patrol is
pictured where It came to rest after crashing the tree in the back
ground. The vehicle was torn apart on its right front side with
the windshield, corner post, roof and side collapsed to crash Deputy

Frank Ross, dr., whose body had not been removed from the car
at the time. A portion of one of the concrete flower urns demolished
by the eralser in traveling over the lawn is shown In the foreground.
The vehicle was pat into service In July of this year.

The completely crashed interior of the cruiser Is pictured after
the two deputies had been removed front the scene. The roof is
raved in until It meets the dash which was pushed inward and up
ward by the terrific Impact. The engine was torn loose and the

ear's two way radio equipment and heater
lags. Both of the officers were Jammed la the
under and to the right of the wheel.

FRANK ROSS, JR. AND FRANK BUZYNSKI INSTANTLY
KILLED LATE FRIDAY NIGHT AS THEIR CRUISER
WENT OUT OF CONTROL IN CHASE AND CRASHED
the accident was still incom
The two deputies of the Knox County Sheriff's Patrol died Up the road, some 400 feet in of
the direction of Thomaston, the plete at press time, how’ever. Lt.
in a blinding crash of their cruiser against a tree in the dooryard wreckage of the Tripp car was Robert McKenney, who led the
investigation under direction of
of the St. George home of Russell Reynolds about 11 o'clock found. Its nose was in the left the
County Attorney, said the pa
Friday evening. Dead are Deputy Sheriff Frank E. Ross, Jr., 30, hand ditch and its rear project trol car traveled some 400 feet
ing nearly halfway across the
the resting place of the
of Owls Head and Deputy Sheriff Frank J. Buzynski, 43, of Thom highway. Apparently, it had rolled beyond
Tripp car.
i over several times as glass and
Officials stated the deputies
aston.
‘ metal parts were scattered along were obviously in hot pursuit
As near as can be determined, the two officers who have i the highway and ditch for some of Tripp's car but they were
unable to make an estimate of
ridden the rural roads of the county on night patrol since July 1 I distance.
Apparently. Buzynski swerved the exact speed.
“They were
of 1956 were chasing a car operated by George 0. Tripp, Jr., 30, j the fast moving cruiser to avoid going at a terrific rate of speed.’’
the wreckage of the Tripp car County Attorney Curtis Payson
of Port Clyde.
which they were following. The said. An investigation seeks the
Witnesses to the accident related that they heard a car sheriff’s vehicle may have struck reason for pursuit.
wreck a glancing blow. This 1 When Tripp's car went out of
being operated at what seemed to them to be an exceedingly the
has not yet been determined.
control and overturned. Tripp was
high speed proceeding toward Port Clyde on Route 131 near the The cruiser careened down the thrown from it and landed against
highway to go off the road to the a stone wall, apparently face down
Robinson sawmill.
Reynolds’ lawn some 200 feet in the same position as he was
They heard a series of crashes and the lights of the car from the wreck. In its course found by Trooper Chapman. His
the lawn, it completely de car came to rest some 100 feet
blacked out. An instant later, a car with a blue light closed in over
molished a large, concrete flower away, according to attendants in
on the scene. Tires screamed as brakes were applied, or the urn and crashed into a second a the St. George ambulance.
distance beyond, to carry it
At Knox County General Hos
direction of the vehicle abruptly changed • then the final crash short
with it to the crash point.
pital. early this morning. Tripp's
The urns may have swerved the condition was termed fair. He is
came and the blue light and headlights went out.
cruiser as it swung broadside to being treated for a fractured jaw
Mrs. Reynolds, an eye witness, related that she and her strike the tree at the edge of the and multiple lacerations and
husband had just finished watching a television program and property which crushed in the abrasions, principally about the
right side of the vehicle at the face. A long gash on his right
that he had gone to the opposite end of the house to close a shed windshield.
leg also required treatment.
door when she saw the Sheriff's Department cruiser flash through Mr. Reynolds found a doghouse Tripp's left leg was in a east
which had been on the lawn, and from a fracture earlier this sum
her yard and crash into a tree and stone wall at the far edge its occupant, a hound dog. under! mer. Apparently, this was not
the rear of the cruiser. The dog re-injured.
of their lawn.
escaped unharmed.
Dr. Hugo Hochschild of Thom
She said that she heard a first crash up the road from her A matter of five to 10 feet cither aston. county medical examiner,
and the cruiser would have was called to the scene where he
home and then the home was bathed in the lights of the cruiser way
missed the tree, hitting a low made a preliminary examination.
as it careened into her yard - and an instant later came the stone wall which might have f Assigned to the investigation by
badly damaged the car. but Lt. McKenney were Troopers i
crash which killed the two officers.
The Tripp vehicle i» pictured where it came go rest after rolling
would have presented a possibil Chapman. George Massie, Leslie !
over several times. The driver was found by a Stale Trooper 1OO
Mr. Reynolds ran from his position ot the shed door as his ity of the officers surviving.
LeBlanc. Robert Hofacker and
feet away, lying elove to a roadside stone wall. Glass and parts
Mrs. Reynolds
phoned
the Sgt. Alien Weeks.
of the car were scattered for 100 feet along the highway. There
wife called to him and the car flashed by him. He said that as Thomaston
barracks of Troop D
Lt. McKenney did not issue a
he reached the car another man ran across the lawn from a at 10.55 p. m. and Trooper Law formal statement but commented. The patrol car struck the tree quences would have resulted. Be
rence Chapman, who is assigned “This tragedy just goes to show just ahead of the passenger's yond the tree lay a stone wall and
car which stopped on the highway. Together, they pried open the
St. George patrol, was dis it can happen to all of us, I front door. The impact unseated hushes in a relatively open area.
The highway was dry at the
the engine, broke open the fire
the left hand door of the cruiser with a crow bar hastily obtained patched. He was the flrst officer guess.’’
on the scene.
The two wrecks were towed to wall and caved in the side and time of the crash, but Trooper
from the shed Reynolds had just left.
Trooper Chapman said he saw the Thomaston barracks where, roof where Deputy Ross was rid Chapman said he was bothered
Reynolds said that he was able to feel a pulse in the driver's Tripp was alive, covered him for a short time, it was feared ing.
on the way to the scene by low
wrist for about three minutes. Buzynski was behind the wheel. with a blanket, then turned his that friction caused by dragging Lt. McKenney noted that the pa lying patches of fog.
Reynolds could not reach Ross who had received the brunt of the attention to the patrol car in the mangled patrol car might set trol car. after crashing the urns, The Tripp car also was virtually
which he could And no sign of it afire. A Trooper was assigned missed one tree by about five demolished when it overturned
impact with the tree which had collapsed the right side of the life.
to keep an eye on it and nothing feet. Had it missed the fatal tree and came to rest on its wheels
The official State Police report materialized.
car completely.
it is likely less serious conse in the opposite, or northbound. I
i

is the possibility that the eralser struck the car a glaaelag
which led to its going out of control. The scene of the dauM
tality crashes is on a straight section of highway.
Photon by

lane.
Tripp, apparently was tossed
from the ear while it was in the
process of turning over. Because
he was found lying at the base of
a stone wall bordering a thicket,
troopers former a human chain
and combed the brush for a pos
sible passenger. None was found.

Additional Photos

And Stories On
Pago Eight
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POMP ARD CEREMORY U. S. Engineers Approve Study
Of Navigational Project For
Owls Head Harbor Says Coffin

VOYAGE

GOV. MUSKIE MAKES

Congressman Frank M. Coffin of
the Maine Second District has been
advised that Corps of Engineers
has approved a navigation study of
Owls Head Harbor.
Coffin said
that Corps approval of the study is
based on growth of the recreational
boat and increased fishing activi
ties in the harbor area located three
miles southeast of Rockland.
The Corps ot Engineers' favor
able report that the survey is war
ranted at this time follows a re
quest which Coffin made to the

House Public Works Committee, on
July 28. asking the committee to
authorize the Corps to review the
need. His request cited the value
of the local fishing fleet of $160,000
and the value of pleasure craft at
$20,000, both of which are increased
by heavier traffic in the summer.
The harbor, he pointed out is
severely limited because the ves
sels can reach the town landing or
wharf only between the time of
after three hours flood to three
hours ebb.

Coffin said that he would now
seek Public Works Committee ap
proval of the study and added that
the co-operation of tbe Department
of Sea and Shore Fisheries, the
Maine Port Authority and resi
dents of Owls Head had made pos
sible a convincing presentation of
need for the project.
The study would determine
whether there is justification for
sufficient anchorage for 50 fishing
boaits and 30 pleasure craft.

Council, Seeking Space For New
Air Service, May Ask Dodge To

Relinquish Airport Tenancy

Photo by John Low
With a demure demeanor little Ellen Muskie, daughter go aboard the new Lincolnville to Islesboro ferry, Thursat V. 8. Senator and Mrs. Edmund Muskie. cuts the red. day.
white and blue ribbon to permit the first antomoblle to
The ear of the chief executive of the State of Maine,

Photo by Gro«"
first aboard, carries Governor Clinton Clauson onto the
mainland to complete the maiden voyage of the 119-foot
vessel.

Neither fog nor rain prevented The contract was signed on De- lass was presented 22 lobsters and
the Governor Muskie from making cember 8, 1968, and the keel was a peck of clams,
har maiden voyage from Islesboro laid April 8, 11159.
She was
Mainland guests were treated to PORT O' ROCKLAND CORPS PLACES
to Lincolnville, Thursday, to mark launched, June 26, and Senator a display' of aquatic gymnastics by
another milestone in the develop- Muskie's daughter christened her the ever present Penobscot Bay TENTH IN NATIONAL COMPETITION;
ment of new ferry service for four days later. The vessel was porpoises on the trip to Islesboro.
Penobscot Bay islands. Governor delivered August 24 and towed to Although darkened skies threatened NOW ENROUTE HOME, DUE TUESDAY
Clinton Clauson’s car touched its Lincolnville under the direction of rajn mUch of the time, the sea was
The Port O’ Rockland Junior will take them into entirely new
wheels to the deck of the modern Capt. Richard Spear of Rockland, calm and the large number who
craft at 3:40 p. m„ to signify the , assistant manager of the Authority. made the trip t0 the is;an<i had a Drum and Bugle Corps emerged territory for sightseeing and visits
from the national competition at to industrial sites and points of instart of the first trip to the mainTown Manager Ellis Reeby esti- smooth ride,
land after little Ellen Muskie, eight-j mated 250 persons attended the
The Islesboro committee greeted the Veterans of Foreign Wars con- terest.
vention in Los Angeles in tenth
The trip will include stops at Las
year-old daughter of Senator Ed-1 luncheon. The many vantage points their guests with a convoy of cars position. There were 19 corps from Vegas, Nev., Albuquerque, N. M.,
mund Muskie, had cut the cere' used to observe the dockside cere- t0 cavry them to the luncheon and all sections of the country comAmarillo, Texas, Oklahoma City,
monial ribbon. The vessel docked mony made it impossible to esti- |)ad an equally efficient transporta- peting.
Okla., Little Rock, Ark., Knoxville.
at Lincolnville at 4:35 p. m.
mate the number there.
tion for the gr|p back to the cerePreviously, the color guard of the Tenn., Louisville, Ky., Washing
Island people gave the red car
As the Governor Muskie pulled monies.
: corps had placed fifth in competi- ton. D. C., Annapolis, Md., Newpet treatment to nearly 250 digni out of the s.tp a chorus of whistle
FIags tIew from the new termi- tion with 14 units competing.
York City and Boston .
taries at a luncheon at the Islesboro ■as s rom era t -arge an smai. na] addjng a festival air, while
The Corps moved out of their
Arrival in Rockland will be in
cd.z-tzxzl
ovniTnrvr
on*
tn
tnn
zenooc'nn
Lodge, hosted by the town and added excitement to the occasion. construction noises served as a re- hotel in Pasadena Thursday and the morning of next Tuesday. They
proprietor Donald Lake, before Year around islanders and summer minder that many finishing touches Friday morning were well on their will have covered approximately
ceremonies were held on the 119 residents alike including much of still remain on both the Lincoln- way along a southern route which 7000 miles on the trip.
the family of U. S. Ambassador to
foot steel vessel.
ville and Islesboro terminals. Also --------------------------------------------- —
Ellen, in a fashion worthy of her England Winthrop W. Aldrich, nearing completion is a small boat
the departure.
absent Dad. patiently posed for cheered
.
.,
laoniiy
facility at xancoinviiie
Lincolnville beside
Desiae tne
the WALDOBORO BUILDING COMMITTEE
the many guests were:
cameramen before snipping the _ Among
,
,
,
„„.
,
ferry
landing.
Islanders
expressed
e
ribbon across the "B" end of the Rockland City Manager Char es the so
hope that the old Gilkey Head MAY SUBMIT NEW SET OF PLANS,
Governor Muskie. She had chris Haynes; City Councilmen Charles terminal will not be abandoned but
tened the vessel at Port Deposit, E. Bicknell, II, Gerald Grant, and converted for use by small craft. COSTS TO SPECIAL TOWN MEETING
Md., on June 30. The ceremony, William Glover; State Senator Carl
Thursday, included remarks by Stilphen of Rockland; Representa
The next step for the Waldoboro I
GOVERNOR BRANN MAY
Governor Clauson, President John tive John Knight of Rockland; Rep
School Building Committee appears King Pleads
STAY
IN
MAINE
D. Toft of the Maine Port Authority, resentative William Hardy of Hope;
to be to submit a new set of plans
New prospects may allay
and Edward Langlois, Authority Town Manager Sterling Morris of
Information On
Camden; former Rockland city fears that the Governor Brann and costs to a town meeting. This
manager.
Each of the speakers pointed out manager and now commissioner of would be sold out of state now was the expressed opinion of the'
Forgery Charge
the benefits to the islands, that the Department of Economic De that she has been replaced by gi oup after three meetings, this!
velopment Lloyd K. Allen of Read- the Governor Muskie.
the new service will afford.
week, in whioh they attempted to' Alfred Linwood King, Jr., of 7B ;
Islesboro Town Manager Ellis
Tbe Camden By the Sea Junior field; a large delegation from
Carrolls Lane, Rockland, entered
arrive at a solution to making the
Reeby
said.
Thursday,
that
he
Drum and Bugle Corps saluted tbe Vinalhaven and North Haven led
a plea of guilty to an information
has
been
informed
of
two
pros

bid fit the money available for an Friday morning before Justice Ar
24 car ferry with two selections and by A. Everett Libby; and repre
carried on a running serenade from sentatives of many communities in pective buyers in the state, in addition to the Miller School.
mand Dufresne, Jr., of Auburn in
addition to a Bangor market
the deck of the Governor Brann on the Coastal Area.
Because of present building costs. vacation term of Knox Superioi
I Former State Senator Seth Low being worked on by a Camden the committee continued, it ap- Court,
the voyage to the mainland.
Langlois introduced the Governor I of Rockland, chairman of the Gov- marine sales agency.
King was given a suspended sen“These look like good pros pears that a satisfactory building,
Muskie’s crew, which is the same ernor’s advisory board on the new
cannot
be
erected
and
equipped
.
tence
to the Men’s Reformatory at
pects.
’
’
commented
Reeby.
as that operating the old ferry: service, represented that group.
,
Capt. Henry Gallant of Rock within the limits of the appropria-, South Windham and placed on pro
Capt. S. S. "Hank” Hinkley, I The Governor Brann has not been
j bation for two years.
Purser Sidney Pendleton. Able Sea- completely relieved of duty on the land, who is looking for a cus tion of $60,000.
The only solution offered by the ! Camden Police and State Troop
man Ralph Porter and Chief Engi- run to Lincolnville. Langlois point- tomer for the Roekland-built
committee, was to advertise for ers arrested the Rockland mai
neer Everett Porter. The relief ed out she will be kept on a standby boat, stated last week he fears
skipper and engineer, Leroy Me- basis for several days in the event out of state interests will pur new bids on a new net of plans after thpv traccd a forgery
and submit the plans and costs to plaint against him through an ol<
Corrizon, could not be introduced the Governor Muskie develops any chase the vessel.
the citizens of the town at a hit and run accident.
as he was busy shuttling the Gov- difficulties common to new ves-i
a special town meeting.
ernor Brann to Lincolnville.
sels.
King, during arraignment in
Superintendent Earle M. Spear
The Governor Muskie is the first
Committee officials announced First Section of
Municipal Court Aug. 31. admitted
stated
the
legal
and
practical
as

of four new craft for the Penobscot that seven-year-old Susan Hatch,
pects of such a solution are being pass.ng a forged check at the Cam
Bay Ferry Service. She was de- daughter of Mr. and Mrs. Henry New Rockland
den Hills Service Station March 28
studied.
signed by Coast Engineering Com- Hatch of Islesboro. made the closest
for the amount of $4.60. The
pany of Norfolk, Va.. and built by guess to the correct time the first Float Due Thursday
forged instrument, dated that same
Wiley Manufacturing Company of car went aboard the new boat. Her
to make fertilizer from poultry day, was drawn on the First AuThe
first
of
two
new
floats
for
Port Deposit, Md. Harry W. Keel- guess was 2:46 p. m., just an hour
processing plant waste. He set bu-n Trust Company of Auburn
ing, the architect, was present, earlier than the Governor’s car the Public Landing is expected to up a steam boiler and a grinder
and bore the fictitious name of
arrive
in
Rockland
by
Thursday,
Thursday, as was Capt. E. J. Cos- touched the deck. The contest was
in a vacant sawmill on property
Bertram
Snow of the Belfast and Moosehead Harold B. MacArthur, Jr. The
tello, vice president of Wiley Manu- run to raise funds for chairs for arjormaster
check was used to pay- for gaso
facturing Company.
the island’s Community Hall. The 8 ~ Friday
Railroad, and hired four men to line. police said.
Snow explained that the float. help him.
30 feet in length and 20 feet in
Judge Christy C. Adams found
Today theu Maine
Co..
few hours before had made her width, has been completed by the
. ~ Reduction
j
probable cause and ordered that
Muskie Develops
maiden voyage laden with digni- Thomaston Steel Works, except
OI'C?13.'’ P1<?S.1 ent' King be held for the grand jury of
taries, was tied up at the Lincoln- for the painting. The steel float
“ T't
°,
a
Trouble First
... o
.
- u»
• u
4u
*
j
clock aiound to keep its modern. the October term of Knox Superior
ville Beach pier overnight. Fri- has three pontoons and a spruce highly automated plant turning Court and be released >» $1,000
day, a representative of the manu- deck.
out feed for poultry and nitro- sureties- He was remanded to the
Day On the Run
facturer of the generator. Fair- The harbormaster
was in- genous tankage for fertilizer Count>’ Jail when he was unable
The Maine Port Authority’s new hanks-Morse. was on the scene definite as to the disposition of Mor"e"”than hal7hls ^
to furnish the bond,
ferry. Governor Muskie, ran into and Parts were bein« flown into the Present city float. He men- *nt ,g exported to protein-starved
Police Chief John Rainfrette, Detrouble its first day on the run, as
Rockland to permit early repairs, tioned the possibility of attaching jjurope and t<l Canada. His first Active James Milligan and Troopcan happen with all new craft. A
In making the initial landing. the float onto the new one or mov- export was from Belfast, Maine er Ge°nse Massie traced King
breakdown in the main generator the bow of the ferry struck and ing it to the southern side of the
Belfast. Ireland
through an old hit and run acclwhich had also bothered on the split five piling in the ferry slip. Public Landing.
modern
industrial dent in Northport which the CamSeveral
Snow doubts if the second float buildings of concrete block and den Police bad arrested him for in
trip from the Maryland shipyard Repairs are now underway,
-----------------' "'"‘a x C°mp!et'd. in tlme t0 be steeT"construc*tion ‘have been add Camden in May and held him for
where she was constructed oc
curred in the late afternoon Thurs
The greatest wound a man can ased b> ,he jachting visitors, th-.s pd
the 0,.iginal gawmill plant the State Police.
day.
inflict on his envious friends is to season.
The operator of the filling sta
19 trailers and trucks of various
The 24 car ferry which only a make good in his chosen work.
kinds collect waste from poultry tion, James Moody, identified King
Brooks Fertilizer
processing plants and tanneries through his pictures taken from
all over Maine, and the company police files.
Plant Booming
expects to increase its railroad
annual freightage to from 500 to lect waste leather from shoe fac
Unlike most business manage- 600 carloads, in and out. before tories. to augment its raw ma
ment. to whom sales is a major the year is over.
terial supply.
Partly responsible for the inHow did this company grow in |
there's at least
Maine industry that could double crease
volume is the produc- seven years to the point where it'
Is Pleased To Announce Ta Our Patrons and Friends
1 its volume without effort. But it ^on
fertilizer material of un- requires 16 times the original
Who Have Patronized Us For tha Past 20 Years
can’t get enough raw material to usually high nitrogen content, number of employees?
satisfy the present demand for its mat^e f*'om tannery upper leather
“It’s an example of how the
We Are Introducing Our New Chef
product. And this is despite the was^e- Ninety per cent of pro- growth of one industry affects ,
fact that the material is a waste Auction goes to Florida fertilizer the growth of many others,” is

- Bayview Hate/ JAMES WILLIAM CATLIN, SR.
WHO IS AN EXPERT IN CUUNARY ARTS.

Mr. Catlin Has Worked At the Following
Better Known Hotels:
Newagen Inn, 8 Years
Royal Palm Hotel, Fort Myers, Florida
Useppa Island Club, Boca Grande, Florida
Oak Hill Country Club, Richmond, Virginia
DeWitte Hotel, Amersfoote, Holland
PAUL AND BILL INVITE YOU TO TRY OUR NEW VARIETY
OF FINE FOODS, PREPARED TO PERFECTION.
107-lt
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to get rid of.
To add to the oddity of the situ
ation. the company is getting
larger every day, even though its
management would prefer that
the business remain small.
About seven years ago. Joseph
J. Grady established the Maine
Reduction Company, in Brooks.

ers prefer this organic material,
because it resists leaching and
helps to build up the soil perma
nently. Citrous groves using this
fertilizer are better able to
withstand frosts, it is believed.
The company is in the process
of establishing representatives in
various parts of the state to col-

- SUFFER IFEMEY'S DINER
IOOF HALL. APPLETON
Mew Hours Storting September 1 MONDAY. SEPT. 7 — 5-7.30 p. m.
E. Boiled Dinner, Rolls. Pies
9 a. m. to > p. m. — Mon. - Sot. N.Adults
$100
Children 30c
Closed Sundays
Benefit Repair Fund
10S-M7

107-lt
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the Maine Department of Eco
nomic Development.
“That’s just about it.’’ agrees
Grady. “We’ve been affected by
the phenomenal growth of the
Maine broiler industry of recent
years. We agreed to take the
waste of many of the processing
plants when their production was

There is the possibilty that the
City of Rockland may terminate
the rental of certain buildings and
areas at the Rockland Municipal
Airport in Ash Point to John E.
Dodge, Jr. The matter will be
considered at a special City Coun
cil meeting Wednesday evening,
according
to
City
Manager
Charles Haynes.
Haynes noted that the City is
attempting to accommodate NewEngland Airlines which is seeking
to serve the Coastal Area through
the Ash Point field.
Dodge, who was manager of the
airport for the City for several
years, occupies an office build
ing, repair shops and a hangar at
the northern end of the field. He
also makes his home in a house
on the property and houses some
equipment of his herring seining
business in still other structures.
The location is at the opposite
end of the field from the site used
by Northeast Airlines. The Dodge
operation is confined to small
planes for students and local
flights.
The proposed new air service, ac
cording to a release by Generol
Manager Warren Smith of Boston,
“will bring to the northern NewEngland States fast, frequent and
dependable daily service to some
42 communities, operating as an
air taxi service, with a minimum of
two round trips daily.”
The release further states that
the airlines, due to the type of air

Four Youths
Get Suspended

Fines and Lecture

Camden, and Philip Schuyler Van
Ness of Plainfield, N. J., were
found guilty of the latter eomplalnt
and the other lad was found guilty
of juvenile delinquency. The boys,
through their attorneys, entered
pleas of nolo.
Judge Christy C. Adams levied
-suspended fines of $75 on each of
the parties and assessed them a
total of $75 court costs. The two
breaking, entering and larceny war
rants were nol prossed for lack
of sufficient evidence by County At
torney Curtis Payson of Union.
Judge Adams explained to the
boys the property rights of others,
especially that property which re
mains unattended. He said that
he has given them the benefit of
the doubt and believes that the
alleged thefts were just a series
of pranks.
The two Camden youths were
arrested by Camden Police Chief
John Rainfrette, Trooper Detec
tive James Milligan and Trooper
George Massie, Aug. 7. They ap
peared in court Monday and
pleaded not guilty to the charges.
The other two respondents, both
from Plainfield, N. J., were ar
rested by New Jersey State Po
lice Sunday on the two charges.
They waived extradition and ap
peared in court Friday, accom
panied by their parents, to face
the complaints.

Three 17 year old youths and a
16 year old boy appeared in Muni
cipal Court Friday morning to
answer to two charges of breaking,
entering and larceny aboard two
boats in Rockport Harbor and of
maliciously hiding the stolen goods, j
Slow down and livs, the Ilfs yon
The 17 year old youths. John
Frye and Richard Tilley, both of save may be your own

Young Sardine Chefs Visit Rockland Plant

Photo by Shear
Four youngsters try their hand in packing sard’nea, Thursday afternoon, at the Holmes Packing Cor
poration plant in Rockland after touring through the State as guests of the Maine Sardine Council. The
four, who are from left to right, Anthony Daniels, John Tiernan, Donald Cornell and James Gann, re
placed four women on the packing line at the plant to learn first hand the packing procedure.

Rockland was visited by an
Admiral and three near admirals
of the sardine fleet, Thursday, as
the Maine Sardine Council brought
the four winning youngsters in its
sardine cooking contest to the
home of the Maine Seafoods Festi
val. The four young chefs, rang
ing in age from 10 to 16, are on a
week’s vacation as the prize in
the unusual contest. Each doffed
his title to try a hand at pack
ing sardines at the Holmes Pack
ing Company plant.
The youngsters, John Tiernan
of Bridgeport. Conn., James Gann
of Lawrence, Mass., Anthony
Daniels of Kenmore, N. Y., and
Donald Cornell of Shelton-Derby.
Conn., have been enjoying a whirl
wind tour of the state because o‘
their ingenuity in preparing Maine ;

Sardines with recipes of their own
invention.
At a cookoff at the Central
Maine Power Company, Tuesday,
John Tiernan. the youngest of the
four, won the contest which had
been entered by better than a
thousand Boys’ Club members, to
become the first Admiral of the
Sardine Fleet. .A handsome scroll
testifying to this signal honor
was presented at an impressive
ceremony at Blaine House in Au
gusta by Governor Clinton A.
Clauson. Young Johnny’s recipe,
•Sardines
Jubilee”,
featured
Maine sardines, Spanish rice,
various herbs and seasonings and
olives.
The judges, Agnes Gibbs of
Portland, Stanley Tykes, presi-

dent of the Maine Restaurant As
sociation, and Roy Bailey, presi
dent of the Maine Sardine Pack
ers Association, had great dif
ficulty in determining the winner
as all the recipes were unique and
flavorful and were prepared with
great skill by the young culinary
artists.
Because of the dense fog, the
youngsters were deprived of a
trip on a sardine carrier. How
ever. they enjoyed a deep sea
fishing trip on the Sea and Shore
Fisheries boat Guardian and a
picnic on Chebeague Island.
Friday, after a television ap
pearance in Portland, tbe boys re
turned home to tell the members
of their local Boys' Club of their
experiences in Maine.

smaller.
Now that they are
large, we are committed to live
up to the bargain.’’
And that's how Joseph J.
Grady, who came to Maine from
Massachusetts with the hopes of
operating a small plant, now
finds himself president of one of
the largest companies of its kind
in the east.

WANT SOMETHING?

check the oasokdii

Maine homemakers find that
their county home demonstration
agents of the Maine Extension
Service stand ready to help them
solve problems in the fields ol
Benefit: Volunteer Fire Dept.
writ clothing, foods and nutrition, home
management, and family life.

FOOD SALE
Saturday, Sapt. 5 - 1 p. m.
ST. GEORGE FIRE STATION

craft which it wilt operate, will net
be required to hold a Certificate
of Convenience and Necessity from
the Federal Civil Aeronau’ics
Board.
The airline plans to use de Havilland Heron aircraft, four engine
airliners which seat 14 passengers
and have a crew of three. The air
line would operate on passenger
fares, based on eight cents a mile.
The new- service would provide
a daily commuter service between
42 communities in northern New
England and the cities from New
York City to Montreal and Quebec.
Cost to start operations of the
service would be $6,000,000. the re
lease said.
During the summer months,
North East Airlines, which pro
vides air service to Rockland, pro
vides two trips daily. That ser
vice is curtailed during the winter
months.

TRIPE lb. 49c

BOLOGNA lb. 29c
doz. 39c

LARGE EGGS

WESTERN T-BONE STEAK

lb. 89c

SLICED BACON

lb. 35c

PEYMOin
THOMASTON

MEAT MAMET
FL 4-6296
1M*1$
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TIGER GRIDDERS OUT TO BETTER

THE COURIER-GAZETTE

Foote,
Ai the 1999 edition of the Rock Kaler.
By Bab Mayo

Dean Deshon

and Dick

land High football Tigers prepares
It la interesting to note that two
for the coming season they will
be working bard to equal or bet families are represented on each
ter the marks of two outstanding of the winning teams—Dick Pease
predecessors of the past decade. ( in *46, and brother Ronnie in *54;
These would be the 1948 squad, Dean Deshon on the *48 team and
which romped to a 7-3 mark and brother Dave in *54.
Last year's Rockland team
the 1954 group which was 6-2 over
the route.
These two squads came close to hanging up a plus
were outstanding during the past .500 mark as they broke even in
15 years of Rockland football his eight games.
The Higers continued prepara
tory.
The last team to have a winning tions for the season's opening a
season was the 1954 crew which week from today against Lisbon
romped to a fine 6-2 mark and High here at South Field. The
scored 143 points against the 52 squad went through two more
tallied by their opponents. Their lengthy practice sessions Friday
only losses were to Brewer and and a single morning workout
Mexico, both powerhouses that starting at 10 o'clock will be held
year. Their victims were Crosby today.
It is planned to hold a scrim
of Belfast, Old Town, Stearns,
Boothbay Harbor, Bridgton and mage today, as it is time to sep
arate the men from the boys
Kents HUI.
The rugged starters ot that with the season's opening only a
Tiger team were Ted Hanley, Carl week away. Rain this week has
Sawyer, Ed Hanson, Earl Free hampered practice and South
man, Ronnie Pease, Ed Shaw, Field is still wet and slippery with
Dick Smith, Dave Deshon, Billy the result that the workouts are
Atwood, Walt Wotton and Bruce being held on the baseball out
field to save the turf on the
Saunders.
The last winning season, pre regdtar field.
The squad practiced on pass
viously, had been in 1948 when the
Tigers compiled a fine 7-3 mark, patterns and various defenses
Larry
losing only to the three powerful against passes, Friday.
central Maine schools; Winslow, Terrio was doing most of the
Skowhegan and Madison. Inci throwing and was finding his re
dentally, no Rockland team has ceivers with fair consistency. It
ever defeated Winslow at football. is likely that Rockland will throw
That year the Tigers won over early and often this season to off I
Belfast,
Gardiner,
Brunswick, set their seeming lack of weight if .
I
Houlton, Morse, Greenville and possible.
Last year the Tigers also opened
Brewer.
Starters on that eleven were against Lisbon and came through
Dave Holden, Wes Hoch, John with a hard won 12-7 victory. They
Benson, Ronnie Thurston, Dick went on to win the next three but
Pease,
Cedric Long,
Charlie then reversed form completely
Heino, Dick McIntosh, Charlie and dropped the next four.

EDITORIAL

FACE TO FACE
The coming visits of Premier Khrushchev to this
country and of President Eisenhower to Moscow certainly
reflect the enormous pressures for peace that come from
the peoples of both the Soviet Union and the United States.
^The leaders of the two most powerful countries in the world
are reflecting, in action, what amounts to an overwhelming
demand that every avenue that may lead to peace be ex
plored.
The cold war is not going to end overnight. Mr. Khrush
chev is not going to suddenly wave the flag for capitalism,
and Mr. Eisenhower is not going to embrace communism.
But when men of opposed views meet face to face and talk
in frankness the chance for reaching an understanding
necessary to coexistence may be enhanced.
We have seen this at levels other than those of chiefs
of state or high officers of state. American and Russian
artists, scientists and industrial leaders have exchanged
visits. In every instance, so far as one can see, the results
have been healthy. A new measure of respect has been
gained on both sides. So has a measure of friendship.
It would be foolish to expect too much from the Khrush
chev-Eisenhower journeys. We must remain wary and
watchful—as will the Russians. But these spectacular and
unprecedented events hold hope for all the peoples of the
world.

week.
Mr. and Mrs. Harry Pushaw
had as guests Sunday Mrs.
Pushaw’s brother-in-law and sis
ter, Mr. and Mrs. Stanley Hill of
Melrose, Mass., and Mrs. Emma
Mitchell and children of Levant.
Mrs. Dorothy Beaumont and
Mrs. Ella Eradley of Milton,
Mass., were gue3ts recently of
Mr. and Mrs. Malcolm Mosher.
Mr. and Mrs. Winfield Scott,
Frank Sails and Janet Hix of
Providence, R. I., visited at Lester
VINALHAVEN
UNION
Merrill’s Saturday evening. The
MRS. FLOYD ROBERTSON
MRS. FLORENCE CALDERWOOD
Scotts have been vacationing at
Correspondent
Correspondent
Dick Gordon's cottage at Craw
Telephone 14-8
Tel. BTato 5-2333
ford Pond. This Is their 25th
year coming to this vicinity to
Mrs. Barbara Clark has assum spend their vacation.
Union Central School opens for
Mr. and Mrs. Francis Gilblair
■egular classes Wednesday, Sep- ed her duties as Public Health
of Skowhegan were callers on Mr.
ember 9. A teachers’ meeting is Nurse.
Marguerite Chapter, OES. will and Mrs. A. Leroy Croteau.
tailed for Tuesday, September 8,
meet Monday, Sept. 7. It will be
it Lincolnville.
There
Rev. and Mrs. Robert Clark and the annual inspection.
amily are attending the Nazarene will be a supper at the Union Tenants Harbor
tamp meeting over the weekend at Church vestry at 6.30 p. m. and a
MRS. HENRY ALLEN
Richmond.
However, Rev. Mr. meeting will follow after at the
Correspondent
Masonic
building.
Several
guests
Hark, will preach at the usual
Telephone FR 2-6394
norning service, Sunday, but no of the Grand Chapter are expect
neeting wiil be held in the evening. ed from the mainland.
Church News
Pioneer Grange will serve a pub-j Mr. and Mrs. Philip Nelson and
Services at the Tenants Harbor
family of Norman, Okla., were
ic supper, September 12, for the
Baptist Church for the week of
>enefit of the Robert Collins fam-[ weekend guests of Horace Car Sept. 6 will be: Sunday. 9.15 a.
ver.
ly. Serving begins at 5:30 p. m.
m., the Church School with
Mr. and Mrs. Raymond AshenExtension members are reminded j hurst and son Harvey of Calgary. classes for all ages; 10.30 a. m..
if the meeting Wednesday eve- Alberta, Can., and Mr. and Mrs. morning worship and Communion.
ling. September 9. at the cafeteria Dale Thomas of Independence, The Choir will sing. Excell’s
ooms of Union High School. Miss Mo., spent a short visit with Mr. “Ashamed of Jesus” and the pas
tor, Rev. Harold A. Haskell will
lene M. West, Home Demonstra-| and Mrs. Ralph Candage.
ion Agent, will present the sub-i A Well Baby Clinic was held, preach on “God's Beckoning Sky
line"; 6 p. m., the BYF and the
ect, "You and Your Finances".j Tuesday, at Dr. Earle’s office.
Varren evening group will be pres-j The Woodcock - Cassie - Coombs Junior Fellowship will meet for
their flrst fellowship of the fall
mt.
Post, American Legion Auxiliary,
season. All young people nine
Seven Tree Grange re-opens for!
met, Wednesday evening; supper
heir fall meetings, Wednesday,' committee was Frances Chandler, years of age and thiough high
ieptember 9. Pioneer Grange will .Olga Jones, Mrs. Edith Poole. The school are given a most cordial
invitation to attend one of these
e-open Tuesday, September 8.
, next meeting will be Oct. 7.
Orient Chapter, OES, will re-1 Mrs. Ralph Knowlton and fami groups; 7 p. m., the Gospel Hour
“Song - Time” and
ipen their meetings September 7 ly of Camden were recently visit featuring
Vith a get-to-gether supper served | ing Mrs. Knowlton's mother, Mrs. special music. The sermon theme
will he “The Divine Way for
iy the officers. The program will Roger Peterson.
le given by Mrs. Henry Leonard. | Mr. and Mrs. Horace Roberts Man"; 8.15 p. m., choir rehearsal
in the Sanctuary. Wednesday at
Mrs. Edgar Barker will be hos- and family of Marquette, Mich.,
7 p. m., the Hour of Power, our
ess to the Christmas Club Wed- are guests at the Islander.
weekly service for prayer, praise
lesday, September 9, at her cottage
Mrs. Fritz Skoog is holding open
and Bible study. Come and fel
it Crawford Lake. Assisting hos- house at the Latter Day Saints
esscs will be Mrs. Philip Morine, Church, Sept. 9, in honor of the lowship with us this week.
ilrs. Robert Clark and Mrs. Ernest 18tfi birthday of her mother, Mrs.
lunningham.
Linnie Smith.
Mr. and Mrs. Robert Kelwick Port Clyde
Union School Band members will
left
Thursday
for
Amherst.
ALMA S HEAL
eminence regular lessons, ThursCorrespondent
lay, September 10. Band members Mass., where Mr. Kelwick will at
ire to take their instruments to tend the University to study for
Revfl Larry Ross is holding
ohool, Thursday morning, along his Master's degree.
evangelist meetings at the Advent
vith their folios of music. New
nusic will also be passed out to
Christian Church for the next two
weeks, ending Sept. 13. All are
he pupils.
Cushing

WALDOBORO
MRS. RENA CROWELL
Correspondent
Tel. TEmple 2-9261

LAWRESTON C. CRUTE
Correspondent
Telephone FL 4-2293

The Gideon Society will conduct
the Sunday morning services, this
Sunday at the Broad Cove Church
in the absence of the pastor.
School will open for classes Wed
Mrs. John Rider and son Thomas
and Mrs. Harold Rider were in nesday morning.
It has been brought to our at
Bangor this week.
tention that the latest issue of
Mr. and Mrs. Arland Simmons ■’Time’’ magazine bears a cover
and son Frederick of Waterville | painting of President Eisenhower,
have been guests of Miss Dorothy which was painted hy Andrew
Waltz at Back Cove.
Wyeth of Chadds Ford. Penna.
Mr. and Mrs. Wilmot S. Dow Wyeth spent several days in
and daughter Donalene are spend Gettysburg, Penna., last month,
ing a few days in Boston.
while undertaking the assignment.
Mr. and Mrs. .George Bonner “Time" stated that the Wyeth
have returned to Uxbridge, Mass., painting. “showed an elderly,
after visiting Dr. and Mrs. James strong-minded and dedicated pub
Harkins.
lic servant, calm in the vortex of
Miss Ethel Hazlewood has re great events.”
turned to Boston after passing the
Mrs. Leon Cedarstrom. who sum
summer kt Stahl’s Tavern.
mers in Boothbay Harbor, recent
Mr. and Mrs. Chester Hayes will ly visited friends in town.
spend the weekend in Meriden.
Mr. and Mrs. Ernest Angino of
Conn.
Winsted, Conn., were recent guests
At the regular meeting of Good of Miss Fannie Crute. Angino is
Luck Rebekah Lodge, the following a former student of Miss Crute.
officers were nominated: Mrs. Ber
tha Mody, noble grand; Mrs. Edna
Creamer, vice grand; Mrs. Esther THORNDIKEVILLE
Mrs. C. C. Childs, who has been
Gross, recording secretary; Mrs.
Mamie Benner, financial secre employed at Highfield Camp as
tary; Mrs. Olive Crowell, treas cook during the season, has fin
urer. The trustee for three years ished work there. This is Mrs.
was Miss Ada Winchpnbauch. The Childs’ 13th year at Highfield.
Mrs. Everett Crabtree and in
election of officers will be held
fant son have returned home
September 15.
There will be no morning serv from Camden Community Hos
ice, Sunday, at the North Waldo pital.
•>"8 M-g. Emil Juud and
boro Methodist Church. The Rev
Royal Brown is on vacation daughter Barbara ot Smithtown.
... a., nave been guests of
Services will be resumed Sept. 13 .
■Ir. and Mrs. Malcolm Mosher

Gliiucb Drum

Editor and Publisher, Sidney L. Cullen
Three Times a Week
The Limerock Gazette was established in 1846. In 1874
The Courier was established and consolidated with the
Gazette in 1882. The Free Press was established ln 1855,
and in 1891 changed its name to the Tribune. These papers
consolidated March 17, 1897.
Subscriptions $7.50 per year, payable in advance. Single
copies 10c. Circulation 5362.

TEN-YEAR WON-LOST HISTORY

welcome

to

attend

these

meet

ings.

Church News
The Baptist Church in Port Clyde,
Rev. Harold A. Haskell, pastor, in
vites you to its worship and fellow
ship. The services for the week
of September 6th will be:
Sunday:
Divine worship and
communion at 2 p. m. The pastor
will preach on the theme, "God’s
Beckoning Skyline".
There will
be special music.
The Church
School Hour at 3:10 p. m. Adults,
young people and children are cor
dially invited to attend our Church
School each Sunday.
Tuesday:
The weekly Prayer
and Bible Study Hour at 7 p. m .
followed by the annual meeting of
the Baptist Chapel Society.

Bruce Ives, who has been with
his grandmother, Mrs. Frank
Ames, during the summer, has
returned to his home in Reading,
Mass.

James
Stock

recent

of

Kimball
Elyria.

guests

of

and

David

Ohio,

have

been

Mr.

and

Mrs.

John Mitchell.

Pastor Commends
Knights Columbus
Rev. David Surette, pastor of
St. Bernard’s Church in Rockland,
addressed members of Limerock
Council, Knights of Columbus, at
a supper meeting at the Knights
of Columbus Home on Wednesday
evening, Sept. 3.
Father Surette commended the
group on their zeal and their close
cooperation in all their activities.
He had special thanks to the
group for their sponsorship of the
annual lawn party held last month
for the benefit of the parish. He
outlined
renovations
recently
made in the rectory as well as
planned projects in the near fu
ture.
A lobster stew supper preceded
the regular meeting. Preparing
the supper were Aime Beaudoin,
Leo Dostie. Anthony DiNapoll,
Jasper F. Lombardo and George
Robishaw.
In other action, Louis Yadeno
was appointed chairman of sup
per committee to plan supper
meetings for the balance of the
Council year. Gerald Margeson
outlined plans for a broadcast
over WRKD on Columbus Day.
Several members wall participate
in a project to tar the front of the
building on Saturday, Sept. 12.
It was also announced that a
supper, consisting of spaghetti
and meat balls, will be held on
Saturday evening, Sept. 26, at the
Knights of Columbus Home, under
the direction of Jasper F. Lom
bardo.

When making out your will re
member your church and your
hospital.

Oldest South Hope
Resident, Hattie

Boggs, Dies at 95

Miss Hattie Boggs, 95. oldest
citizen of South Hope died in Union
Thursday. The daughter of the
late Allen and Melissa McFar
land Boggs, she was born in South
Hope, July 31, 1864.
Miss Boggs was a life member
of Orient Chapter, OES, of Union
and a member of the Universailst
Church of Rockland. She had
worked as a housekeeper ln Rock
land for approximately 30 years
prior to retirement.
Surviving are several nephews
and cousins.
Funeral services will be held
Matinicus
Saturday from the Davis Funeral
ERVENA C. AMES
Home in Rockland at 10 a. m..
Correspondent
with Rev. William J. Robbins offi
elating.
Mr. and Mrs. Victor Kail of
Interment will be at East Union
Reading. Mass., came Tuesday to
spend a few days of their vacation T/SGT. DAVID H. CURTIS
with Della Ives at the home of
T Sgt. David H. Curtis, Jr., 40
her mother, Mrs. Frank Ames.
of Albany, Ga., formerly of Rock-:
Doiis Merrill of Troy, N. Y.. land died at Maxwell Air Force
Hilda Folts of New Haven. Conn., Base Hospital in Montgomery.
and their niece, Janie Hemmerly, Ala.. Thursday.
came Tuesday for a few days in
He was born in Rockland
the Merrill cottage.
March 21, 1919. the son of David
James Day went to Rockland H. and Clara Thomas Curtis.
Tuesday on business.
He is survived by a son, David
Mr. and Mrs. A. M. Ripley were H. Curtis. HI. and his mother !
recent supper guests of Mr. and Mrs. Clara Curtis, both of Albany ,
Mrs. Milton Philbrook.
Ga.
Rosemary Young fell from a
Military services will be con
tree Tuesday, while playing in a ducted Tuesday at 2 p. m. at the '
makeshift camp the children had Burpee Funeral Home in Rock
built near her home.
land by the Winslow-Holbrook
Statistics show that instead of ecently.
Rev. Mr. White and family, Merritt Post, A. L., and Rev
taking a vacation a man find
Myrven Merrill accompanied who have been staying in the Mer Charles R. Monteith.
that the vacaUon took him—and 3. M. Clark of Union on a motor rill cottage for two weeks, left
Interment will be in the Achorr.
trip to Newport Newa, Va., thls( Tuesday for Blue Hill.
(or plenty.
Cemetery ln Rockland.

day and Friday with Mr. and Mrs.
Ralph W. Copeland.
Mrs. Austin A. Orne of Boothbay Harbor ia visiting with Mr.

WEST ROCKPORT
A large group of teenager* (rue

the local Church School are at
and Mrs. Crosby Prior.
tending the Teenage Weekend at
Mrs. June Peters of Cushing is Camp Fairhaven in Brooke.
spending a few days with Mr. and
Rev. Carl W. Small has returned
The Rockland congregation of the “Thou Art the Man!" This ser
Mrs. Fred Nord.
from his vacation and had charge
Church of Christ meets at the GAR vice will be broadcast at 7.30 over
Mrs. Cleo Hopkins of Rockland of the mid-week prayer meeting
Hall at 3 p. m. Sunday. A general WRKD. Music for the day will be
He will also bring
invitation is extended to all to at-j provided by Mrs. Kent Stanley and and Mrs. Russell Neal and fami Wednesday.
ly visited Simpson's Animal Farm the message at the 9:30 a. m. serrtend these services.
the Stanley children.
ice Sunday morning. Sunday eve*
The Church School, which has in Brunswick Wednesday.
Miss Leslie Stenger and Master ning, at 7, will be the monthly
St. Bernard's Catholic Church. averaged 301 for the summer
Rockland. Sunday, Masses, 8, 9.30 months, will continue to have Rocky Stenger of Rockland are union service at this church.
and 11 a. m. St. James' Catholic classes for all age groups at 9.30 visiting with their grandparents,
IEGAL NOTICE
Church. Thomaston. 9.30 a. m. a. m. In the Early Teen Agers I Mr. and Mrs. Ralph H. Davis.
' PROBATE NOTICES
Our Lady of Good Hope Catholic meeting at 5.45 Michael Azevedo The Pender Bible Class and the STATE OF MAINE
Church. Camden. 8 and 9.30 a. m. will speak on "Prayer”, and in Truth Seekers of the Advent [ To all persons interested in either
• • •
the Senior Ambassador's meeting Christian Sunday School opened i of the estates hereinafter named:
St. Peters Episcopal Church, at 8.15 Richard Von Dohlen will their fall activity with a barbecue 1 At a Probate Court held at RockRev. E. O. Kenyon, Obi. I. W., conclude his summer ministry with supper in the parsonage barn - land, in and for the County of Knox,
Rector: Parish Mass and sermon the young people and will speak Wednesday evening. The menu i on the eighteenth day of August, la
I consisted of steamed clams, hot the year of our Lord one thousand
at 9.30. Weekday Masses, Tues on “The Spirit-Filled Life."
day. Thursday, and Friday at 7.30;
Tuesday the Golden Hour of 1 biscuits, hamburgers, hot dogs, nine hundred and fifty-nine, and by
adjournment from day to day front
on Wednesday at 6 a. m.
Player and Praise will be held at relish, apple pie and cheese, cake, the eighteenth day of said August,
• • •
7.30 in which the pastor will give coffee, punch and lemonade. This ■ The following matters having been
St. Jonn tne Baptist Episcopal another from the series “What We bountiful repast was enjoyed by: 1 presented for the action thereupon
Church, Thomaston: Holy Commu Believe”, this one on "The Free Mr. and Mrs. Kenneth Thompson. I hereinafter indicated it is hereby
Mr. and Mrs. Myron Simmons, I ORDERED.
nion every Sunday at 8 a. m., pre ness and Fullness of Salvation."
ceded by morning prayer at 7.40 The first choir rehearsal of the Mr. and Mrs. Paul Simmons, Mr. I That notice thereof be given to
and Mrs. Charles Sylvester, Mr. I all persons interested, by causing a
s. m. Sunday School every Sunday fall will be held on Wednesday at 7,
at 10.30 a. m. except first Sunday and Saturday a Prayer Hour will and Mrs. Leslie Burns, Mr. and copy of this order to be publishe4
three weeks successively in The
of the mnnth. Morning Prayer and be conducted in the vestry at 7.30. Mrs. Frank Conary. Mr. and Mrs. Courier-Gazette, a newspaper pub
I Douglas Lash, Mr. and Mrs. Still. . . •
Fam..y Service first Sunday of each
lished at Rockland, in saiid County,
At the Church of the Nazarene, * man Havener, Mr. and Mrs. Rus that they may appear at a Probate
month for parents and children. A
sell
Neal,
Mrs.
Barbara
Lash
and
Maverick
Square,
the
Sunday
warm invitation is extended to
Court to be held at said Rockland
everyone to attend tnls service. School session is from 9.45 to 10.45 Rev. and Mrs. Pender.
on the fifteenth day of September,
Regular
Sunday
services
will
be
A. D. 1959 at ten o'clock in the fore
Communion breakfast at 9 a. m. a. m. The morning worship hour
resumed
at
the
Advent
Christian
noon, and be heard thereon if they
is at 11 o’clock and the sermon
each Sunday at the Knox Hotel.
• • •
topic is, “Seeking Sanctification Church next Lord's Day. Morn see cause.
ALBERT P. BLAISDELL late of
Services for the Church of Jesus as a Second Work of Grace.” The ing worship at 10.30 which will in
Christ of Latter Day Saints, "Mor young peoples service will be at clude Holy Communion. Stillman Rockland, deceased. Will and
mon Church", are hela each Sun 6 p. m. The evening preaching Havener will direct the family tition for Probate thereof asking
Rev. that said Will may be proved and
day morning at 10.30 in the Grand service is at 7 o’clock, and the Sunday School at noon.
allowed and that Letters Tei.imcS.
Army Hall in Rockland.
The sermon topic will be, “The Gift of Rev. Clayton Luce, a summer tary issue to Charles F. Blaisdell of
Priesthood meeting for the men Is Spiritual Power." The mid-week resident of Friendship, will show Rockland, he being the Executor
held at 9 a. m. Sunday at the prayer meeting is Thursday night pictures and lecture on his recent named therin, without bond.
i evangelistic tour to Iindia at the
Grand Army Hall.
The Relief at 7 o'clock.
E. GRAVES. SR late
Tuesday 7.30 p. m. mid-week of WILLIAM
• • «
Society for the women is held Wed
Rockland, deceased. W
and
prayer
meeting.
Thursday
at
7
At the Congregational Church,
nesday evening at 7.30. Everyone
Petition for Probate thereof ask.ng
p.
m.,
Loyal
Workers
service
ln
is cordially invited to attend all Rev. Charles R. Monteith, pastor:
that said Will may be proved and
allowed and that Letters Testamen
services and meetings.
Worship at 10.40 a. m., with ser the church vestry.
• • •
tary issue to George C. Giavce,
■-------------- —
mon by the pastor “Through New
At Littlefield Memorial Baptist Doors". Mrs. Howard E. Rollins It’s only human to think that if Sr., he being the Executo: named
Church, Church School classes will be at the console and Mrs. we do it, it can’t be wrong — if therein, without bond.
ESTATE AVARD L. WAI.KEB
will meet at 9.45 a. m. Sunday. Clyde O. Warner will present two others do it, it can’t be right.
Pe
Morning worship will be conduct solos. Flowers will be arranged The straight and narrow path will late of Owls Head, decease
tition for Administration ask.ng
ed by the pastor at 11 a. m. The hy the Diligent Dames. A cordial
that Mary Elizabeth Walkvi of
Ordinance of Communion will be Invitation is extended all to wor Highway accidents are not limit Owls Head or some other su?.ablg
ed to “other people”. They can
administered in this service. The ship.
person be appointed Adm.n.s:rafiix,
sermon title is "Our Priest—
Appointments for the week in happen to you, especially if you w.thout bond.
Jesus Christ". Mrs. Barbara Col clude: Thursday, the Board of "cannot stop in time." The State
ESTATE FRANK T. WINCHEN
Police urge: “Take it easy—Slow
lins will be soloist.
Trustees will meet at the church
BACH late of Rockland, deceased.
Down
and
Live."
The prayer meeting will be held at 7 o'clock; and on Friday and
Petition for Adm.nistra: on -k.ng
that Albert A. Winchenbach of
on Tuesday at 7 p. m. The sec Saturday there will be a state LEGAL NOTICE
Rockland or tome ojhe: sa lable
ond Chapter of the Book of wide Pilgrim Fellowship Officers' NOTICES OF APPOINTMENT
Revelation will be studied in this Training Conference. It will open I, THOMAS C. AYLWARD Regis person be appointed Administrator,
service. A church business meet at 11.30 a. m. Friday and close at ter of Probate for the County of without bond.
ESTATE MARGARET J BUR
ing will follow this service. The 11.30 a. m. on Saturday. Officers Knox in the Stateof Maine hereby
Church Advisory Council will of high school youth church certify that in the following estates GESS late of Thomaston, deceased.
Petition for Adm.inistrat.on asking
meet on Wednesday at the Church groups in Congregational Churches the persons were appointed admin that Wilson E. .Burgess of Thom
istrators, executors, guardians and
at 7 p. m. An association BYF and Federated Churches with conservators and on the date here aston or some other suitab.. per
planning meeting will be held at Congregational affiliation will be inafter named.
son be appointed Adm.n.strator,
the church on Friday evening of in attendance, with Henry Tani, ROSAMOND D. DUKESHIRE late without bond.
this week.
national youth worker as special of St. George, deceased. July 21,
ESTATE TOIVO WAHLMAN '.ate
• • •
leader, assisted by Rev. Stanley 1959, Henry W. Hardy of Needham, of Vinalhaven, deceased. Petition
At Owls Head Baptist Church, B. Hyde, Portland; Rev. John Massachusetts was appointed Ex for Administration asking that
moi ning worship and Communion Ames. Wilton; Rev. John Wester- ecutor, without bond. Christy C. Carolyn Claytor of V.na.h.ven or
at 8.45 a. m.; Church School at hoff, Presque Isle; and Rev. Macy Adams of Rockland, Agent in some other suitable person be ap
pointed Administrator, with bond.
10 a. m.; evening service, Philip Whitehead, South Portland. Sup Maine.
ESTATE LEON E. FITTS .j c of
Carroll, 7 p. m.; prayer and Bible per will be served by the Rock JOSEPH ROWLAND SEAVEY
study, Revelation IT, Thursday at land church to those who have late of Rockland, deceased. July Thomaston, deceased. Pet.t.on for
Administration asking tha Th. ma
7.30 p. m.
made reservations and overnight 21, 1959, Samuel W. Collins, Jr., of D. Fitts of Thomaston c: some
Rockland was appointed Adminis
• • «
entertainment will be furnished trator and qualified by filing bond other suitable person be appo.nteA
The Pratt Memorial Methodist advance registrants from the As
Administratrix, without bond
Church. Merle S. Conant, minis sociation and State levels, while on July 29, 1959.
ESTATE DALTON E. RAYNBB
ter, will holdaits worship service officers and advisors from local ELLEN M. PALMER of Washing late
of Owls Head, deceased Pe
ton.
August
4,
1959,
Robert
W.
at 10.30. The pastor will preach groups will be responsible for Cunningham of Rockport was ap tition for Administration asking
on the theme “Good Workman." their own entertainment.
pointed Guardian and qualified by that Ethel B. Raynes of O.. Head
Anne Davis will play "Elegy" by
• • •
or some other suitable pe son be
filing bond on same date.
Gillette, "Morning Hymn” by
Regular services will he re MAURICE F. LOVEJOY late of appointed Administratrix, without
Kotzschmar. and "All Glory, sumed at the Universalist Church Rockland, deceased. July 28. 1969, bond.
ESTATE LILLIAN LAWRY ate
Laud and Honor” by Techner. by the County Court House tomor Ethel M. Lovejoy of Rockland was
Mr. DeGroff will sing "I Hear Thy row at 11 a. m. A Labor Day ser appointed Executrix and qualified of Vinalhaven. deceased. Pentiog
for license to sell certain ea es
Voice” by Lang and "How Lovely mon will be presented by Rev. Wil by filing bond on August 4, 1959.
Art Thy Dwellings" by Liddle. All liam J. Robbins on the topic, “The THELBERT P. CARROLL late of tate situated in said Vinaihaveu
are welcome to the service. The Work of Our Hands”. The choir Warren, deceased. July 21, 1969, and fully described in sa d petitioa
presented by Joseph F. Head.jy of
Church School will open on Sun will sing, assisted by Vincent Good Virgie F. Studley of Rockland was Vinalhaven, Administrator.
day, Sept. 13. Let every teacher win, soloist, with Mrs. Ruth Dalton appointed Executor, without bond.
ESTATE GERTRUDE M TUB.
and pupil be in his place.
as organist. A service of chris GEORGE A. BARNES late of St. NER late of Washu,gton. deceased.
George, deceased. August 18, 1959,
tening will be held during the hour
Petition for license to sell certain
The Peoples Methodist Church of worship. Regular classes of the Floyd Barnes of St. George was ap real estate situated in said Wash
pointed
Executor,
without
bond.
at South Thomaston will hold its Church School begin on October 4.
ington and Augusta, County of
worship service at 7 o'clock. Rev. A nursery-kindergarten is provided WILBUR F. COOMBS late of Vi Kennebec, and fully described ia
nalhaven, deceased. July 30, 1959, said petition presented by HarolA
Merle Conant will preach on the every Sunday during church time Joseph F. Headley of Vinalhaven
subject "Good Workman."
All with experienced leaders in charge. was appointed Administrator, with W. Flanders of Waldoboro Lipools
County, Administrator.
are invited to the service.
the Will annexed, and qualified by
• • •
ESTATE SADIE L. MORSE lata
filing
bond
on
August
18,
1959.
Man’s God-given dominion over Drive-In Church
GEORGE T. STEWART late of of Thomaston, deceased. Petitipa
Determination of Value pleat
disease and enslavement will be
Rockland, deceased. August 18, for
ed by Annie O. Rogers of Warren,
stressed at Christian Science Services To End
1959, Alan L. Bird of Rockland was Guardian
appointed Administrator, with the widower. of Wilbur J. Morse,
services this Sunday.
The final Drive-In Church Ser Will annexed, without bond.
Accounts of spiritual dominion
ESTATE MARY H. PRESCOTT
to be read from the Bible include vice for this summer will be held FRANCES B. NEWHALL late of of Camden. First and F.n.ii Ac
Sunday at 8.30 a. m. at the Rock Rockland, deceased. August 18,
Christ Jesus’ healing of the "wo
land Drive-In Theatre. This ser 1959. Edgar L. Newhall of Rockland count presented for allowance by
man having an issue of blood 12
Harold S. Davis, Guardian.
years" (Luke 8) and Paul's heal vice is sponsored by the First Bap was appointed Executor, without
ESTATE CHARLES L. BOM AM
bond.
tist
Church;
and
the
pastor,
Rev.
ing of Eutychus who “fell down
late of Vinalhaven, deceased First
from the third loft, and was taken Roy I. Bohanan, will speak this WARREN L. ULMER of Rock and Final Account presen'cJ (or
land. August 18, 1959, Barbara U.
up dead" (Acts 20). The Lesson- Sunday on "A Time For Every Keizer of Rockland was appointed allowance by Joseph F. Headley,
thing."
Administrator c.t.a.
Sermon is entitled "Man".
Special music will be brought by Conservator, and qualified by filing
ESTATE SADIE L. MORSE late
Fi-om "Science and Health with
bond on same date.
Alfred
and
Ansel
Young.
of Thomaston, deceased. F ist and
Key to the Scriptures” by Mary
MARY
H.
PRESCOTT
late
of
All arc welcome to come and
presented fo: al
Baker Eddy will be read this pas
Camden, deceased. August 18, Final Account
by Annie O. Rogei.-, Ad
sage: "The enslavement of man join in this unique out-door wor 1959, Harold S. Davis of Camden lowance
ministratrix.
is not legitimate. It will cease ship service, which lasts just half was appointed Administrator and
ESTATE FRED L. THORNTON
qualified by filing bond on same
when man enters into his herit an hour on Sunday morning.
late of Thomaston, deceased First
date.
age of freedom, his God-given
presented lor al
LLOYD HAROLD MALONEY late and FinalbyAccount
dominion over
the
material
Flora A. Thorn:on, Ad
Friendship
of South Thomaston, deceased. lowance
senses” (228:11-13).
ministratrix.
August 18, 1959, Elizabeth M. VasThe Golden Text is from Gene
HELEN L. BAIRD
ESTATE SUSAN M. WORTON
ser
of
Belleville,
Michigan,
was
ap
Correspondent
sis (1:26): "God said. Let us
pointed Administratrix, without late of Friendship, deceased First
Tel. TEmple 2-9954
make man in our image, after our
bond. A. Alan Grossman, Agent in j and Final Acount presen'ed for al
lowance by Julia W. Fell. Execu
likeness: and let them have do
Maine.
trix.
minion over the fish of the sea.
Dr. and Mrs. C. William Vogel
MABEL B. KELLER late of Cam
ESTATE FRANCES A. HANRA
and over the fowl of the air, and and family left Thursday for their den, deceased. August 18. 1959,
Herbert W. Keller of Camden was ! HAN late of Rockland due,red.
over the cattle, xind over all the home in Cincinnati, Ohio.
earth, and over every creeping
Postmaster Carlton A. Simmons xppo.nted Administrator, and quali First and Final Account presented
for allowance by Beatrice H PhMthing that creepeth upon the is on vacation from his duties at fied by filing bond on same date.
brook, Executrix.
ARTHUR A. BAIN late of Rock
earth.”
the post office.
ESTATE OSCAR JOHNSON late
Misses Leatrice M. Davis and land, deceased. August 18, 1959,
Sunday services and Sunday
of Cushing, deceased. Firs; and
School are both at 10 30 a. m. with Sandy Duncan of Hartford. Conn., Isabel B. Bain of Rockland was ap Final Aocount presented foi al
the Wednesday evening meetings are spending a week’s vacation pointed Administratrix, without lowance by Marion A. Johnson, Ad>
bond.
with Mr. and Mrs. Hartwell L.
at 7.30.
minlstratrix.
JOHN P. WARE also known as
• • •
Davis.
WITNESS, Charles T Smalley,
JOHN
PUTNAM
WARE
and
J.
Rev. Roy I. Bohanan. pastor of
Miss Marjorie McGaulflin has PUTNAM WARE late of Phoenix, Judge of Probate Court for Raog
the First Baptist Church, will re returned to her home at Boothbay Arizona, deceased. August 18, County, Rockland, Maine
Attest:
turn to the pulpit thus Sunday, and Harbor after spending the sum 1959. Alan L. Bird of Rockland was
THOMAS C. AYLWARD,
will have as his sermon subject in mer at Timber Point.
appointed Administrator and quali
Register.
the morning worship service at
Mr. and Mrs. R. E. T. Haff. fied by filing bond on same date.
104*S*Ud
10.45. "Moved With Compassion." who have spent the summer at Attest:
His children's sermonette will be the Mrs. Fred Young apartment,
THOMAS C. AYLWARD,
Register.
on "The Great Seal", and the Com have returned to West Chester,
104«S»110
munion Service will he observed Pa.
Mrs. Frank Conary. Jr., and son
after the sermon. The final DriveIn Church Service for the season Warren. Mrs. Wayne S. Havener,
CUSTOM
will he held this Sunday morning Mrs. Douglas Lash and son Myron
RETREADING
at 8.30 a. ni. at the Rockland were in Portland on Monday.
Mrs. Gordon Murphy and Mrs.
~>rive-In Theatre and Mr. Bohanan
15" u4 14"
vill preach on “A Time For Nelson Lash were in Brunswick
5 HOUR SERVICB
Everything." In the evening ser- on Monday.
Fully Guaranteed
Mr. aad Mrs. Leslie Overlock MTItt CAR A HOME SUPPIT
ice at 7 hii message will be on

14”

Momenta To

Remember No,

1, ol Meriden, Conn., spent Thurs

An auto accident at the junction
Municipal Court
of Lake Avenue and Old County
TOO LATE TO OASSFY
Road in Rockland, Thursday, re
Edgar H: Johnson, 87, of Cam
sulted in a total of $600 damage.
$1500 buys the most beautifully den was arraigned before Judge
situated
lot
at
Pen-Bay
Acres,
un

The drivers of the cars involved.
Christy C. Adams in Municipal

’f

Wheeler Promoted MRS. HARVEY'S GOT YOUR GOAT I

Mrs. Elaine H. Webber. 53, of obstructed view out over the bay. Court, Thursday, on a charge of
Lincolnville, and Carl Thory, 32, CHARLES JILLSON, Realtor. Tel. driving a vehicle while under the
107-109
of Augusta, escaped injury, Rock LYric 4-8192.
: influence of liquor.
land police said. Both cars were
Sheriff's deputies arrested him
BORN
traveling
west
on
Lake
Avenue,
Two Bremen teenagers, who
Sept. 2 on the Owls Head Road.
i
Henderson
—
At
Knox
Hospital,
were attempting to light a home according to the investigating offi Sept. 4. to Mr. and Mrs. Elwyn Judge
Adams
continued
the
| charge to Sept. 11, pending the
made cannon filled with gun cers, when Thory mistook the turn Henderson of Thomaston, a son.
[Social and community event*
powder Wednesday, were treated in which the Webber car started
Esancy—At Knox Hospital. Sept. results of a blood test.
are solicited for thi* calendar. All
to make at the Intersection. The 3. to Mr. and Mrs. Kenneth Esancy
Johnson, who pleaded not guilty
are tree and space here cannot be for first and second degree burns i right side of the Webber sedan
of
Liberty, a daughter.
Steve Prior, j
was released in $250 personal
purchased.
Strictly commercial at Knox Hospital.
sustained
$500
damage
and
the
Pillsbury
—
At
Knox
Hospital,
recognizance.
affairs, sales, suppers, dances, can 13, was treated for first and sec- '
Sept. 4. to Mr. and Mrs. Robert
• • •
not be accepted. The decision of ond degree burns in the face and left front of the Thory sedan re
Pillsbury,
a
daughter.
the editor is final.]
on the hands and a fractured left ceived about $100 damage.
Several continued charges were
Williams—At Knox
Hospital,
little finger. Davis Crowell, 14,
Sept. T—Labor Day.
Sept. 3. to Mr. and Mrs. Dennis completed in Municipal Court Fri
Nine June graduates of Rock Williams of Rockland, a daughter. day morning when Judge Christy
Sept. 8—The American Leyton Auxi was treated for first and second
land
High
School
will
be
exposed
liary will held their flret regular degree burns ln the face and on
Smith—At Camden Community Adams imposed sentence.
meeting ot the season.
the hands and arms and super to the wonders of college life Hospital. Sept. 2, to Mr. and Mrs.
Stanley A. Zoidis of Bangor paid
Sept. 9—The Medomak District of cilious burns on the eyes. Crowell Thursday, Sept. 10. at the Uni Dana Smith of Tenants Harbor, a a $25 fine after he pleaded guilty
Garden dubs will meet at tbe was admitted to the hospital for versity of Maine. Mary Grispi, a daughter—Bette Ann.
August 31 to passing a stop sign
Rendezvous, Southport.
further treatment, where his con Rockland High alumnus and a
at the intersection of Routes 17 and
Sept 9—The Rockland Business and
member of the All-Maine Women,
MARRIED
131 in Union. State Police arrested
Professional Club will hold their dition Thursday was regarded as will assist with the social in
Austin-Heiseler — At
Saugus, 1 him August 28.
Whitney L. Wheeler
annual membership supper at ^he | "good” by hospital attaches. Da
Mass..
Aug.
16.
Robert
Burkett
Aus

doctrination
program
of
the
1,000
• • •
vis’ father. Loring Crowell, drove
Farnsworth Museum.
The collector of internal revenue
tin of Tacoma. Wash., and Union,
Sept. 10—The FEW Class of the the boys to the hospital. They freshmen students.
Harry P. Earl, 21, of 80 Ma
and Judith Brenda Heiseler of Sau
for
Maine, Whitney L. Wheeler of
First Baptist Church will meet had ignited the gunpowder in the
gus, Mass., by Rev. Donald Tib sonic Street. Rockland, paid a $35
at the home of Mrs. Jean Mc workshop of the Crowell residence
A combination of a flooded oil betts.
fine after he pealed guilty in court St. George, has been promoted
Clure. Ingraham Hill.
burner and a chimney fire sent
late Wednesday afternoon.
August 3 to procuring liquor for: from commander to captain in
Sept. 10—The WFC Club will meet i
Rockland Bremen to the home of
a 16 year old girl.
the United States Naval Reserve.
DIED
at the Odd Fellows Hall with din-1
Mrs. Dorothy Larrabee, 35. of Theodore LaFolley at 7 Purchase
State Liquor Inspector Roger H., Capt. Wheeler saw active duty
Herrick—At Rockland, Sept. 3,
ner at 12 noon.
Sept. 12—The Nurses Guild rum 10 State Street. Rockland, stepped Street at 9.45 a. m., Thursday. Mrs. Grace C. Herrick, formerly of Gagne of Augusta charged him from 1942 to 1945 ln World War
mage sale at St. Peter’s Episco on a nail In her dooryard, Thurs Firemen fount) that soot at the Brooklin, age 86 years. Funeral with procuring beer at the Public n. In the reserve, he has served
pal Church Undercroft.
day, and was treated for lacera base of the chimney had caused services Sunday at 2 p. m. from Landing July 31 for the girl.
as executive, commanding and
. . .
Sept. 14—The Rockland Chamber of tions on the right foot at Knox the fire. There was no damage, the Brooklin Baptist Church with
administrative officer of the Au
Rev. Charles Fore officiating. InCommerce will hold a luncheon Hospital.
department officials said.
Two assault and battery charges
te-ment will be in Brooklin Ceme and a motor vehicle violation were gusta Naval Reserve unit. He
meeting at the Thorndike Hotel.
has been administrative officer
tery.
Sept. 16—The Rockiand Chamber of
A pickup truck, driven by Ern
Automobiles, operated by Karen
Curtis—At Montgomery, Ala., continued again by Judge Adams. since 1953.
Commerce will hold a post sum
Leon E. Southard. Jr., 19, of 80,
mer season get together at tne Armstrong, 16. of Camden, and est A. Wentworth, 66, of Rock Sept. 3, T/Sgt. David H. Curtis of
Thorndike Hotel. Entertainment Ruth M. Orrington, 53, of Rock port, was pulling away from the Albany. Ga.. formerly of Rockland, Masonic Street, Rockland, was
will follow dinner at 6:30.
land, collided at 5.30 p. m.. Thurs curb on Main Street in Camden age 40 years. Military funeral ser charged by his wife, Mrs. Carolyn Obituaries
Sept. 17—The Emblem Club will day, on Mechanic Street in Cam at 10.45 a. m., Thursday, when it vices will be conducted Tuesday at Southard, with assault and battery
MRS. GRACE C. HERRICK
hold a social meeting at the Elks den. Damage to the Orrington became involved in a collision 2 p. m. from the Burpee Funeral August 19 In Rockland.
Mrs. Grace C. Herrick, 86, of
Home at 8 p. m.
The respondent, who was found
car was estimated at $150 and $25 with a sedan, operated by Amos Home by Rev. Charles Monteith
Sept. 17—The Fidelis Missionary damage to (he other car, Camden E. McGean. 40, of Sydney. Nova and a detail from Dow Air Force guilty of the charge of simple as Rockland, formerly of Brooklin,
Base of Bangor. Interment will
Circle and the Women’s Mission
Scotia. Damage to the truck was be in Achorn Cemetery in Rock sault and battery in court August and widow of the late George C.
ary Circle of the Littlefield Memo police said.
21. was told to appear in court Herrick, died Thursday evening at
set
at
$10
and
$60
to
the
car,
ac

rial Baptist Church will meet at
land.
the home of her son. Clifford E.
the church vestry for installation
A truck, operated by Camille cording to Camden police.
Boggs—At Union. Sept. 3, Miss Friday for sentence. This time.
of officers.
Hattie Boggs of South Hope, age 95 Judge Adams continued the com Herrick. New County Road.
McDonald. 41, of Buctoushe, N.
A car driven by Robert D. years. Funeral services today at plaint to September 11 and re Mrs. Herrick was born November
B., skidded out of control on
COMING REUNIONS
Flanders,
18, of Rockland, skidded 10 a. m. fiom the Davis Funeral leased him in $50 personal recog 23. 1872. at Oceanville, the daughter
Route 1 in Camden at 5.05 a. m.,
of Justin and Elizabeth Hatch
Sept. 6—Poland Family Reunion at Thursday, traveled over the lawn on Route 1 in Glen Cove at 7.40 p. Home in Rockland with Rev. Wil nizance.
...
Joyce. She was a member of the
Lawrence Crane's camp on Lake of Dean Fisher and struck two m„ Wednesday, and struck a liam J. Robbins officiating. Inter
A charge of assault and battery Brooklin Baptist Church, and the
Quantabacook, Searsport.
In elm trees. The driver told Cam parked car. owned by Franklin ment will be in East Union.
against George O. Tripp, Jr., of Center Harbor Lodge of Rebekahs
case of rain it will be at William den police that the incident hap Spinney of Rockland. The Fland
CARD OF THANKS
Packard's home, upper Mountain
Port Clyde was continued again to! of Brooklin.
ers
car,
heading
toward
Camden,
pened
at
the
intersection
of
Routes
I wish to thank all kind folks
Street, Camaen.
Surviving besides her son. with
His
1 and 137 when he was applying skidded on the wet pavement and who have patronized me at the September 11 for sentence.
whom
she had made her home the
wife,
Mrs.
Donna
Tripp,
charged
Seventeen year old Eunice Win his brakes. Damage to the front I rolled over three times before road stand the past eight years. I him with striking her August 19 past 23 year's, are: a sister, Mr3.
ramming
into
the
parked
vehicle.
am
closing
the
stand
Labor
Day.
end
of
the
truck
was
estimated
at
:
slow tripped Wednesday morning
Vesta Webb of Oceanvii'e and
Being my last season with you. at their home.
and fell against a pan in the $500. There were no reported in Damage to the Spinney car was Everyone has been wonderful to
Judge Adams found Tripp guilty Frank Joyce of Malden. Mas?.,
estimated
at
$250
and
$200
dam

juries.
kitchen of her aunt's home at 334
of s'mn'e >>.••»,’»
............. ■- four grandchildren and five great
age to the other automobile. There me. I shall miss you. but never
Limerock
Street,
Rockland,
will forget your kindness.
gust 21 and then continued the com- grandchildren.
were
no
reported
injuries.
Trooper
Two-year-old Bryan Hocking,
where she is staying. She was
Leora Miller,
Funeral services are to be held
pia,nt to F..uay io. sciuciice.
• • •
107*lt
treated at Knox Hospital for a son of Mr. and Mrs. Arnold Hock George Massie was the investigat East Friendship.
Sunday at 2 p. m. from the Brook
cut in the corner of the left eye. ing of 77 Pleasant Street, was ing officer.
A complaint of operating a vehi lin Baptist Church with Rev.
treated at Knox Hospital Thursday
CARD OF THANKS
cle without a driver’s license Charles Fore officiating.
for
a
fractured
left
arm.
suffered
A
33
foot
lobster
boat,
owned
byI wish to express my thanks and against Frank L. Feyler, 21. of 23 Interment will be in the Brooklin
James York, seven year old son
of Mr. and Mrs. James York of when he fell down a flight of Oram H. Stimpson of Tenants Ha-- appreciation to Dr. Eddy and Cedar Street, Rockland, was con Cemetery.
nurses
at the Knox Hospital, to the
bor. will be launched at 1 p. m.
60 Pleasant Street. Rockland, was stairs at his home.
Coast Guard and nurse from Ma tinued again for sentence to Sep
today
from
the
Anderson
Boat
treated at Knox Holpital Wednes
WILLIAM ORNE
tinicus, who assisted in removing tember 4.
Constance Miller, 18, of Natick. Works in Thomaston.
Feyler pleaded guilty to the
day for a fractured left arm, suf
Funeral services were held Fri
my husband to the mainland from
Mass.,
sprained
her
right
ankle,
fered when he fell from bis bi
Criehaven Island. Special thanks charge August 21 and was told to day at the Island Church on Mon
Thursday, while walking along the
The T-Club dined at Witham’s to my many friends and relatives, appear in court Friday to receive hegan Island for William Orne, 33,
cycle.
beach at the Samoset Hotel where Lobster Pound in Rockport on all the friends on Chiehaven who sentence. Rockland Police stopped of Monhegan. who died in Bangor
Another examination is expected she is employed. Medical treat Thursday evening. Members who were so kind in the time of my him August 20 on Main Street in Wednesday after a brief illness.
He was released in
to be held within the next few ment was rendered in the emer attended were: Mrs. Earle Mac great need. Also the Davis Fun Rockiand.
Mr. O ne was a lobster fisher
Williams. Mrs. E. C. Moran. Mrs. eral Home.
$100 personal recognizance.
weeks for persons interested in fill gency room at Knox Hospital.
man. He was born in Rockland.
Fannie Enstedt.
Rhama
Philbrick.
Mrs.
Chauncey
ing the position of patrolman in
Feb. 7. 1926. thc son of Maynard
107-lt
Bradley D. Wiley, 24. of Tenants and Myra Stanley Orne.
City Manager and Mrs. Charles Keene, Mrs. Carl Christoffersen.
the Rockland Police Department,
Haibor. entered a plea of guilty to
City Manager Charles Haynes said Haynes left, Friday, to spend a and Mrs. Bertha Thurston, all of
Survivors include his widow, Mrs.
“Y 1
Rockland; Mrs. Edna Dwinal and
imprudent driving on Union Street
Friday. Four applicants were in vacation at their camp in Trenton.
Christine Upham Orne; his mother.
Mrs. Veda Achorn of Rockport, j
in
Rockland
September
3
and
was
They
plan
to
return
to
Rockland,
terviewed and rejected by the per
Myra Stanley Orne; two sons, Wil
and guest, Mrs. Elizabeth Libby of
fined $40.
LOBSTERS
sonnel board this week, Haynes Wednesday afternoon.
liam Orne, Jr., and Michael Orne.
Manchester, N. H.
Frederick
E.
Tripp
of
Rockland,
noted. The position was vacated
inspector for the Registry of Motor all of Monhegan Island; a sister,
upon the resignation ot William Subscribe to The Courier-Gazette
Alive or Boiled
Effective next Tuesday, Septem
Vehicles
Department.
clocked Mrs. Nathalie Kattelle of Darien,
Manseau.
ber 8, the Knox Theatre will dis
Wiley's
car
speeding
60
miles
an Conn.; and three brothers. Thomas
POLAND REUNION
KEAG RIVER BRIDGE
hour in a 25 mile zone on Union Orne of South Portland, Raymond
The Poland Reunion will be held continue matinee showings, except
Every Sunday 9 to 5
Street and weaving from lane to Orne, USN. and Philip Orne, of
Sunday, Sept. 6, at Lawrence Saturdays and Sundays and school
Monhegan.
lane.
Evening shows at the
Crane's camp on Lake Quantaba holidays.
RESERVATIONS:
Interment was in the Island
107-lt
Judge Adams told the respondent
cook, Searsport. In case of rain it usual times.
CALL LYric 4-746$
that the only reason he has no', Cemetery in Monhegan.
will be at William Packard's home,
Progress depends on team
suspended his driver's license was
upper Mountain street, Camden.
South Thomaston Lions Club
105-107 work for its greatest gains—not
because he needed it for his liveli George W. Wood. Jr., was ar
64-65-S-tf
on individual action.
hood. He warned him that exces rested by Sheriff P. Willard
•Bud” Sprowl is now manager of
sive speeding on Union Street must Pease. Thursday night, at his
Bitler’s Flying "A”, Park Street,
stop since he has received nu Rockland home on a fugitive from
LABOR DAY
next to Sampson's Market.
He
merous complaints from elder resi justice warrant.
He was arraigned on the com
dents of the area who are afraid
MONUMENTS BY DORNAN
Remember when the welcomes his old and new cus
plaint in Municipal Court, Friday
101-tf
to cross the street.
town's orator spoke on tomers. Stop in today.
. . •
morning, where Judge Christy C.
"The Dignity of Labor"
FOR 76 YEARS
These offers good for new, re
at every Labor Day pic
Richard Saari, 19. of Thomaston Adams ordered him held until
PHONE THOMASTON, FLeetwood 4-6531
nic? We honor our men newal or gifts: American Home, 25
was found guilty of having 18 short Sept. 14. to await a warrant from
and women who have months - $3.25. 30 months - $3 75;
lobsters in his possession at Cush Governor Clinton A. Clauson for
William E. Dornan & Son, Inc.
done so much to make our Ladies’ Home Journal. 22 months ing and given a suspended fine of extradition to Florida. He was
nation great. The "Dig $3.85. 30 months - $5.25; Saturday
released in $1,000 sureties, posted
$90. Saari paid $5 court costs.
nity of Labor" is one of Evening Post. 60 weeks - $4.79.
Office-Showroom, Thomaston, Maine
Saari and a companion. Robert by Herbert C. Wood and Kathryn
the outstanding character
l-B-tf
Maki of Cushing, were seen near F. Wood of Rockland.
istics of our American 117 weeks - $10.17. Mail check or
Dial LYric 4-4564. Fred E. Harden.
Sheriff Pease said that Wood is
Grave Yard Cove in Cushing Aug.
Democracy.
"The Magazine Man", Rockland.
29 having the short lobsters in wanted by the police in Tallahassee.
Maine.
107-111
their possession. The complain Fla., on a charge of grand larceny.
DAVIS
ant was Coastal Warden Elwood Pease received notification from
FUNERAL HOMES
Davis.
Sheriff William P. Joyce of Leon
ROCKLAND
That Generations
Maki was fined $90 after he was County. Fia., that the grand jury
and
Largest Discount House in Maine
found guilty of the charge in of that county recently indicted the
THOMASTON
to Come may
court Monday. Judge Adams ex Rockland man on the charge. No
107-lt
ON PAINT A WALLPAPER A KITCHEN UTENSILS
plained that he suspended the tine further details were available from
Jleitumbtr
on Saari because he questions the the State of Florida.
DUTCH BOY OUTSIDE HOUSE PAINT, 62% Lead, 24% Zinc
legality of assessing fines on two
PURE LINSEED OIL Gal. $6.20, 5 Gal. Can $30.00
men for having the same short
All DUTCH BOY INSIDE PAINT, Qts. $1.50 ta $2.15
BOAT BARGAIN
lobsters in their possession.
la
, 1

' j
1

I
|

1 fe

'

1
U

Coming Events

Carr’s of Rockland

Gal. $4*50 to $6.96 Less 10%
EAGLO AND OTHER MAKES OF PAINT, Qts. 75c to $1.65
Gal. $3.95 ta $5.75 Less 10%
Or On All Above Point, Assorted Colors if Desired
1 Unit Free With 5, Which is a Discount af About 20%.
MILL END Gal. $1.89, 4 Gal. Case $7.00
FuH Line af RUTLAND FIRE CLAY PRODUCTS
RUTLAND NO TAR ROOF COATING

BURPEE
Funeral Home

Which Is Considered the Best on the Market

AMBULANCE SERVKE
TEL. LY 4-1212

RUSSELL
Funeral Home
CARL M. STILPHEN
M HOUR AMBULANCE
SERVICE
LADY ASSISTANT

In a Few Minutes You Can Wash It Off and Does Not
Raise the Grain.

mi
•sly ior your lifetime, ha
gtanttoa. to tome. We cm
I west. year chmct ■

Rr

DODGE - PLYMOUTH

COMPLETE REPAIR SERVICE

Chester Brooks i
WARREN
CAMDEN

F. M. CORNELL & SON, INC

First Cheict Used Cars
TEL. LY 4-4481
ROCKLAND
BT. L NEW COUNTY RD
104-tt

Water and Green Streets
THOMASTON
Between 9 and 3 P. M.
Tuesday through Friday.
107-109

Tel. CRestwd 3-2981
Tel. CEdar 6-2201

September 13th - 20th
E. H. BROWN, D.S.C., Podiatrist
107-108

Far Painters and Paper Hangers a Special Low Price
FULL LINE OF GRUMBACHER ART SUPPLIES
We Guarantee To Save U $ $ $

RHONE LT 4-4411

586 MAIN ST.
„

TEL LYric 4-4323

ROCKLAND
107-lt
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The Maine Port Authority an
nounced Friday that delivery of the
new bay ferry, North Haven, is
expected by mid-October. Edward
Langlois, manager of the Authority
which put the Governor Muskie in
service on the Islesboro to Lincoln
ville Beach run Thursday, said
that the Everett Libby which will;
serve Vinalhaven will follow .her:
by several weeks.
Inasmuch as the ferry terminal
at North Haven will not be com
pie'ted at that time, the North Ha
ven will be put on the run to Vinal
haven where terminal facilities are
expected to be completed by Octo
ber 1. Late delivery in piling and
other materials has delayed the
North Haven terminal several
weeks.

Mrs. Howard Low

In Ladies Day Golf

Rain washed out the regular
Ladies Day at the Rockland Coun
try Club, Thursday, and the
matches were held. Friday, in
stead with 12 competing.
In the best ball competition in
class A over the 18 hole distance
the trio of Mrs. Charles Wotton,
Mrs. Meredith Dondis and Mias
Priscilla Anderson took the low
net prize over two other teams.
Mrs. Emery Howard, Sr., had
low net of 101-77 in the A division
and honors for the least number
of ptRts were shared by Mrs.
Earl Anderson and Miss Priscilla
Staples.
Group B played nine holes with
Rockland Golfers To the low net winner being Mrs. Ed
Coffin. Mrs. Charles Huntley had
Wrap Up Title Play the least putts in this division—
16, and a special prize went to
The men’s club championships Mary Ann Carey.
in both the first and second flights
are slated to be settled this week
Honestly, now, what’s your hurry,
end at the Rockland Country Take it easy—Slow Down and Live!
Club as a couple of participants
who have been absent all week
return to action.
$25 REWARD
Nine holes of the 36 hole final
match between Al Emery and
Billy Murgita will be played Sat For Information Leading to the
urday. with the balance on Sun Arrest and Conviction of the
Person who stole the Windows
day. Murgita has been absent all
und Rriek from my Property at
week on the fishing boat on which
Packards Mill in East Warren.
he is employed.
One of the semi-final matches
Vesper L. Packard
in The second flight will be played
this morning when Henry Gardner
ASH POINT, .MAINE
meets Karry Mathieson.
The
TEL. LYric 4-4078
winner will meet George Starr,
106*108

TOWN OF THOMASTON
NOTICE OF HEARING
The Board ol Appeal will hold
a hearing on Tuesday, Sept. 15
at 7.30 p. m. on the petition of
Carleton Pease to construct a
building on Roxbury Street ln
Zone 3 Chapter 11, Section 4 for
a nonconforming use under
Chapter 11, Section 7 ot thc
Town Zoning laws. Hearing to
be held at the Selectmen's of
fice, Watt's Block.
107-103

For

Gas Installation

And
Service
CALL

|H CUSTOM
RETREADING
Alsa 15" and 16"
8 HOUR SERVICE
Folly Guaranteed

BITLER CAR A HOME SUPPLY

A. C. McLOON
& CO.
BOCKLAND, MAINE
TEL. LY 4-5014
82-tf

47-tf

OTSsswwwsKTOMsjBnBn
ROSS
zSfe
MOTORS,
Jeep
INC ■9
TaL LV 4-7233

Rockland

KNOX FISH & GAME ASSN.

BUY

WITH

CONFIDENCE

Hi9Z/.SV<V

Come In While Our Supply Is Complete

Knn. I.incoln-Waldo Counties

Due In October

VACATION NOTICE
13 SUMMER STREET

Additional 10% on Wallpapers over 39c Single Rdl
PLASTIC COATED WALLPAPERS
Soap and Water Washable at Lowest Possible Prices
Same Bundles from 25c Up - Some Single Rdls 19c Up

winner of the other semi-final
earlier, in the 36 hole final Sun
day. Gardner has been absent
from the city on vacation which
has held up that flight.

Next Ferry To
Serve the Bay

M-tf

Reduced 1-3 on Arrival

$ CLAREMONT STBEET
BOCKLAND. MAINS
1-tfl

i

LARGEST DISPLAY OF WALLPAPER
NORTHEAST OF BOSTON

hdp yoo Sod lasting aamtacuca
duough oar wide icleetioa of Hock
of Aga family monumentt. Each io
hacked by a ugned guarantee tt

16 Ft. Cornell Lapstrake—hnilt
when model change was made.
Not standard line, but brand
new. Will sell Ior manufactur
ing cost. Financing can be ar
ranged. Can he seen at factory.

E. T. Nelson, Inc.

Gd. $1.25, 5 Gd. Can $4.50
RUTLAND WASH OFF PAINT AND VARNISH REMOVER

BARRETT M. JORDAN, Prop.
Established 1830

11$ LIMEROCK STBEET
BOCKLAND. MAINE
138-S-tf

(Reg. Price $795.)

Photo by Gross
Whoever you are, Mrs. Harold Harvey's got your goat—and she
doesn't want it! And she doesn't really know how she got it. Thurs
day afternoon, she returned to her home at 660 Old County Road and
found the unconcerned female, above, staked out on the Harvey lawn.
The lawn didn't need cutting so the four-legged lawn mower was moved
into the grass on the side. Nanny was happily chomping on the grass,
Friday afternoon, but she’ll soon become lonesome.

for Quality • Speed • Convenience

LITTLE & HOFFSES
TELEPHONE FLeetwood 4-2440
92-S-tf

4th Annual Ladies’ Night
September 24, 1959
MEMBERS AM) INVITED GUESTS

LOBSTER SUPPER: Servings at 6.30 and 7.15 p. nt.
ENTERTAINMENT • RALPH GREENWOOD, Magician - 8 ta 9
DANCING 9 to 12
Musk by Earl Maxey's Beaver Lodge Orchestra
DONATION $2.00
Tickets Now Available from All Directors and Must Be
Obtained Before Monday, September 21st
107-lt
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Questionnaires will be mailed to . management problem*. Ha made! “Narrowing the Gap Between
farmers two weeks before the 418 farm visits during the year, Sunday and Monday’’ will be the
census takers begin their round he held 22 county committee
theme of the conference directed
of farm visits on Oct. 21. The meetings during which time 10S
by Rev. William S. Van Meter,
applications
for
loans
were
screened
census
takers
will
be
working
GEORGES VALLEY GRANGE
4-H'ERS WIN MANY AWARDS AT
Farm Census
and farmers made 300 calls I STM, execuuve secretary of the
through November, too.
By Hilda Stockbridge
“We hope farmers will fill out ' to his office to apply for loans orI Department of Social Relations,
Grange Corner
Once more time for the Grange
UNION FAIR FOR EXHIBITS WHICH
the forms accurately and prompt discuss their farming and credit Diocese of Chicago.
to begin fall meetings, but as usual Due In October
ly and have them ready when the situations. He was able to help
Registration will precede a noon
not too successful here. It is un
SHOWED WIDE RANGE OF PROJECTS
Maine farmers will need to keep census takers call,” added Clark. many farmers who called at the luncheon on Saturday, September
derstood theTe are several names
OCEAN VIEW GRANGE
to go in at our next regular meet accurate input and output records "This will provide the informa office develop sound farm plans 12. Father Van Meter will conduct
A very considerable number of
Kathy Wyllie and Jean Kigel, By June Watts
this year for the five-year farm tion needed to make the census of and analyze their credit needs so an afternoon session which will be
Our first fall meeting, Aug. 31, ing. One application went In this census to be taken starting Oct. greatest value.”
awards were won by 4-H Club Whilte Oak, Warren; Brenda
as to qualify for conventional followed by a business meeting.
week.
members of Knox and Lincoln Erickson, Singing Sewing, West after the summer recess, there
An old fashioned seafood bake win
More than 30.00 census takers private and co-operative credit.
Members wish speedy recoveries 21 in the Pine Tree State.
be held on the beach in the eve
Lewis E. Clark, Extension will visit more than 4.000,000
Counties during Union Fair last Rockport; Jean Cramer, Cheryl were 18 members present, Mas to Maynard Brown, who is a sur
ning. Evening prayer will follow
farm
management , farms in the United States to
week. The total ran into the hun Hawes, Zoe Hawes and Anita Car- ter George Fay, Sr., presiding. gical patient at Camden Commu Service
Episcopal
Laymen
the bake.
dreds and represented every pro roll, Sunny-Bake, Union; Carrie Topics of Grange interest were nity Hospital, and Angle Fish, who specialist, University of Maine, ' check the forms and collect them.
fell in her home recently. Cards said today that the farm census Maine farmers who have accurate Plan Fall Meeting
Rt. Rev. Oliver L. Loring, bishop
ject category in 4-H work directed Sue Smith and Patty Henry, Dili
taken up including the social eve wrould please both.
Angie’s ad will be taken by the U. S. Bureau records will help census takers ob
of Maine, will celebrate the commu
by Mrs. Loana Shibles, the K-L gent Dozen, Warren; Lee Saucier,
of the Census as part of the 1960 tain the Information they need For Owls Head
nion service Sunday morning.
4-H leader.
Owaissa, Union and Sena Leon ning held by 90 guests of the "fog dress is just Appleton.
Helen Simpson is back among enumeration.
quickly, Clark said.
bound" schooner Victory Chimes.
First place winners are listed ard, Seaside, Camden.
Father Van Meter served as
Yeast Bread
below:
Knox County Episcopal laymen deputy commissioner of the Bureau
The guests and Captain offered her friends after her surgical opera
tion
during
the
summer
months.
Lois Goldsmldt, Misc., North many thanks to our Grange.
Canning
will play host to the annual fall of Labor of the State of Oregon for
COASTAL FARMERS LOANED CLOSE conference of Episcopal Church six years and more recently
Welcome to you Helen.
Brenda Erickson and Ruth Erick Appleton; Katherine Morse, Nim
The
Grange
fair
held
July
20,
Mr. and Mrs. Joseph Moody are
son, Singing Sewing, West Rock ble Thimble, Whitefield; Janet
men of Maine, September 12 and worked in labor-management rela
was very successful with a large on a trip to Canada this week.
TO HALF MILLION BY FARMERS
13. at the Crescent Beach Inn, Owls: tions at Schenectady, N. Y.
port: Louise Meservey, Waldoboro; Blanchard and Louise Meservey,
attendance.
John Stockbridge is still in an Air
Head. William C. Morris. 19 High! In Chicago, he is co-ordinator of
George Ross, Penobscot Boys, Owls Amateur Housekeepers, Waldo
Sister Nellie Ervine presented Force hospital in California, but HOME ADMINISTRATION IN '59
Street. Camden, is in charge of' nine official diocesan social agen
Head; Lois Goldschmidt, Misc.,' boro; Gail Kirkpatrick, Owaisso.
the Grange with nine dish towels
reservations and meals. Richard! cies.
North Appleton; Deane Smith, Union; Ruth Erickson, Singing which w-ere greatly appreciated, much improved in health at the
Knox
and
Lincoln
County
fami

men
was
21.4
cows.
last
report.
D. Spring. 99 Camden Street, and
Sewing, West Rockport; Alice
Warren.
Many of our members have been lies borrowed more than $492,330
Farmers Home Administration James Economy. 252 Main Street
O'Connor, Cheerful Homemakers, many thanks to her.
Clothing (Draw String Bags)
Those
having
past
birthdays
are
at work on blueberries this summer in loan funds from the Farmers borrowers during the past year of Rockland, are making local ar
Joan Sewell and Barbara Zucchi, i Thomaston; and Ruth Carr, Hope Ethel, Clyson and Joe Coffin,
either raking in the fields or at Home Administration during the used about $313,150 in operating rangements. Churchmen and their
Busy Hands, Waldoboro; Drusilla' ful Homemakers, Hope.
Joyce Stanley, Virginia and Rich the factory owned by Carlton fiscal year ending June 30, 1959, loans to pay for feed, seed, trac wives are invited to attend.
Freezing
French, Lincolnettes, Nobleboro;
according to a report this week by tor fuel and other items needed to
Judith Oushee, White Oak, War-1 Sharon Spear, Sharon Steele, ard Wall, Brian Routledge, Al Gushee.
fred Chadwick, Melvin Davis,
Darius D. Joy, Jr., the agency’s carry out their regular farm opera
ren; Naomi Kennedy and Susan Linda Turffs and Claudia Hunts Everett Watts, Joel Link, George, WARREN GRANGE
county supervisor.
During the tions. And to buy livestock and
Howell, Kiddie Kookers, Noble man, Chickadee; Sharon Over Jr., and Virginia Fay and Fred By Nancy Benner
year
borrowers
returned
to the machinery needed to put their
look,
Judith
White,
Deane
Smith
boro; Mary Newcomb, Wawenock,
The judges at the baking contest U. S. Treasury $398,723.
erick Weller.
i farming programs on a sounder
SUNDAY-MONDAY-TUESDAY,
Walpole; Martha Chase and Mau and Carlene Oxton, Diligent Do
Wedding anniversaries were ob at Warren Grange, Tuesday night,
Loans made by the Farmers basis.
reen Olsen, Bonnie Lassie, Coopers zen, Warren; Louise Meservey, served for Mr. and Mrs. Everett were Mrs. Lillian Matthews, Mrs.
Home Administration are increas | In addition to money borrowed
Walter, Amateur
Mills; Elizabeth Wiswell, Sea and Nancy
fcNuS SAL: 2.UU-0.45-8.45
Watts, Mr. and Mrs. Emerson Avis Norwood and Mrs. Bertha ing in size according to Mr. Joy. for farm operating expenses 21
Housekeepers,
Waldoboro;
Shirley
Shore Toiler, New Harbor; Linda
Link; a silver anniversary for Mr. Drewett. First prizes were won by For example, five years ago FHA county Farmers Home Administra
"MIDDLE OF THE NIGHT"
Howes
Owaissa,
Union;
Jacque

Turffs and Valerie Ludwig, Chicka
Hazel Pease, bread and rolls;
and Mrs. Elmer Tibbetts.
tion families borrowed $179,180 for
dee, Washington; Sandra Savage, line Harjula, Paula Chapman, j Marilyn Wiley was welcomed Ronald Overlook, cake; and Lucy operating loans in Knox and Lin real estate investments. Some bor Frederick March - Kim Novak
coln Counties averaged $2,178
Owaissa, Union; Debra Simmons, Pamela Jackson, Jane Clark, and back after a long absence.
Stimpson, cookies.
The winning
SUNDAY THRU WEDNESDAY
while this past year the same type rowers used real estate loans to
Susan
Clark,
Cheerful
Homemak,
Tenants Harbor.
Lecturer June Watt: had a so entries, together with the center- of loan averaged $3,350 per bor improve farms, enlarge farms of
Sunday: Uontinuoas from 8.00
era,
Thomaston;
Lois
Goldsmldt.
Aprons
cial program of readings by piece made by Mrs. Jane Mitchell, rower.
inadequate size, or refinance farm Mon.: Mat. 2.00; Eve. 6.454.45
and
Margaret
Carr,
Misc.,
Hope;
1
Norma Dickey, Seaside, Camden;
Tues.-Wed.: Eve. 6.45-8.45
Emerson Link, Elmer Tibbetts went to Pomona. Wednesday night,
| The growing need for capital debts. Others built or modernized
Barbara Wyllie
and Patricia Sena Leonard, and Jena Thomas. and various incidents were ex for further judging.
farm
houSes
and
essential
farm
THE
BIGGEST
stems
from
inflation,
expanded
A report made by the building
Draper, Jr. Homemakers, Warren;, Seaside, Camden; Cindy Leach changed by members. Nickle
buildings, carried out better soil
committee was laid on the table operations and the adoption of mod- conservation practices, improved
Lynda Hudson, Singing Sewing, and Cary Moody, White Oak, War March was omitted.
SHOW Mike WORLD!
I ern farming methods, he said.
for two weeks.
West Rockport; Marianne Roberts, I ren; Ruth Erickson, Singing Sew-:
permanent pastures and developed
Thia
is
substantiated
by
the
in

lng.
West
Rockport;
Marjorie
Next Tuesday will be Booster
and Cynthia Alley, White Caps,
WHITE OAK GRANGE
irrigation and farmstead water
Vinalhaven; Rllda Saunders, White' Smith and Mary Martha Wilson, By Ruth Wiley
Night and the public is cordially in formation contained in the rec supply systems.
TECHNICOLOR' mosWARNER WOJ.
ords
of
the
Rockland
FHA
office,
Luckiette
and
Martha
Hunt,
4-H
Due to North Knox Fair in Union, vited. Grange members not so
Oak, Warren; Rosemary Barrows.
A Bur*1. Pwductw.
Besides making and servicing
when comparing the two major
Highlanders,
Jefferson.
licited
please
bring
cake
or
cookies.
last
week,
White
Oak
Grange
did
Brookside, Camden; Anita Carroll
loans.
Joy
visits
borrowers
’
farms
CO-FEATURE
farming
enterprises
of
Knox
and
Garden
not hold its regular meting. There There will be a rehearsal by offi
and Carol Hardie, Sunny-bake,
through the year to help with farm
George Ross, Jr., Penobscot will be a meeting September 11.
cers and members taking part in Lincoln Counties, dairy and laying
Mickey Rooney
Union; Sally Brann, Sheila Brann,
hens. In 1954 the average size of
Boys, Owls Head; Lamson Dean,
the
program
at
2
o
’
clock,
Satur

Our Grange won the first pre
Barbara Tibbetts, Pauline Wilson,
ANDY HARDY COMES HOME']
the laying flock of 30 borrowers
:o
Misc., Union; Tom Spear, Busy mium and trophy at the fair last day afternoon.
Karen Markatine, Florence Wilson,
was 2.137. The average number of \Camden Theatre^
Farmers, North Nobleboro; John week with four Granges exhibiting.
Rose Crean, Carolyn Crummett
ENDSSATURDAY7NITE
milking cows of 20 borrowers was
Hunt, 4-H Highlanders, Jefferson; We have entered both the National MEGUNTICOOK GRANGE
and Betty Lou Brann. Bonnie Las
16.8 cows. In 1958 the average
Lyle Cramer, Meadow
View, Grange crocheting and baking con
F'
TARZAN
S FIGHT FOR UFT'l
At
the
meeting
of
Megunticook
sie, Coopers Mills; Peggy Stewart
number of laying hens was 3.226
SATURDAY, SEPT. 5
Union.
Grange Wednesday evening, Mrs.
tests.
and Marcia Durkee, Hopeful Home
and the average of seven dairyand Bob Hope in
Home Improvement
"WOMAN OBSESSED"
Tuesday night, Jerry Kinney, Hazel Joy, home economics chair
makers, Hope; Claudia Huntsman.
Sandra
Caldrewood,
Misc., Jean and Lilja Lauka acted as man. announced the results of the
"ALIAS
JESSE JAMES'^
With
Susan
Hayward
Chicakdee, Washington.
Union; Donald Starr, Amateur judges in our baking contest in . Crochet Contest as follows: First ' ed at the next meeting of the Ju
Academy Award Winner and
Skirt
~GALA
MID-NITE
SHOWvenile
Grange.
Diane
Crockett
Farmers. West Rockport; Diane
Year's Best Actress
Carlen Oxton and Judith White, Smith and Daphne Teague, Dili which 12 of our members entered. place for large centerpiece, Mrs. received the highest score in the
The
winners
were
Bertha
Perry
Mildred
Heal;
first
place
for
small
SUNDAY, SEPT. 6
Diligent Dozen, Warren; Carol gent Dozen, and Nancy Starrett,
ice box cookie class and Lois NorRopps. Wawenock, Walpole; Louise Warren Wonder Workers. Warren; for Class A, with coffee bread; doilies, Mrs. Lucia Hopkins; first I wood in the drop cookie class.
SUNDAY-MONDAY-TUESDAY
Hazel Hills in Class B, with cake; place for chair back sets, Mrs.
Meservey, Amateur Housekeepers. Martha Salminen and Amy Crock
SEPT. 6-7-8
and Flora Waisanen in Class C, Emma Simmons; first place for They will send exhibits to a Po
A IAFF-FEST OF
Waldoboro; Madelyn Moody, 4-H ett, Singing Sewing, West Rock
with cookies. These three will go household accessories, crocheted mona meeting for judging at a
GIRLY GAYETY I
Highlands, Jefferson.
later
date.
j
"GIG1"
port.
! edged pillow cases. Mrs. Louise
to Pomona to be judged.
Dress
Woodworking
Helen Perry has entered a 29 Dunbar. Judges were Mrs. Loana
With
Linda Stimpson, White Oak, War
Douglas Banks, Lobster Buoys, inch centerpiece in the crocheting Shibles, County 4-H leader; Miss
ILE8IE
MAVRICEj
ren; Rebecca Waterman, Camden; Tenants Harbor; Robert Lane and contest.
Every
Monday
*
Gene West, County Extension
I CARON
CHEVALIER j
Margaret Carr, Hope Misc., Hope; Donald Starr, Amateur Farmers,
We are glad to know that Broth chairman and Miss Joan Blondell.
Year's Best Movie
Patty Norwood, Patty Henry, West Rockport; Miles Saunders. er Ernest Campbell is improving i The winning pieces will go to
Academy Award Winner
Daphne Teague. Dianne Smith, Warren Own Winners, Warren; and able to be out again.
I
Advanced Prices
: the Maine State Grange for judg
PUBLIC PARTY
Diligent Dozen, Warren; Elizabeth John Billings, Georges Valley Boys,
Sister Alma Jameson is still ill, ing. Membcis set the date for
,
107-lt
Hodgdon, Lincolnettes, Nobleboro; Warren; Gerald Maxey, Herring and we are sorry to say, is failing. the annual Grange Fair to be held
• • • •!
LEGION HOME
Susan Clark, Cheerful Home Chokers, Warren; Charles Erskine,
Our Grange Fair and supper will in the Grange Hall for Oct. 30 and
makers,
Thomaston;
Kathleen Bunker Hill Workers, Damaris be held September 26, afternoon 31.
MAVERICK STREET
Next Wednesday evening
Morse, Nimble Thimble, White- cotta Mills.
and evening.
there will be reports of summer
Hubbard Farms <
field; Martha Salminen and Amy
TIME: 7.30 to 10.30
JVe are having Booster Night vacation activities of the mem
Potatoes
Crockett, Singing Sewing, West
Kathleen
Steele,
Chickadee, September 30, with E. Carroll bers. On Sept. 16, a Hobo Pro 'FREE BUS from Wood’s Tart)
Rockport;
Lois
Goldschmidt. Washington; Roger Bonnell, Busy Bean, High Priest of Demeter, as gram will be presented during the
Stand a* 7 o’clock
Appleton Misc., North Appleton; Farmers, North Nobleboro; John guest speaker. The public is wel Lecturer's hour.
from the party.
come.
Nancy Starrett, Jean Starrett,! Fish, Martha Hunt and Stephen
n-s-tfj
Our emblem wall chart is grow WARREN JUVENILE GRANGE
Diane Lunden, Patricia Miller, Hunt, 4-H Highlanders, Jefferson.
ing. Though we can't complete it, By Luella Crockett
Warren Wonder Workers, Warren;
Strawberries
for a small attending membership,
Sara Leonard and Jean Thomas,
At the Tuesday meeting of the
Robert Hamalainen, Amateur
Seaside, Camden; Lee Soucier, Fa mers, West Rockport; Brenda we are doing well.
Juvenile Grange, one new appli
For Good Eggs In Volume, <
The judging contest in Pomona,
Owaissa, Union.
Erickson, Singing Sewing, West September 2, gave White Oak cation for membership was re
MERRY
BARN
Rely on Hubbard Farm
J
Electricity
ceived.
Rockport.
K-137
KIMBERCHICKS
j
Grange
’
s
Bertha
Perry
a
first
in
Jean Cramer, Carol Hardie,
Songs and games were enjoyed.
Home Beautification
Every Saturday, 8-12 p. m.
Class A In the baking contest and Also the girls practiced a drill. Re
Enduring
The
Nation's
Leading
|
Mary Hardie and Anita Carroll,
Donald Starr, Amateur Farmers, Helen Perry a first in the crochet
White Egg Producer.
j
LILLIAN WNITI
ADULT SQUARE DANCE
Sunny-bake, Union; Charles Ers West Rockport.
freshments were served, and a new
ing contest.
Hazel Hills won a committee appointed for the next
ALSO OUR NEW
i
(Queen a*
kine, Bunker Hill Workers, Dam
Entomology
Howie Davison Calling
second in Class B In the baking
Ourieiqua)
ariscotta Mills; Donald Starr, Ama
John Hunt, 4-H Highlanders, Jef contest and Flora Waisanen a sec meeting. September 16, which will
Supporfnd k,
BROWN EGG CROSS
be Kenneth Crockett, Joel Moore
Every Monday, 7-9 p. m.
teur Farmers, West Rockport.
For Sustained Egg Production ’
ferson.
ttepe and Screes
ond in Class C of the same con and Charles Stimpson, HI.
Cookies
Artier,
,At Lowest Cost per Dozen Egg*.
Lobster
CHILDREN (Grades 1-4)
test. We’re proud of them. Con We received notice of the Juvenile
Norma Hoffses, Claudia Jame
Eugene Bracy and Irving Bracy, gratulations to you all.
For Price* or Information j
Jamboree
in
Augusta
September
12,
AMO
CO-STAMING
son and Nike Koskela, Happy Jr., Lobster Buoys, Tenants Har
Every Wednesday, 8-11.30
Write or Telephone
{
2nd FEATURE
for which transportation will be
Cookies, Waldoboro; Susan Gled- bor.
SEVEN TREE GRANGE
needed.
New
record
sheets
were
TEENAGE RECORD HOP
hill, Little Cookies, Tenants Har
'BLOOD
OF THE VAMPHtT,
Breezy Acre
!
Sea Moss
By. Mrs. Anbyne Hawes
passed to the boys who are rais
bor; Carol Ropes, Mary Newcomb,
GATES OPEN 11.88
Sam Andrews, Lobster Buoys,
We will hold our first meeting ing potatoes as a Grange project.
Adults: Mat. 60c Eve. 70c
Every Thursday, 7.30-10
Wawenock, Walpole; Bruce Albert Tenants Harbor.
Poultry Farms !
Wednesday, September 9, after the These must be passed in before Oc
SHOW STARTS 12.W
Children 25c
PRE-TEENS (Gradae 5-8)
Brown, Coggins Hill, Union; Lynda
107-lt 1
107-lt
summer recess. Following this tober 20.
Forestry
Hudson. Singing Sewing, West
CARL B. ERICKSON
j
River Rd, Between
Darryl Leavitt, Herring Chokers, two month vacation, we should be
The
Juvenile
Grange
has
ordered
Rockport; Susan Foley, Diligent Warren; Charles Hunt, 4-H High ready to start the fall activities with
Newcastle and Boothbay
WARREN
|
new collars for the officers and
Dozen, Warren; Pamela Jackson. landers, Jefferson.
TEL. CRestwood 4-2881
'
enthusiasm.
89-8-107
have recently received a gift of 12
Money-saving news for fanners
Faye Townsend, Cheerful Home
llfiff-tf
Although the lecturer has not pre Juvenile song books from the
Holstein - Junior Heifer Calf
makers, Thomaston; Bexerly Hix
Eben Hunt, Bunker Hill Workers, pared a program, the roll call will Grange Circle.
on, Luckiettes, Jefferson; Drusilla Damariscotta Mills; Zoa Hawes, be, "My Favorite Subject In I Six girls had cookies entered in
French, Lincolnettes, Nobleboro; Sunny Bake, Union.
School”.
| the baking contest which were
Darlene Laukka, Mary Perry, Judy
We received second premium at judged at the Subordinate Grange
Senior Helfer Calf
SUNDAY-MONDAY-TUESDAY
Gushee, Rilda Saunders and Bar
Wilder Hunt, Bunker Hill Work the fair and the committee wish to Tuesday evening.
All received
bara Burgess. White Oak. Warren: ers, Damariscotta Mills; Lincoln thank all who helped to make it a good rank with Teresa Stein's the
SUNDAY: 3.00 - 5.40 - 8.00
Sally Barrett, Jr. Homemakers. Hawes and Ronnie Hawes, Meadow- second place winner.
highest. The prizes will be awardLast Feature 9.15
TEL. I.Yric 4-5141
Warren; Emily Huntsman and View, Union.
Valerie Ludwig, Chickadee, Wash
MONDAY:
1.80
6.30
7.45.
TUESDAY:
6.30 - 7.45.
Two Y’ears and Over
ington.
Mary Hawes, Owaissa, Union;
DANCING TONIGHT
Muffins
Eben Hunt, Bunker Hill Workers,
Karen Markatine, Bonnie Las Damariscotta Mills; Lincoln
LAKEHURST
SI A HOUSE >
.. n i p i \ t > DAMARISCOTTA
sies, Coopers Mills; Keith Cramer, Hawes, Meadow View, Union.
Meadow View, Union; Jane Hal
Lloyd Rafnell and His Orchestra
Early Bird Price 'TUI 9.00
lowell, Singing Sewing, West Rock
"In no phase of the culinary art BITLER CAR & HOME SUPPLY
56-S-tf
port; Carolyn McKinnon, Nimble is genius so necessary as the com
47-tt
Thimble, Whitefield; Catherine pounding of a salad,” said a gour
- ™
Fish, Luckiettes, Jefferson; Lois met cookbook popular some 50
Jean Barrows, Brookside 4-H, years ago. And Maine homemak
TONIGHT ONLY
Camden; Nancy Orff. Busy Cush- ers say this statement still holds
ingette, Cushing; Linda Smith and true.
At Camden Opera House
Diantha Sarrigan, Walpole.

GRANGE NEWS OF KNOX-LINCOLN COUNTIES
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GARY
COOPER
MARIA
SCHELL-MAIDEN’

The _ „
Hanging Ito

ITO
MATURE
R
BUT ONS
RHONDA
LEMING
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High
Production
Chicks

I
j
j

KATHRYN
IT
VINCENL
PETER LORRE
DAVID NELSON

GILBERT ROLAND

Gulf Solar Heat

KNOX

is ultra-clean

Johnson

burnin]

Diary of a

Hiqkficftoof

Yeast Rolls

Subscribe to The Courier-Gazette

bsshbhhhsct
STOCK CAR AND BOMBER

CHAMPIONSHIPS
SUNDAY ANO MONOAT - 1JO F. M.

UNITY RACEWAY
2 BIG DAYS OF THRILLS AND ACTION
More Cars . . . Famous Drivers . . . Hell on Wheels

MONDAY EVENING... UNDER LIGHTS... 8.30 R. R*.

Johnny Saxton's Daredevils
Auto Thrill Show
No Advance In Prices For the Holiday Shows .
Kiddles Free As Always!
107*lt

super-refined!

SOLAR HEAT

The DON LEWIS SHOW

heating oil

It’s not true

SONGS
DANCERS

what they say..,

Here’s the med efficient, cleanest-burning
home heat you can buy: Gulf Solar Heat. It’s
safe, dependable, burns evenly, completely. It’s

wa married

COMEDY
BATON ACTS
ROLLER SKATING ACT
(from TV)

for love...!

economical, too—gives you more clean heat
per gallon. Next tankful, try Gulf Solar Heat.

TImMTIOBSANG

Tickets On Sale All Day at
Opera House Box Office

»

■lets
the..
*-

For fast, dependable service
call your Gulf Farm Dealer:

DMGSmPHOUnv

Only 75c

CURTAIN TIME:
8.00 P. M.
COME - AND - ENJOY YOURSELF
107-lt

Nice SCMM MIK starring Anita Sands MKT K MUCtntF N0U0W starring Jody
Ronald Foster - Chris Robinson
Fair • Martin Bradhock • Russ Bandar
AR AMERICAN INTERNATIONAL FICTURE AR AMERICAR INTERNATIONAL PICTURE

ENDS SAT.: "IKS JEETER" - "ISLANOOF LOST WOMEN"
107-lt

MARITIME O*L COMPANY
DISTRIBUTORS
ROCKLAND
SEARSPORT
LY 44487
Kl 8-2505
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a project of the circle.

USE OUR CLASSIFIED ADS

REAL ESTATE

Smith, Mrs. Lenora Lundstrom, Mri. Sherwood Edward* •( ba
Mr. and Mrs. Ernest Borneman Mrs. Lubelle Teague and Mrs. ton, Conn.
BEAL ESTATE
WARREN
of Lowell, Mass., spent the week- Katharine Walker, tbe committee.
Ur. and Mrs. Richard Webster
FOB SALE
Plans are being completed (or of Yarmouth were guests ef Mr.
lrntn DORIB HYLER
end with Mrs Helen Borneman.
gi7 Broadway, Rockland - Six
the
annual
fair
and
turkey
supper
Correapondent
On their return home, their daughand Mrs. Larkin Thorndike Satur
rooms, tiled bath, wall to wall car- Telephone CRcatwocd t-MSl office ters, Linda and Susan, who had at White Oak Grange Saturday, day and Sunday.
pet,ng. Make us an offer!
Telephone CRestwocd 4-3058 home I been visiting Mrs. Borneman tbe Sept. 28.

SPECIAL
I
FOR SALE
I
A lovely Cape Cod style house in
FOR SOLING, BUYING, RENTING, SERVICES
elegant condition, has everything
needed for a rea!’ honest to
Spending the weekend at their
HERE'S HOW LITTLE IT COSTS
" good
New Ranch House - Overlooking
| past two weeks, accompanied
Mr. and Mrs. Hilliard Spear and cottages at the southern end ef
Advertisements In this column not to exceed three lines inserted
ness home.
Tthere is approxi river and mountains. 3 bedrooms.
,
them.
daughters
Cynthia
and
Nancy
were
■am tor 58 cents, three times, one dollar. Additional lines 10 cents mately 35 acres of land with ocean $17,000.
Mrs. Olive Fales will be the j Miss Elizabeth Hatfield of Arl- in Boston Monday and Tuesday. Hobbs Pond were: Mr. and Mrs.
far eaeh Une, half price each additional time used. Five small ! frontage.
On The Sea - Seven room house
new
assistant at the school lunch, ington, Va., was overnight guest Abbott Spear, who spent the Nathaniel Curtis of Thomaston,
wards to a Une.
j To you who are interested in a with 2 baths. Fireplace. 3 acres
Special Notice! All “blind ads” so called, I. e., advertisements
Help
Or.e Another Circle King’s , of Mrs Helen Borneman, Monday. weekend yvith his family at For Mr. and Mrs. Pershing Hendricks
property where you can work and land. $12,800.
I
and family of Camden, Mr. and
which require the answers to be seat to The Courier-Gazette office 1 play, a home to be proud of. Come
Home and Business on Route 1 - Daughters will meet with the
Mr. ar.d Mrs. Walter Castner of rest Spear's, returned home to
tor handling, cost 25 cents additional.
and see me.
Coffee shop, gift shop, 7 room win-, president, Miss Doris Hyler, Mon- Milford, Mass., are spending the Newton Centre, Mass., with them. Mrs. Raymond Simonton and
A name should appear on ail classified ads to secure best results.
daughters of Rockport at Honk
Thanks for reading.
day Sept. 7, at 7.30 p. m. This week with Mrs. Helen Borneman.
ter home. $12,000.
The September PTA meeting Haven, Mr. and Mrs. Harold
Those with phone or street numbers only are not ddvised.
FREEMAN S. YOUNG
Rockport - Six room house with will be the first meeting follow
Thursday.
Sept.
10.
the
Mission
will be omitted and the program Smith of Rockland at Sults-us, and
ALL CLASSIFIEDS—CASH
163 Main Street
hardwood floors, near beach, bus ing the summer recess.
Mrs. Circle of the
Congregational planned for that date will be pre
No classified ads will be accepted without the cash and no book
Dial LYric 4-7175
and stores. $5,500.
Mr. and Mrs. Lawrence Nash of
Bertha
Drewett,
secretary,
has
Church
will
meet
at
3.30
p.
m.
keeping will be maintained for these ads.
sented at the Oct. 13 meeting.
Rockland, Maine
SECURITY REAL ESTATE CO
Camden at the Rambler.
received
the
dish
cloths
which
ie
The Ladies’ Circle will meet at 4
106-108
ALL MUST BE PAID FOB
There will be a Cub Scout Com
• Dorothy Dietz, Manager
Trooper and Mrs. Prank Johns
p. m. Circle supper will be at 6 mittee meeting Tuesday, Sept. 8.
As received except from firms or individuals maintaining regular
Office across from Village Green
FOR SALE
tone and family of Veazie were
accounts with The Courier-Gazette. Count the Words—Five to a
p.
m.
with
Mrs.
I^ura
Hooper,
Phone
CEdar
6-2117
or
6-3246
at
7.30
with
Mrs.
Mabel
Barnard.
9 rooms and bath. 4 bedrooms,
WANTED
Camden, Maine
Mrs. Anita Messer, Mrs. Janet
Donald Miller of Bridgton has weekend guests of Mr. and Mrs.
barn-garage, hot air oil heat, cor
107-lt An Outdoor
ner lot.
$8,500
set his trailer, between Union Fair Howard Simonton at their cottage,
High View.
8 rooms and bath, 4 bedrooms,
We have listed many outstanding Profession
and Blue Hill Fair dates, on land
LOST AND FOUND
FOR SALE
FOB SALE
hot air oil heat, large lot. $8,000 values in small and large homes in' Ia
Arnold Hopkins of Guilford spent
of Earl Moore. Miller is known
6 rooms, 1 '•£ baths, 3 bedrooms, Camden, Owls Head, Rockland. Open To Tho«p Who Can Qualify
LADY'S Gruen Wrist W’atch with as the "Candy Man" at the fairs. the weekend with his parents, Mr.
GLADS for sale, all colors. 49
SIGNED Magic Franklin Stove hot air oil heat, elec, hot water Rockport and Thomaston. Also
We have work now for experi- Spidel expansion bracelet lost be
The Mystery Circle met at Odd and Mrs. Robert Hopkins, at their
UNION STREET, t amden, (By the for sale.
1876. Ornamentation, heater, 2 car garage.
$8,500 |igted are apartment houses, motels | eneed men and are taking applica tween Post Office Square and Sen
cottage. On his return to Guil
Archway). $1.00 dozen.
grate.
$75.
TEL. CRestwood
7 rooms and bath, 3 bedrooms, anj business properties, all priced tions for inexperienced men if you ter-Crane's store. If found CALL Fellows Hall Tuesday evening
ford, Hopkins was accompanied
106’108 6-3785.
107-lt furnace.
$4,500 t0 geu
have what it takes to be a treeman FLeetwood 4-2624 or Senter-Crone’s with just a routine meeting. Re bj- Master Mark Hopkins.
5 rooms, I1'.* baths, 2 bedrooms, CHARLES I). JILLSON, Realtor and really like the out-of-doors. Set LYiic 4-5566.
107-109 port was made on the fair booth
G. E. Deepfreeze for sale. JOHN
REFRIGERATOR for sale; also,
proceeds and the quilt was award
ARTHUR
REUMAN.
Glidden
Strawberry Hill
BURGESS, 234 West Main Street. 'a rug. shaker rocker. Hutch table. excellent closets, hot air oil heat,
$8,500
Stieet. Newcastle, after 6 p. m. or;
I’. S. Route 1 - Glen Cove
ed to Mary Ellen Hancock. Mrs. MONHEGAN
Thomaston, Tel. FLeetwood 4-4151, Electro’.ux vacuum. Victorian table, barn-garage.
COTTAGES
6
rooms
and
bath,
3
bedrooms,
107-109 call Damariscotta LOcust 3-3147.
__________________________ 106*108 I round, pine blanket chest, Sears
Mildred Gammon gave the open
Mr. and Mrs. Adolph Brault of
hot air oil heat, garage, extra
___ __________ 107*109
FOR SALE
COTTAGE to let on the shore af ing thought. The next meeting Miami, Fla., Mrs. Robert Brault,
12’ TRAVEL Trailer for sale, in ' Roebuck furnace, movie projector, house lot.
$9,000
USED
Filing
Cases
and
Office
I love seat, garden chairs and lounge,
Very
.
________
attractive _______
Rockland home,
Spruce Head. Tel. LYric 4-4927, will be Sept. 21 at the hall with Mrs. Roland Cyr and little son Mi
sulated. TEL. LYric 4-8694.
7 rooms and bath. 3 bedrooms,
106*108 flower pots, mahogany desk table - hot air oil heat, electric hot water with hot water heat, full cemented! Equipment wanted, E. L. MAT- TED SYLVESTER. SR.______ 81*tf Mrs. Ruth Perry, Mra. Frances chael were guests last week of
leather top, a file cabinet. TEL. heater. This house has to be seen basement, three bedrooms, fire-1 THEMS, Tenants Harbor, Tel.
MODERN Cottage to let at Cres- Gist and Mrs. Etta Weaver as their daughter and family, Mr.
'56 PONTIAC for saie 4 door, CEdar 6-3787
FRontier 2-6658._______________ 107-109
107-lt to be appreciated.
$5,500 places, garage, large Uee shaded
ent Beach.
C. J. BOWLEY, 85 hostesses. Mrs. Marion Manner and Mrs. Donald Field.
standard shift, 28.000 miles, good
used
2
WANTED: Good buy
7 rooms and bath, barn-garage, lot, ample garden space and plenty
Granite Street, Tel. LYric 4-7012. will give the opening thought.
cond., $1,075.
TEL. CRestwood
1949 INTERNATIONAL 1 »2 ton
Henley and June Day were in
wheel
trailer
in
sound
condition.
of living space indoors and out.
79-tf
4-2159 after 4 p m.________ 1U6-1Q8 6'.xl2' platform dump for sale, new knotty pine kitchen, complete $11 500.
E. A. Starrett Auxiliary will shore last week and accompanied
CHARLES D. JILLSON, Tel. LYric
ly redecorated in excellent taste.
$295;
also.
1955
Chevrolet
•%
ton
open for regular session after the their children Jeanne and Steven
107-109
1950 BUICK for sale, $10O
Vacant lot on outskirts of town, 4-8192.
p.ckup. $515. C. G HAYES, North All aluminum combination windows town water available, lot size 85’ x
MISCELLANEOUS
summer recess, Wednesday, Sept. to Hinckley where they will at
I
EDGAR CROCKETT. 76 Mechanic Nobleboro.
107*109 and doors, hot air oil heat, very
9. Mrs. Christine Buzzell will be tend school.
Street. Tel, LYr.c 4-8854.
106-tf
good cellar, newly painted outside. 250’. All cleared land and pleasant
TO LET
( oastal Motor Sales, Inc.,
the dinner chairman.
$14,700 spot for house or mobile home.
EIGHT Millimeter Revere Movie A home to be proud of.
Carl Wincapaw has returned to
Fights
Juvenile
Delinquency
Ideal place for a fisherman, 6 $100 down and $25 per month or
Miss Elcey Sawyer and John school after spending the summer
Camera for sale, with case; also,
UNFURN.
4
Room
Apt.
to
let,
The Best of Service
Is
it
worth
72c
a
day
to
keep
y
’
our
1U’ F-3.5 focusing mount tele room house with half bath, garage, $550 all cash.
adults only. Inquire in person at son off the streets? That’s all it Sidensparker spent the day, Wed on the lsland.
DELAVAL
photo lens and GE exposure metor. work shop, two coves, near Rock Heavily wooded shorefront acre 8 SUMMER STREET. Rockiand.
costs to buy’ h.m a 1941 DeSoto w’e nesday, at Sebec, guests of Mr.
Paul Wallace went to Hinckley
$8,500 age with good passable road to rear
HELEN STETSON. Warren, Tel. land.
MILKERS
107-tf have for sale. He will spend most. and Mrs. Albert Hichborn.
on Saturday, where be entered
Two excellent house lots, priced of property. Deep lots with mini
CRestwood 4-2652.
107-109
of
his
time
at
home
keeping
it
in
I
Booster Night At
mum width of 100 feet of shoreDESIRABLE Furn. Apt. to let.
reasonable.
the Hinckley School.
W. S. Pillsbury & Son
ROAN Mare for sale. Only 3
front. Wildlife being plentiful it is Available after Sept. 6, recently re running order. May be seen at I
Warren Grange
wVA r BhVILLt
Harry Wallace and John Davis
EVELYN M. MUNSEY
GULF
STATION,
Elm
St.,
Camden.
I
years oid. All bred. TEL. FLeet
an ideal setting for hunting lodge decorated. Kitchen, living room,
Warren Grange will observe of Waltham, Mass., were week
Realtor
107-109
wood
4-6296
or
4-6569.
107-109
or seaside cabin. Prices from $550 bedroom, private bath.
TEL.
107-S-110
Booster Night Tuesday, Sept. 8, end visitors on the island.
27 Chestnut Street
SEPTIC Tanks and Cesspools
and up. If financing is desired you LYric 4-5063._______________ 107*lt
with a program to which the pub
WATERPROOF Tarpaulin for Tel. LYric 4-4803 or LYric 4-5975 may pay 20% down and balance
Claire Field has been visiting
1953 FORD 1 Ton Pickup for sale.
cleaned
and
serviced.
Prompt
24
105-107
GARAGE to let for boat or car hour service. Same prices as in lic is invited.
The Grange is relatives in Lewiston and New
$495; also. 1949 International % ton sale, 40’x20’. Also. 12’ skiff, good
monthly.
storage
at
50
Granite
Street.
TEL.
pickup. $145: several low priced as new. with oars. HOWARD A.
See F. H. WOOD, Realtor, Court LYric 4-5082.______________ 107’ 109 Old Orchard. C. E. FENDERSON working for the ribbons which will Hampshire the past few days.
cars; large water pump; electric DUNBAR. Tel. LYric 4-5023.
SANITARY SERVICE, Rockland. be awarded by both State and Na
House, Rockland.
Mr. and Mrs. Walfrid Saasta
107*109
FOR LEASE: Beautiful Mobile Tel. LYric 4-8762.
motors; used truck tires; used
102*113 tional Grange. Fifty year mem moinen and daughter Kayrl of
_________________________ 107-109
Cousens
1
Realty
Home Lots in Camden, near town
parts; used car tires.
C. G.
1941 BUICK Sedan for sale, $35.
WILL GO ANYWHERE
| bers and 25 year members will Thomaston have been guests of
BUSINESS and Equipment for on black road. Ideal location. In
HAYES. North Nobleboro. 107*109 Call at H WASHINGTON STREET,
For inside or outside painting, i be honored. To receive 25 year Alfred and Dorothy Stanley the
Business Opportunities
sale, Stevenson's Candy Store and quire ALBERT HOFFSES. Tel.
also paper hanging. Call FRANK ;
GIRL’S 26" Bicycle for sale, good City______________________ 107*109
Luncheonette in Camden.
Well i CEd 6-2172, Camden.
Cottages, Lots and Dwellings
106*117 BRIDGES, JR. The best of wrork certificates will be Mrs. Athleen past week.
condition. MRS* JOSEPH SOFRCA Table Model Television for
Damon, Ralph Crockett and Mrs.
established. Priced low. PHONE
Little Caroline Stanley has b«een
TWO fuin;shed roms to let, with
FAYER. Tel. LYric 4-8672
saie, $35. 36 Oid County Road.
CEdar 6-3910 or 6-2465.
170 Maverick Street
106*108 good references. 55 MASONIC ST. fully guaranteed. Tel. Rockland Doris Jenkins. The school teach entertaining Kristi, daughter of
106*108 TEL. LYric 4-7202.
LYric
4-7205.
47-tf
107-109
FOR SALE
ers are invited and Vernon Jor Mr. and Mrs. Walfrid Saasta
106-108
TEL LYric 4-5160
1948 DESOTO 2 Door Sedan for
Waldoboro, on the Augusta Road,
COASTAL Motor Sale, Inc., Elm
THREE Downstairs Unfurnished CESSPOOLS AND SEPTIC TANKS dan. grade school principal, will moinen the past -week.
sale, good cond. $75. TEL. LYric Street, Camden, offers you trans
Across From Golf Coarse
Cape Cod. eleven room house, all Rooms to let. $20 a month. CALL Cleanea, repaired and installed.' give a talk on school activities.
William Orne is a patient at
4-4277._____________________ 106*tf portation cr. a pay-as-you-go basis.
modern, excellent
oondition. Two
106*108 Automatic cleaning equipment.! Other invited guests will be the Knox Hospital in Rockland.
- jLYric
4-421'
apartments, ,four rooms and, vbath
—,
HEAVY Blond Crib for sale, com We have several fine cars you can
Free
inspection
and
estimates.
!
presiding officers of local organi
The summer colony is fast
HOUSE Lot for sale, corner of on second floor, seven rooms and1 HOUSE to let at 85 Willow Street. SANI SEPTIC SERVICE, locally
plete with mattress. TEL. LYric buy for terms as low as $5 per
zations. Music will be by the dwindling as children go back to
4-8764.
106*108 week. Contact TOM AYLWARD Highland and Masonic, 125’xl90’. bath on first floor. About 25 acres • Newly’ decorated, full bath up owned and operated. Tel. Camden
107-109 $1,350. Write K. R. WEEKS., Pond of land, situated on a hill with very, stairs, lavatory downstairs. Adults CEdar 6-2687.
17-tf. Hawaiianaires. Juvenile Grange school.
BUILDING 15'x20 for "sa 1e;
only.
HOWARD DUNBAR. Tel.
members will present several
fine
view
’
over
the
countryside.
!
Miss Barbara Gardner of New
Road.
Manchester,
Maine.
93*99-tf
bench, wired, double floor. Buyer
1959 MOBILE Home for sale, 10'
WELf.1 WELL! WELL!
|
1 LYric 4-5023.
106-108
numbers
and floor drill. Mem York has been a guest at the
BUSINESS Opportunity on Main Priced $14,500.
to move it. TEL. FRontier 2-6346 x 52’ with, or without, lot at 425
If
it
is
water
vou
need,
write
FOR
RENT
Warren - Route 1. Seven room!
106*107 Old County Rd. TEL. LYric 4-5397. Street: 3 story brick building for
R. W. DRINKWATER. Well Drill bers of Warren Grange will pre Island Inn the past week.
Available Soon
107*110 sale. 441 Main Stret. TEL. LYric Cape Cod house, all modern, three I On second floor, four rooms, fur- ing Contractor, P. O. Box 135, Cam-1 sent a skit. Mrs. Doris Jenkins.
COMPLETE Lobster Outfit for
hen
houses
that
will
care
for
3500
4-4022.
86-tf
Grange lecturer, will be commit
sale—16 ft. lobster boat. 74 hp.
1956 PLYMOUTH Station Wagon
hens, 39 acres of land.
Priced • nished apartment, with bath. Ail den. Tel CEdar 6-2768. Installment
Evinrude motor, 60 Oak sill traps, for saie, two door, one owner
modern, own heating oil system. plan also available, no down pay- tee in charge. She stated anyone West Rockport
$17,000.
men necessary. Member of New wishing to may attend a rehearsal
used only this summer, new warp May be seen at Payson's Chevron
City, % double house, four rooms Fine for two school teachers.
MRS. MABEL HEALD
FOR
and small articles. TEL. LYric Station. TEL. LYric 4-9864. 107*112
On first floor, four rooms and England and National Associations. for their number on the program,
on second floor and four rooms on
Correspondent
8-tf Saturday, Sept. 5, at 2 o’clock at
4-5880
104-tf
bath, unfurnished, all modern, own
cin
first
floor.
A
few
minutes
from
MAPLE Crib for saie, $15; also,
heating piant, garage. Fine loca
NOTICE
ALUMINUM Window’s, Doors,
Main
Street.
Priced
$3,000.
the
Grange
Hall.
COUNTRY
September 1, 1959
Awnings and Siding for sale. KEN- Maytag washing machine. $15 and
Miss Sara Lou Levitt of Port
Thomaston Stieet, City - Small, tion.
Church News
ELMER C. DAVIS, Realtor
NTFTON BROS., Tel. Rockland 15 cu. ft. freezer, A-l condition.
I will not be responsible for any
COTTAGE
land has returned to her home after
modern, new house, artesian well,
106*108
Second
Congregational
Church:
356
Main
Street
Mils
other
than
mv
own.
LYrick 4-5424 or CRestwood 4-2686 TEL. CEdar 6-3910.
1 acre of land. Priced $3,000.
spending several weeks at the
Rockland, Maine
Morning worship service, 10.30 a.
15-tf
AIDEN C. BISHOP.
___ ______ ____
PROPERTIES TO BUY OR SELL
ELMER C. DAVIS, Realtor
home of Mr. and Mrs. Henry Sal
__________________________
106-108
106*108
m.
A.
Dean
Lundstrom,
pastor,
Try
A
John
Deere
CORONA Portable Typewriter for
356 Main Street
minen.
Contact
MODERN
Attractive
4
Room
has
selected
as
a
sermon
topic.
sale, with case. Overhauled last
Industrial or Farm
Rockland, Maine
Miss Carole Lunden returned to
Unfurn.
Apt.
to
let
on
Camden
week, new platen. $45. PHONE
106-108
"Work, Curse of Blessing?” Mis Portland Tuesday after sipending
DON HENRY AGENCY
SERVICES
TRACTOR
Street,
with
bath,
hot
water
heatLYric 4-5709.
104-tf
sion Circle, Ladies’ Circle and the weekend at the home of her
PARK ST.
ROCKLAND
CENTRAL FLORIDA; 16 room
. S. Pillsbury & Se
CEMENT
Gravel,
Driveway
ALL Types of Sewing. Alterations, Circle supper, Thursday, Sept. 10.
94-tf 3 apt. Lakefront Home for sale. :ng system, elec, refrig, and stove.
parents.
TEL.
LYric
4-8011
or
LYric
4-5421.
Gravel, Mortar Sand and Fill for
and Fancyworlc done in mv home.
Baptist Church: Morning wor Warren Sandblom of Dorcheeter,
Easy terms. Will consider Maine
___105-tf MRS. SHERWOOD BUTLER. 5
saie. NEIL RUSSELL, Tel. LYric
Coastal cottage down payment. _______ _
ship service, 10 a. m. Church Mass., was a recent guest of his
FOR SALE
MODERN unfurn. 3 rm. heated Beechwood Street, Thomaston. Tel.
4-5667.
96-tf
107-S-110 9 room house with barn attached. MRS. J. H. CHAMBERLAIN. 821
LIGHT housekeeping room to let FLeetwood 4-621.3.
106-1*18 School, 11.10 a. m. Evening serv parents, Mr. and' Mrs. William
WE are specializing in clothes
College
Ave..
Lakeland.
Florida.
O.l
furnace
and
view
of
water
from
STUFF FUR SALE
ice, 7 p. m.
with
kitchen
privileges.
Separate
Sandblom. Sr.
for the chubby girl, 81s - 14*4; sub 3 awful good used refrigerators, porch. Priced at only $6000.
DRESS your home or cottage
106*108
entrance. TEL. LYric 4-8622.
teens, 10’s to 14*4- New back to four, five and srix years old; $90.
with custom made blinds. LOUIS
8 room house centrally located
102-tf BOWDOIN, Tel. LYric 4-8791.
Traffic safety is not something i
school clothes now in stock CHIL $110 and $125. Best one summer with new bath, oil furnace, drilled
WANTED
DREN’S SPECIALTY SHOP. 405 man just traded; used only 3 well, aluminum windows and beau
FURN. Room to let. 9 UNION
102-107 South Hope
volving just a few people. It is
Main Street, Tel. LYric 4-5122, City months a year. <He bot auto, de tiful view of water. This exception
STREET.
105*107
job for everybody. Make yoi
HOUSEHOLD Refrigerators and
OLD FASHION Bedside Nursing
JOSIE ROBBINS
___________________________ 83-tf
FIVE Room Apartment with bath Appliances repaired. Call CRest
ally fine property for $12,000.
driving example a good one!
frost; must be rich!)
with much attention for the patient
Correspondent
CLEAN Hard Manufactured Ice
Cottage with large wharf and md Dr. orders carried out precise to let. Call at 89A PARK STREET wood 3-2848, ROBERT EMERY.
1 used "Excello" 22" power lawn
Tel. STate 5-239S
LEGAL
NOTICE
Available in large or small quanti mower. Feller paid $139.95 last shore frontage, sun porch with ex ly — massage — for private duty or Tel. LYric 4-4053.
105-107
100*123
ties at low cost. Prompt courteous fall. U kin have it fur only $79.95. ceptional view, granite fireplace in available after Sept. 18. CHAR
THREE Room Apt. to let, fuin.
General Carpentry
1 Susan Hart spent last week at ] SPECIAL NOTICE
service. NORTHEAST ICE CO,
At a Probate Court held at Rock
1 used 5 h. p. chain saw. sawed living room, complete bath and LOTTE UPTON, Nurse, Geiman or unfurn., 1st floor. Inquire at 11
WILLIAM LEHTINEN
Route 1, Warren, Tel. CRestwood 2 cords. Save $50 over new price. drilled well. Also, 4 car garage. | rained, 39 Union St., Camden. Tel. MASONIC STREET.________ 101-tf Tel. FRontier 2-6251 - St. George a camp in Wilton.
land in and for the County of Knox
4-2800.___________________ 83-tf
Mac Woodbury and Clarence on the twenty-fifth day of August in
Used wringer washers, $25 up. Priced at $16,000.
1 connection.
107-tf
105-117
FIVE Small Rooms, Sunporch
TRUE HALL
EARLY American Fuin.ture for (New. slightly higher.)
Cilley of Belfast called on Mrs. the year of our Lord one thousand
and
Full
Bath
to
let.
Fully
fur

ONE
or
two
rooms
wanted
for
GENERAL
Contracting,
block
Insurance of AU Kinds
nine hundred and fifty-nine. The fol
sale, also China and Glass
Dandy 40" electric range. See
light housekeeping. MABEL PEN nished, private entrance. Adults foundations, chimneys, fireplaces; Morton Wednesday.
Tenants Harbor, Maine
HOBBY ANTIQUE SHOP. Route 17 it and you’ll buy it.
Mr. and Mrs. Everett Hum lowing matter having been present
only, or adults with one older child. also, asphalt, roofing and general
DLETON,
1
Alden
St.,
Camden.
Tei. FRontier 2-6311
for the action thereupon herinUnion. Closed Sundays
76-114
Dandy apartment s.ze electric
108-108 CALL LYric 4-7205 after 5 p. m. carpentering. P. E. WEBBER, 248 phrey of Rockland called Wed ed
after indicated it is hereby
______________________
106-108
range. Same story.
USEEGOLF BALLS
____________________________ 97-tf Thomaston Street, Rockland. Tel. nesday on Mrs. Annie Pease.
WANTED
to
board
small
child
or
ORDERED:
Allis Chalmers "B" tractor with
FOR SALE
SEVEN Room House in Thomas
94-tf
MRS. HARVARD BICKAPT. to let, 2 rooms and bath. LYric 4-7124.
Mrs. Edith Ludwig and Mrs.
That notice thereof be given to all
$895 fur ton for sale, approx, one acre land baby.
Excellent condition, famous brand plow, mower, saw rig
'ORD
11
Washington
St
.
City.
Major
appliances
furnished.
TEL
PRESS
Making
and
Miscella

Fannie Brahms went to Milton, persons interested, by causing a
Tractor looks good, handy location, house needs som
names. $2, $3. $4. and $5 per dozen hu.l outfit.
106*108 LYric 4-76.63 evenings
91-tf neous Sewing wanted.
MRS.
i Mass., Saturday.
copy of this order to be published
Free package of tees with every uns good, has good tires. AU at repairs, good buy at $1,000. TEL.
FIVE Room Apt. with bath and RUTH RUSSELL, Tel. LYric i Donald Orff of North Union was thiee weeks successively in The
being accepted
dozen.
GEORGE HEATH. 26 tachments okay.
LYric 4-8014.
'
106*10' orAPPLICATIONS
4-5667.
85-tf
YMCA maintenance job. Must garage to let. Newly decorated,
1 used spreader, $125 or $75 with
a dinner guests of Mr. and Mrs. Courier-Gazette, a newspaper pub
Holmes Street, Rockiand.
74*tf
FOR SALE
rke Brunswick - Ba.ke - Coilendar first class neighborhood. SOUTH PIANO Tuning. MAINE MUSIC Frank Willis Saturday.
lished at Rockland, in said County,
NEW Traps for safe, $3 each above.
No.
1.
An
island
property
’
in
ele

\ptitude
Test.
For
further
details
ARD,
Tel.
LYric
4-7066.
96-tf
CO.,
City.
Tel.
LYiic
4-4941.
1 used % h. p. Black and Decker
Complete inventory of trap stock
Mr. and Mrs. Ellsworth Chase that they may appear at a Probate
gant
condition,
completely
fur
vrite
YMCA,
Camden,
or
call
74-tf
to be held at said Rockland
on hand.
INDEPENDENT LOB saw with 203 blades, $35.
of North Raynham, Mass., were | Court
nished. some acreage with apple- JEdar 6-2139.
106-108
on the twenty-ninth day of SeptemCHARLES E. STACKPOLE
RALPH L. RICHARDS
STER CO., Tillson Avenue, Rock
orchard.
This
if?
an
attractive
overnight
guests
Thursday
of
Mrs.
SERVICE
STATION
FOR
RENT
i ber, 1959, the first publication there
WILL care for children in mv
Floor Sanding Service
land.
67-tf Thomaston Tel. FLeetwood 4-2392 home and should be sold easily.
Edith Willis. Mrs. Willis and her
wme days. TEL. LYric 4-4675.
____
106*108 The price is $3,500.
In Rockland - Camden area. | Have refinished over 6,000 floors in guests enjoyed dinner at Beach of to be at least thirty days before
TESTED—GUARANTEED
said t i nty-ninth day of September,
106*108 Good opportunity for right man j iast 20 years in Knox County. Tel.
HOMEMADE patch work quilts
USED APPLIANCES
No. 2. Is an apartment house
| A. D. 1159.
Inn, Lincolnville.
GIRL over 17 wanted to help with
Refrigerators, Electric Ranyes, for sale. TEL. LYiic 4-4724, Rock newly painted inside and out house work and 4 children in West- willing to work and run his own ' LYric 4-5281, 25 Franklin Street.
61-tf
Mr. and Mrs. Walter Holmes of ! ESTATE OF MARY M. FEYLER
105*107 Owner will hold reasonable mort
buwines<i. Paid training period.
Gaz Ranges, Automatic Washers & land.
vood. Mass., stalling Nov. 1. TEL.
City Mills, Mass., and Mr. and late of Thomaston, deceased. Peti
FLOOR SANDING
Modest capital required. For
Drvera, Wringer Washers.
AL
1953 FORD 4 door sedan foi' sale, gage. The price - $8,500.
Dark Harbor 143-2 between 7 and particulars, write
j AND REFINISHING SERVICE
Mrs. Al Holmes of Danbury, tion by Ruth F. Wallace of Thom
BERT E. MacPHAJL, INC., 449 reportable. TEL Camden CEdar
No. 3. Is a large and well light 0 p. m. before Sept. 12.
105-107
Work Guaranteed
Conn., called on Mr. and Mrs. aston that she and Lista V. Hyler
Main Street, Tel. LYric 4-5751. 48-tf 6-3287.
105-107 ed garage.
Very’ suitable for a
BOX L. A. J.
MAN
or
Woman
wanted
to
woik
RAYMOND
M.
RICHARDS
of Thomaston, Maine, Wallace FeyMaynard Bowley Sunday.
LOAM for sale for lawns, shrubs,
WHITE Universal washer for small industry.
% THE COURIER-GAZETTE
l ler of Portland, Maine, Warren Fey
120 North Main Street. Rockland
No. 4. Is a nicely built building is room clerk cashier at MARION
flower gardens. NEIL RUSSELL sale. $20; living room heater. 13"
Mr.
and
Mrs.
Raymond
Ludwig
100-tf
VILLAGE. Route 1. Rockport. Ex
Tel. LYric 4-5796
ler of Lewiston, Maine, Doris Davis
Tel. LYric 4-5667
burner, $25.
TEL. CRestwood nearly new, has many attractive perience
in retail store necessary
58-tf of Hope were callers on Mr. and of Tampa, Florida, Richard W.
features. If you know of anyone
3-3062.
105*107
Mrs. Nathan Pease Thursday eve I Feyler of Thomaston, Maine, BarDUNLOP Imported Tires for
105-107
THREE Room Heated Unfurn.
RADIO, TV AND ANTENNA
seeking such a place, please con lualification.
•ale, for all Soort3 and Foreign
ning.
| bara Wadsworth of Camden, Maine
ELECTRIC
Steam
Radiator Apt. with bath to let. Electric reSERVICE
tact me at once.
Cars. EASTERN TIRE SERVICE.
Robie Taylor has returned from and Kenneth Feyler of Beechmont,
Fairbanks Morse
wanted, cast iron, any size. TEL. ft ig. and stove. TEL. LYric 4-4863.
Bernard C. Kaler, Jr.
Thanks for re-ading.
INC., Tel. LYric 4-5250, Rockland
Rutland, Mass., and is staying Massachusetts are the heirs living
LYric 4-5471.________
105*107 ____________________________ 95-tf
7 Broad Street
F HERMAN S. YOUNG
______________________ ____ 9-tf
Water PUMPS
Tel. LYric 4-8140
with Mr. and Mrs. Marcellus Tay I in different States. That lista HyPLEASANT 4 Room Upstairs Un
163 Main Street
APPLICATIONS being accepted
. ler Administratrix of said Estate or
BABY Parakeets, Cages. Stands
A Size for Every Need
68-tf lor.
Rockland, Maine
for full time and part-time sales furn. Apt. to let. Hot water. Adults
and Toys for sale. Also, complete
91-tf
\ W. S. Pillsbury & Son
Tel. LYrie 4-7173
idies for immediate and Christ only. TEL. LYric 4-4147.
LAWN Mowers repaired and
Mr. and Mrs. Ralph Robbins ' some other suitable person be authune oi Dird foods for ’keets, cana
106-108 mas work.
Apply
peison.
30 GAL Gaa Water Heater t : sharpened. General machine work called on Mrs. Esther McFarland i orized to sell the real estate situatI Cn if I Li
ries, cockatiels, love birds, parrots
SENTER-CRANE’S.
105-107 let. $1.95 a month. A. C. M< ' welding, brazing, burning. Appli- and Mrs. Bessie Light in Camden J ed in Thomaston and fully describ
and finches.
FOREST VIEW
ed in said petition at private sale
MAN Wanted to work on pouki v LOON COMPANY, Tel. LYric I ince repair work. BERT'S MA- Saturday night, and visited the and distribute the proceeds after
i07-s-m
AVIARIES. 9 Booker Street, Thom
4-5024.
115-tl OHINE SHOP, Tel. LYric 4-7013. 11
arm.
Apply
in
peison.
L.
B.
FOR
SALE
aston, Maine, Mrs. C. A Swift.
INTERNATIONAL Forced A.:
42-tf Carroll Frost family Sunda.v at paying expenses among the heirs of
1OKES, Cobb Road. Camden
CLEAN Furnished Apts, to let i Bay View Square.
Prop., Tel. FLeetwood 4-6277. 7-tf Oil H' i’Sv s’ • n. - 1 * - s
Lincolnville. Callers at the Rob said Mary M. Feyler according to
COPIES
made
of
important
103-tf
free
lights
and
water,
2
to
4
rooms
HOUSE
LOT
Low estimates.
9x12 LDTOLEUNlT for sale, regT ’tailed complete.
bins home Tuesday were Mrs. their respective rights therein.
BUS Boys. tt’di:trS».». Dining heated and unheated, $7 to $10 a papers, discharge papers, deeds
No
down
payment.
5
year
terms
Olar $10.95 for $6 95
NORTH
WITNESS. Charles T. Smalley,
Alice
Sanford of Liberty, Mrs.
week. V. F. STUDLEY, Broadway birth certificates. While yon wait
EASTLAND
TRADING
POST. A!1 towns. Our 27th year. Also, Head-of-the-Bay, Owls Head Room Porter wanted. Call SAMO- Tel.
of Cambridge, Judge of Probate Court for Knox
61-ti Annie Collins
LYric 4-4505, ot 77 Park Street ; at GIFFORD’S. Rorkland.
i
SET
HOTEL
Dining
Room.
103-108
furnaces
for
coal
ar.d
wood.
Write
Thomaston.
1-ti
t»i t.v-i** z_OTij
ma_»‘ ; Twenty-four Hour Photo Service. Mass., and Merle Robbins of County. Rockland, Maine.
today. We call. SUPERIOR HEAT Overlooking Rockland Harbor i EXP. Waitress for night shift
Attest:
PIPE FOR SALE
' Ask for it at yonr local store or at Washington.
ING
CO..
INC.,
351
Sherwood
wanted.
2
p
m
to
10
p.
m.
Appiv
in
•
THOMAS C. AYLWARD,
Black and galvanized. All sizes,
THOMAS
M.
ANDERSON
Mr. and Mrs. Elmer Hart spent
I GIFFORD'S, Rockland, Maine.
— FOR RENT —
Register.
low prices. BICKNELL MFG. CO. Street. Portland, Tel. SPruce 3-8617.
49 Talbot Ave. Tel. LY 4-6811 person KNOX RESTAURANT.
1-tf
a
few
days
this
week
with
Mr.
and
100*109
•
Hospital
Beds
___________________________
102-tf
Lime Street
1-ti
104-8-110
107-109
• Mattresses
LITTLE A HOFFSES
GI NS AND AMMUNITION
WE Pay Top Prices for good
• Bed Side Ralls
Building Contractors
Bough’.. So'.d and Traded
marketable lobsters and we have
GOOD USED
' Tel. FLeetwood 4-2440 or 4-2473
• Folding Wheel Chairs
DICK SMITH
KNOX COUNTY
bait.
REGAL LOBSTER CO.
• Invalid Walkers
50 High Street, Thomaston, Maine
650 Main Street
Tei LYric 4-8927 Work - - LIVE - - Play Rockland. Tel. LYric 4-4466. 83-tf
TRAVEL BUREAU
KILROY'S
• Bed Tables
| Kitchen-Bathroom Tile & Linoleum
Airline Reservations
101-tf
LOBSTERS wanted in large o
Foundations - Chimneys
Tel. LYric 4-8011
and Ticketing
CLOSING * OUT SALE
small amounts. SPRUCE HEAD
FLORIDA
and House Builders
TEL. LYric 4-5010
LOBSTER CORP., Tel. Rockland
WANT SOMETHING?
W. S. Kllsbwy & Sou
UNITED HOME SUPPLY CO. ! Remodeling
Free
Estimates
572 Main Street
Rockland
NOW GOING ON
W A I t rt V • U W LYric 4-4822.________________ 44-tf
HomeM — £5<W. to 8650 Down
878 MAIN ST.
BOCKLAND
CHECK THE CLASSIFIEDS!
106-117
104-1U
With .Monthly Payments
145-S-tf
MASON Work, Chimneys ar.d
107-S-U0 ---As Low As $61.66.
Foundations, built new or repaired
Also Furnished Accommoda General repair work, carpentering
1956 G.M.C. "660" TRACTOR
tions for Season ending .May 1. and asphalt roofing. Write VAR
HEART OF MAINE EXTERMINATING SERVICE
It FT. TRAVEL TRAILER
562 Eng 3-Speed Aux. Tran*.
1 - 2 - 3 Bedrooms. Full Infor NUM E NCKLES, Box 493. of Tel
KILROY'S
REDUCED TO 8695.(10
Dual K»'fluct. Kear. 22” Tires
mation
LYric 4-7181.________________ 43-t
SEA HORSIS
Exterminating af All KMs
Cnein'i-t" I.'ne of Detroiters
Completely Rebuilt. *6500.
. u DEPEND
WE Buy Scrap Iron, Metals, Rags
For
Free Estimates Write or Phone:
CLOSING
OUT
SALE
STANLEY POOLER CO.
L. E. Goss Interests and Batteries.
THE HENLEY-KIMBALL CO.
81 CHURCH ST.
DEXTER, ME.
TEL. WAlker I
$5 College Ave.
Tel. TR 2-67IM
MORRIS
GORDON
and
SON
Portland SP 2-1931 Bangor 5(17
26 Deering St.
Portland, Me.
NOW GOING ON
BITLER CAR A HOME SUPPLY
Waterville, Maine
AU Work Onnrantooe
Leland
Street
Rockland
107-109
107-lt
I04-1K
107 S tl
47-41
Ut/
|
___________ ___ ___ I

INEXPENSIVE - EFFECTIVE

f
I

TRACTORS

Johnson

Rockland Courier-Gazette, Saturday, September 5, 1959
her grandmother at Massachusetts.

The Tonian Circle of the Uni
versalist Church held a supper
meeting Wednesday at the County
Fair Restaurant, Damariscotta,
after which they adjourned to the
home of Mrs. George St. Clair,
Rankin street, for a social evening.
Those who attended were: Mrs.
William Robbins, Mrs. Carl Free
man, Mrs. Ralph Nutt, Mrs. Ernest
Long, Mrs. Floyd Simmons, Mrs.
Donald Farrand, Mrs. Burton
Flanders. Mrs. Ardrey Orff, Mrs.
Carrie Palmer, Miss Margaret
Albee, Miss Gladys Blethen and
Miss Kathelne Veazie.

Mrs. Rolph Doughty. Mrs. Charles
Doughty and son Gerald of Vinal
haven were the guests, Monday,
of Mt. and Mrs. Horace Benner.
Limerock Street.

Rev. and Mrs. Ronald Carver and
three daughters spent five days as
the guests of Rev. Carver’s sister
and brother-in-law, Mr. and Mis.
Charles Doughty, in Vinalhaven.

Mr. and Mrs. Charles B. Pine of
Riverside, N. J., have returned
home after being the guests of her
parents, Mr. and Mrs. Harland
Hurd. Mrs. Pine was the former
Mrs. Robert MacWilliams, Lake Madeline Hurd.
Avenue, gave a going away salad
Mr. and Mrs. Richard Whitney
supper honoring Mrs. Robert
Tweedie, Monday evening, at the of West Roxbury, Mass., and sum
cottage of Mr. and Mrs. Earle mer residents of Thomaston, are
MacWilliams, at Ingraham Hill. in Hiroshima. Japan, where Mr.
Those who attended were: Mrs. Whitney is teaching school.
Kenneth Feyler, Jr., Mrs. Albert
The first meeting of the Ameri
Payson, Mss. Kenneth Stone, Mrs.
Thomas lott, Jr., and Mrs. Donald can Legion following the summer
McMahan. Those invited but un recess will be held at the Legion
able to attend were: Mrs. Ernest Hall on Tuesday evening, Septem
Benner, Jr., and Mrs. George ber 8. Supper will be served before
the business meeting with Thelma
Heath.
Gross as chairman and Catherine
The Emblem Club held its Libby as co-chairman.
monthly business meeting at the
The Baraca Class of the Metho
Elks Home on Thursday evening
dist Church dined at Med-O-Mak
at 8 p. m. Refreshments were
Inn at Waldoboro on Thursday
served under the direction of Myra
evening with 21 present. Those
.Watts. A social meeting of the
who attended were: Mr. and Mrs.
club will be held on Thursday,
Frank Horeyseck, Mr. and Mrs.
Sept. 17, with Betty Kaler in
Hugh Diamond, Mr. and Mrs.
charge of entertainment and Janet
Ralph Clark, Miss Harriet Trask,
Lane in charge of refreshments.
Mrs. Thelma Stanley, Mrs. Iva

Russell, Mrs. Harry Dow, Capt.
Mary Emery, Mrs. Charlotte Dil
lingham. Mrs. Soffie Harvey, Mrs.
Kate Greenleaf, Mrs. Mildred
Achorn, Mrs. Dora Mank. Mrs.
Inga Chase, W. D. Young, Herman
Winchenbaugh, Mrs. Laura BusA 16 hour basic training course well and Rev. Merle Conant.
will be held for the leaders of the
Mrs. John Ross, 62 Warren
Girl Scouts and Brownie troops
Street, assisted by Mrs. Edward
at the Farnsworth Museum, start
Maxey and Mrs. Horatio Knight
ing on Wednesday, Sept. 9, at
held a stork shower at her home.
7.30 p. m. The courses will cover
Wednesday
evening,
honoring
a period of eight weeks, and will
Mrs. Robert Annis.
The gifts
be conducted by Mrs. Vernon
were presented to Mrs. Annis in
Studley of Rockland and Mrs.
an antique cradle. The buffet
Irving Smith of Owls Head. Lead
lunch was served from a table
ers are asked to bring Girl Scout
centred by an arrangement of
and Brownie handbooks, leaders
garden flowers. The feature of
guides, paper and pencils.
the luncheon was a two tier pink
____
Girl Scout and Brownie leader1 cake with a baby under an um
meetings will start Tuesday, Sept. brella in the center. The cake
22, and will be held at the Con-, was made and decorated by Mrs
Guests who attended
gregational Church at 7,30 p. m. { Knight.
were: Mrs. James Halligan. Mrs. I
Girl Scout Senior Troop 3 will ■ Charles Berry and Mrs. Fred
meet at the home of their leader, j George, all of Warren; Mrs. Tony
Mrs. Irving Smith, Owls Head, on Gustin of Owls Head, Mrs. George
Ribar of Long Island. N. Y., Mrs.
Tuesday. Sept. 15.
Charles Sewell, Mrs. John Mur-1
Miss Marie Whalen, who left gita, Mrs. Charles Fei ring, Mrs. ■
Thursday for Woodbury, N. J., Justin Cross, Mrs. Phyllis Leach, (
where she will teach during the Mrs. Blake Annis and Mrs. Wil-!
coming year, was honored at a liam Spear, all of Rockland.
small party given on Wednesday
Miss Ann McCoy, daughter of
afternoon at the Rockiand Public
Library by the library staff. Miss Mr. and Mrs. John McCoy, who
Whalen was presented with a gift has been employed at the Farns-i
worth Museum for the summer I
and a corsage.
months, left Friday for her home !
Mrs. Donald Borgerson, accom In Chadds Ford, Pa.
panied by her daughter Diane and
Sir. and Mrs. Charles Grant.
son Kim. returned to her home
in Clearwater, Fla., on Saturday, Beech Street, were in Boston
after spending the summer here Monday and Tuesday. While there i
substituting at the Rockland Pub they attended the Red Sox-Senators baseball game. Mrs. Grant
lic Library.
is having a week’s vacation from
Mr. and Mrs. John J. Heal and her duties at the Farnsworth Mu
children of Cedar Street, are seum.
spending a vacation at 55 Wood
David Chisholm, son of Dr. and
lawn Circle, East Hartford, Conn.
Mrs. Robe it Chisholm, 56 Sum
The Business and Professional mer Street, celebrated his sixth
Women’s Club will hold a mem birthday with a cookout held in
bership buffet supper at the the upstairs room of the barn at
Farnsworth Museum on Wednes their home. Dr. Chisholm bar
day evening at 7 p. m. Members becued the hot dogs and served
are asked to bring guests. Those the lunch. The tastefully decorat
on the committee are Emma ed cake was made by Mrs.
Harvie, chairman, assisted by Chisholm. Guests who attended
Edith Smith, Beatrice Thompson were: Donald Chisholm, John
and
Margaret
Winchenbaugh. Wade, Billy Stoddard, Michael
Please bring dishes for themselves Gross, Randall Abbott, Russell,
Maxey, Norman Moulton and his
and guests.
brothers, Peter
and
Jeffrey
The Nurses Guild will meet at Chisholm.
the Medical Arts Building on Wed
David Bird of Albany, N. Y„ is
nesday evening at 8 p. m. The
refreshment committee will be spending the weekend with his
headed by Mrs. Georgia Emery, parents, Mr. and Mrs. Frederic
assisted by Mrs. Ann Nelson and Bird, Pen Bay Acres.
Mrs. Jean Jewett.
Wayne Smith has returned to
Gorham to enter the freshmen
year at Gorham High School, af
ter spending 10 days with his
brother and sister-in-'.aw, Mr. and
Mrs. Irving Smith, Owls Head.

Rev. and Mrs. Ronald Carver
and family returned to Bristol, Vt..
Monday, after being the guests of
his parents, Mr. and Mrs. Horace
Benner, Limerock Street.
The Rockland and Owls Head Ex
tension Associations will hold a i
joint all day meeting at the Farns
worth Museum next Thursday.
September 10. The Home Demon
stration Agent, Miss Gene West,
will use as her topic, “You and
Your Finances ’.
•‘Bud*’ Sprowl is now manager of
Bitler’s Flying "A”, Park Street,
next to Sampson’s Market.
He I
welcomes his old and new; cus
tomers. Stop in today.
101-tf

Rockville
MISS JOSEPHINE TOLMAN
Correspondent
Telephone 813-W4

Mrs. Vesper Hall accompanied
her son George Hall and family of
Rockland, to Cutler recently and
visited her daughter and family,
Mr. and Mrs. David Ramsdell and
children.
They attended open
house at the Cutler Naval Radio
Station. They were accompanied!
home by Miss Judy Hall, who has!
been visiting her aunt and family, j
Mr. and Mrs. Burleigh Blaisdell
of Stockton Springs were dinner
guests Sunday of Mr. and Mrs.
Leroy Tolman and family.

Winthrop Congregational estab
Miss Barbara Smith visited this TWO ROCKLAND CHURCHES TO BE
lished in 1806.
THOMASTON
J week with her grandmother, Mrs.
Due to receive certificates are
RECOGNIZED
BY
STATE
GROUP
AS
|
Mary
Cole
at
Portland.
Newa and Social Items, Notices and Advertisements may be sent
the Congregational and Universaor telephoned to
Mr. and Mrs. Arthur Robinson
MRS. MAXINE MAHONEY, <5 MAIN STREET, TEL. FL 4-6144
list Churches of Rockland.
j of New York are visiting for a PIONEERS IN SUNDAY SCHOOLS
week with Miss Marion Weidman.
The Congregational Church Sun
“Pioneers" in Sunday School to come to Auburn to receive their
Russel! Avenue.
work in Maine, both individuals certificate. Many men and wo day School is thought to have
The Ladies Auxiliary of the Wolfe and Mrs. Barbara Fernald,
Mrs. Tom Peers and son Gary
been formed with the founding of
Fire Department will hold a cov hospitality; Mrs. Elizabeth Graf are visiting with her daughters at who have been teachers or pupils men in their 70’s and 80's have the parish in 1838. Cyrus Eaton, in
for
many
years,
and
those
Sun

ered dish supper and business
ton, publicity.
Others present Metuchen, N. J., Mrs. Barbara day Schools which have been or been recorded as veteran teach his history of the area, reports a
meeting Tuesday at 6.30 p. m. at
Vroom, Mrs. Joyce McFarland ganiz'd for 90 years or more, will ers and will also be honored.
school of 100 students in 1865.
the fire station.
Mrs. Colin were: Ciarence Woodbury, high and Mrs. Frances Woolen.
be honored on Sunday. Sept. 13.
The oldest teacher in point of commenting that it had grown
and JameR
Mitchell. Mrs. W’infred Williams school principal;
Mr. and Mrs. Donald Pierce
from a start of seven when the
and Capt. Mrs. Robert Stackpole Mayo, treasurer. Steps were ta were guests Sunday evening of at an Open House and historical continuous service thus listed is
church had 14 members at its
display
at
the
High
Stieet
Con

Miss
Elizabeth
Aageson
of
Port

are in charge of the supper.
ken to formulate the second an Mr. and Mrs. Al Curry.
founding.
gregational
Church
in
Auburn.
land,
who
was
a
teacher
in
the
Lorraine Hall, daughter of Mr. nual PTA smorgasbord which will
Members of the Johnson Society Arranged by the Maine Council of Plymouth Free Will Baptist Sun
The Universalist Church first
and Mrs. Robert Hall, celebrated be held honoring the teachers, on attended the funeral services Wed
her sixth birthday, Thursday af Sept. 17, at Masonic Hall. Par nesday of Rev. David Hickland. Churches to commemorate the day School. Portland, and in re In Id Sunday School in 1834 in an
ternoon, with a party at hei ents of sub-primary and first pastor of the Rockpolt and Camden 9Cth anniversary of the organiza cent years has been a valued old yellow schoolhouse at the
home on Kossuth Street. Guests grades will be solicited by a two- Methodist Churches. Those attend tion of the Maine State Sunday teacher in the Immanuel Baptist junction of Limerock and Union
were: Leslie, Marty and Patricia thirds vote of the executive board. ing were: Mrs. Stella Simonton. School Association, the event will Church School, Portland. Nearly streets, according to the files of
Eastman,
Elizabeth
Carney, Mrs. Maxine Mahoney was elect Mis. Elizabeth Shyne. Miss Marion include a two-dav program open as old as the Sunday School As The Courier-Gazette. The school
Stephen Mahon./, Ronnie and ed to serve as vice president in Weidman, Mrs. Georgia Walker. ing at 4.30 at the Aubuin Church. sociation whose organization is was reported to have had a li
Cynthia Young, Vicki Verge, Ro the vacancy created by the mov Mis. Ellen Bohndell, Mis. Hildrcd Already a long list of Sunday being celebrated, it is anticipated brary of 550 volumes by 1860.
berta and Linda Hall, Gregory ing of Ernest Guimond to another Rider, Mrs. Fannie Ott. Mrs. Cora Schools which were in operation that Miss Aageson will be present Many of these books, some 150 of
Faulkingham, Mrs. Paul East school. This was done in ac Upham, Mrs. Mabel Withee, Mrs in September 1869 (the date of to receive her certificate in per them, have been located by Rev.
William Robbins of the Rockland
man, Mrs. Polky and Mrs. Walter cordance with the provision of Emma Torrey. Mrs. Etta Thurston, the founding of the Association! son on Sept. 13.
has been compiled and represen
Oldest Sunday School in the church stored in the Universailst
Curtis.
the written by-laws of the Maine and Mrs. Bertha Sylesvter. After tatives of each are being asked state, so far as is known, is the Church of South Hope.
Mayflower Temple, Pythian Sis Congress lo the PTA.
the service the group met at the
ters. will award 50-year member
Mr. and Mrs. Charles Stimpson. home of Miss Marion Weidman. Monday, September 14. at 7:30
ship pins at 7.30 p. m„ Friday, at
Jr., of Warren and Mr. and Mrs. There wil! be no meeting next Wed
LATEST EISENHOWER PORTRAIT,
the K of P Hall. Refreshments
p. m.
Harvell Ring have returned from nesday.
will be served by Mrs. Herbert
At
their
weekly
meeting
on
Sep

a week's motor trip to Quebec
WORK OF ANDREW WYETH, USED
Lewis and Mrs. Harvell Ring.
tember 1, 56 members, visitors and
Mr. and Mrs. Robert Young and and New Brunswick.
guests
of
the
Camden
Rotary
Club
Church News
ON COVER OF TIME THIS WEEK
Mrs. Chester Sanford of Belmont.
CAMDEN
heard' Judge Curtis Bok of the
Mass will be celebrated at 9.30
M'ass.. are guests of Mr. and Mrs.
Supreme Court of Pennsylvania,
MRS. KENNETH HERRICK
A Cushing summer resident, paternalism" of other portraits
a. m. Sunday at St. James Catho
Hollis Young.
speak on crime and punishment.
Correspondent
Andrew Wveth, has painted the which were largely taken from
lic
Church.
Mr. and Mrs. Robert Stackpole
Telephone CEdar 6-2197
Rev. Jesse Kenderdine of Rock latest portrait of President Eisen photographs. Time reported. The
Holy Communion will be ob
and daughter. Susan, left Thurs
port will be the supply pastor at hower which appears on the cover two got along well together but
served
at
8
a.
nr.
Sunday
followed
day, to attend the Andersonthe morning worship service of the of this week’s issue of Time maga Wyeth refuses to comment on his
Rev. and Mrs. Richard S. Smith
Stapor wedding in Worcester, by family service of morning pray
er at 10.30 at St. John's Episcopal and children, Joselyn. Theodore Methodist Church Sunday at 11 zine. He is one of the very few assignment.
Mass.
o'clock.
The artist is a winter resident
artists to have been given this op
and Sylvester, of Yorktown Heights,
Mr. and Mrs. Joseph Hall have Church.
Rev. Elmer N. Bentley of Augus portunity and the first to be given of Chadd’s Ford. Pa., but has for
Sunday
School
will
convene
at
10
N.
Y..
were
recent
guests
of
Mr.
moved into the Waldo apartment
many years been a summer resi
ta. executive secretary of the so much time by the President.
o’clock Sunday followed by wor and Mrs. Everett Richards.
on Gleason Street.
dent of Broad Cove in Cushing.
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Baptist
Convention,
will
be
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was
done
at
the
ship
service
at
11
at
the
Assembly
Recent guests of Mr. and Mrs.
Rev. ar.d Mrs. John Morrison
He is well known in the Cushingthe guest preacher at the Chestnut
have returned home after spend of God Church with Rev. Calvin Charles Hendricks have been Mr. Stieet Baptist Church Sunday morn Gettysburg. Pa., farm of the Thomaston
area
and makes
ing the month of August with Rogers conducting the service. and Mrs. James Garrison and chil ing at 10:45 a’clock. Mrs. Elmer Eisenhowers and was completed friends easily. He is married and
in
five
working
days,
on
each
of
C.
A.
Young
People's
Group
will
dren
of
Braintree,
Mass.,
Capt.
and
relatives in Columbia Falls.
N. Bentley will be the soloist.
which Mr. Eisenhow’er posed for , has tw’o sons.
Thomaston Parent Teachers As meet at the church at 6 p. m. fol Mrs. Lewis Race and family of
Megunticook Grange members. a time, varying from 15 minutes I
lowed
by
services
at
7
p.
m
Barksdale
Air
Force
Base,
La..
sociation officers and committee
J. Brian Smith, son of Mr. and
men held their first fall meeting. Tuesday, Prayer service, 7.30 Mr. and Mrs. James Hendricks and Mrs. Clifford Smith. Turnpike to an hour. The work was start- OWLS HEAD
Thursday evening, at the home p. m.; Thursday, Bible study, 7.30 family of West Palm Beach. Fla., Drive, has received notification ed around the middle of August ; Mrs. Lois McCartney and chil
and Wyeth returned to Cushing dren, Nancy and Joan, of Fair
Mr. and Mrs. William Chorman
of its president, Mrs. Ida M. p. m.
from the National Grange that he the last of the month.
and
son
of
Kennebunkport,
Mr.
and
Sunday
School
wil!
begin
at
9.45
haven, Mass., were recent guests
Harding, with refreshments being
has won second place in the State
According to Time, the Presi-; of her mother. Mrs. Corabelle St.
served to the group by the hos a. m. Sunday, followed by service Mis. Fred Seamon and family of 1959 Highway Essay Contest, spon
tess.
Committee members for of worship at 11 with Rev. John Bel.evue, Ohio, Mr. and Mrs. How sored by the Automotive Safety dent has always liked Wyeth’s Clair.
the year include: Mrs. Thelma Fitzpatrick bringing the message ard Messer and family of Meriden, Foundation. He wiil be presented a work and calls his "Children’s i Owls Head Grange will meet
Everett and Mrs. Peryl Robinson, at the Baptist Church. Evening Conn., and Mrs. Breta Roycroft check for $10 through the lecturer Doctor" the outstanding Ameri- 1 Tuesday night at 8 o’clock. A
and children of Portland.
can painting among those recent- t program will be presented and
program; Mrs. Maxine Hahor.ey service at 7 p. m.
Miss Mary Huntley and Miss of the Maine State Grange.
ly exhibited in Moscow.
Like , refrehments will be served.
A pot luck supper will be served
and Mrs. Bonnie Strong, ways
The
house
committee
of
the
anti means; Mrs. Naomi Wood at 6 p. m. Saturday at the Holy Martha Hun‘ley left Friday for a Home for Aged Women, comprised most Presidents of the past Mr. i
bury and Mrs. Martha McCam- Trinity Lutheran Church. A short few days visit with Mrs. Cora of Mrs. George Hersom, chairman. Eisenhower has been notably re- .
Sinapius in Lynn, Mass. They were
luctant to take the time for port- .
ant. membership; Mrs. Saxon De devotional service will follow.
accompanied by Miss Margaret Mrs. Charles Soderberg, Miss Nel raits but he did make an excep
DFTROITIR
lie Gale and Mrs. Helen St. John,
Huntley who will be employed in
held Open House and a Silver Tea tion in this case.
Mr. and Mrs. Jesse Keller and thy Young at Camden. Games Concord, Mass., this winter.
•me am but m na
The strongly lighted portrait j
from 2 to 4:30 p. m. Thursday,
wour*
Miss Joyce Farmer, accompanied were played and refreshments
Johnnie Hart, son of Mr. and
serious
Eisenhower j
by Mr. and Mrs. Burton Bickmore were served by the hostess. The Mrs. John Hart, celebrated his which was a sucessful social event. shows a
and Miss Becky Bickmore spent club will meet next Tuesday eve sixth birthday Wednesday after The Home was decorated through rather than the usual “beaming ,
Sunday afternoon in Waldoboro vis ning with Miss Marion Upham. noon with a party at his home. out with flowers donated by Mr.
and Mrs. John Pearse of Hope,
iting Mr. and Mrs. John Burgess. Russell Ave.
Those attending were Robert Eddy,
Mrs. Cary Bok and Mrs. Martha
Miss Lottie Ewell spent the day : Mrs. Vinie Johnson visited Thurs Jeffrey’ Brawn. Bruce Keller. Mar Bell. Tea was served from an at
ANNOUNCEMENT
with her cousin Mrs. Marie Keene 1 day with Mr. and Mrs. Leroy garet McLellan, Debra Goodridge. tractive table with a centerpiece of
on Lake Avenue. Rockland, Wed- j Ulmer at the Lucette Nursing Larry Wilson, Thomas Wilson, Wil glads, arranged by Mrs. Bell. .
DETROITER
FALL TERM OPENING
Home at Thomaston.
liam Wilson. Dana Ayers, Diane
nesday.
CUSTOM DELUXE URBAN
Pourers
for
the
afternoon
were
’
Herbert Hoche caught a shark
Miss Gladys, Josephine and Wednesday in his fishing net. It Ayers, David Taylor. Thomas Lie- Miss Emma Alden. Mrs. Clara
Sm « TODAY, and find out
SEPTEMBER 14, 1959
haw a small down paynwirt
Mary Tolman were guests of their was estimated to weigh nearly 500 Neilson, Kelvin Bickford, Susan Brown. Mrs. Ruth Perry and Mrs.
Kelley, Dale Lugdon, Duane York,
will ht you enjoy luxurlow
sister and brother-in-law, Capt. and
Doily
Green,
The
guests
were
pounds.
Steven and Jeanie Hail. Mrs. Hart
f We are prepared to make last j
Bving In a COMPLETE‘HOME,
Mrs. Andrew Stanley in Islesford
greeted
at
the
door
by
Mrs.
Alex

Rockport Thimble Club met was assisted by Miss Carol Wilson.
a DETROITER Mobil, Homo.
minute reservations for both be-t
on Saturday. They were accom Tuesday noon for dinner at the
ander Giilmor and Mrs. Marion
Bruce Leach has received his
iee ns fortb»"BntDtJ
ginning and advanced students^
panied home by their mother, Mrs. home of Mrs. Blanche Carver, West
Thomas, matron of the Home.
i»Touit”
separation from the U. S. Marines
Capt. Ernest Whitney is enroute who wish to pursue careers ini
Leroy Tolman, who has been visit Street, w’ith special guests being
and is presently at the home of
a III IMH PtYHOTt
Accounting,
Business
Adminis-^
to
Urfa.
Turkey,
where
he
is
as

ing her daughter and son-in-law for Herbert Crockett, Charles Crock his mother. Mrs. Eva Leach.
• IUT TORS IT IN IMI MB
signed to fieid training team 2A.
a few days.
tration, and Secretarial Science.]
ett and Charles Carver. After din
Mrs. George Hersom received
oWttiiru
Mr. and Mrs. William Burt and ner the regular business meeting word recently of the death of her JUSSMAT. with the 14th Turkish
daughter of Cape Cod, Mass., has was held. The club will have a sister, Mrs. William Phillips, of Horse Calvary Division, and Tur
Or Display At
returned home after spend’ng three covered dish dinner at the Carver Warrington Lancs, England, on kish Army, as signal advisor. Capt.!
HAROLD
C RALPH
Whitney
left
Fort
Hamilton.
N.
Y.,
.
weeks at their summer home here. home next Tuesday noon.
July 19.
Thursday anil will be gone a year.
CHEVROLET
Miss Emma Brewster, president
A
picnic
will
be
held
by
Odd
Fel

Miss Carrie Libby, Miss Hazel
.COLLEGE
Mrs. Whitney and daughter Har
WALDOBORO. MAINE
of the Rockland Garden Club was
Wall, Mrs. Elizabeth Shyne and lows and Rebekahs at the Odd Fel
TE 2-5321
among those who attended the Miss Olive Libby of California lows’ New England camp ground in riet will reside at 2 Chestnut Hill.
106-107
62-EOl-tf
Camden. Captain Whitney has just
Garden Club Federation of flower have spent the day at Belfast and Montville, Labor Day.
completed
a
two
year
assignment
shows and flower arrangements
Private Bruce Young is spending
Searsport.
with the 63rd Artillery Group (Air
held in Portland Tuesday and
Ray Watts and son Dwight of a furlough with his parents, Mr. Defense), in New Britain. Conn.
Wednesday.
and
Mrs.
Burnham
Young,
after
Rockland were guests Wednesday
Camden yachtsman Richard LedMiss Joyce Farmer is spending evening of Miss Sharon Watts, completing his basic training at
with of Megunticook Lake and Phil
the week in Milton, Mass., as guest
Fort Dix, N. J. At the end of
Commercial Street.
adelphia, Penna.. finished out of
of Mr. and Mrs. Ernest Oxton. She
Mrs. Olive Sylvester has been his furlough he will report at Fort the running in the New England
will return Saturday with Mr. and the guest of her son and daughter- Sam Houston. Texas, to take up
eliminations of the Mallory Cup
Mrs. Oxton and their son, Glen.
in-law, Mr. and Mrs. Clifford Syl clinical psychology.
races at Marblehead. Mass., Thurs
The
Camden
Lions
Club
will
be

“Don’t blame me - I’ve
vester in Camden. Mrs. Sylves
day Ledwith had taken the Maine
gin their regular weekly meetings
ter’s birthday was observed.
title at Blue Hill earlier. Serving
been after you for months
Mrs. O. H. Copeland of Whitins at the Congregational Church as Ledwith’s crew in the race, won
ROCKPORT
Parish House Tuesday evening.
to
build me a LAUNDRY
ville, Mass., was the guest Tues
by Bob Sides of Marblehead, were
September 8. As has been their
MRS. HERBERT CROCKETT
day of Mr. and Mrs. William Whit
Morton Quant tell and A: Osgood of
ROOM!
”
regular practice over the years,
Correspondent
Camden.
ney.
they will have as guest speaker, at
Telephone CEdar 6-5502
Skin Divers met Wednesday eve the first meeting of the new sea
ning at the Boat Club House. Three son, the new governor, Lion Carl
And to build her that LAUNDRY ROOM would be just a wash
Mr. and Mrs. Robert Campbell new members were welcomed to Glugston, of District 41-1.
Lion
day breeze on easy FHA terms Mister — so why delay — see
and daughter Elizabeth of Rich the club, Curtis Payson of Union. Giugston of South Bristol is a mem
us today. You’ll really be amazed and pleased at how easy
Elinor
Spear
of
Thomaston
and
mond Hill, N. Y. are guests of Mr.
ber of the Damariscotta Lions
it is to REMODEL and add that extra space you need.
Hugh
Wililams
of
Bremen.
The
and Mrs. Don Johnson. Richards
Club.
Zone Chairman Lion JotIN QUALITY
Divers will meet again, next Wed Weeks of Rockland will also be
Hill.
PASSMORE LUMBER COMPANY
PERFORMANCE
Mr. and Mrs. Dan Gould and nesday, at the club house.
present to become acquainted w»th
Mrs. Olive Sylvester was given the club members.
Mrs. Louise Holbrook spent Wed
UNION STREET
TEL CEdar 6-2330
CAMDEN, MAINE
a birthday party at her home on
Due to the holiday Molyneaux
nesday at Augusta.
"By the Arch — Where There's Plenty of Parking Space"
Mrs. Louise Holbrook entertained Union Street by Miss Doris Sylves Auxiliary will hold its first meeting
Tuesday at a card party. Guests ter, Mrs. Marion Thomas, Mrs. of the season at the IOOF Hall on
107-lt
were Mrs. Orra Burns, Mrs. Eliza Elsie Dougherty of Camden and
beth Shyne and Mrs Nellie Lawton. Mrs. Emma Torrey. Mrs. Sylves
Mrs. Roberta Best, who has been ter w’as presented gifts and flowers
Films Developed
WA;
visiting for the past weeks with and a decorated birthday cake by
ENLARGED
her mother. Mrs. Louise Holbrook, Mrs. Elsie Dougherty.
EX-JIMBO PRINT#
Miss Gayle May and brother
has returned to her home at Arl
IN ILIUMS
Sammie returned Friday to her
ington, Va.
12 EXP. .7.4 — l« EXP. I.IK)
20 EXP. 1.25 — :«6 EXP. 2.00
Mr. and Mrs. Burton Lowell are home after visiting this week with
KODACOIXtR DEVELOPING
visiting with her brother and sis
heating oil.'Jbl!
ALL KOI.I S thle E U II
OVERSIZE PRINTS 32c E V II
ter-in-law, Mr. and Mrs. Park
»END EOR FRICK LIST EOR
Goodwin of Alexandria. Va., at
THE WORLD’S FINEST
RAINBOW
EKTACIIROME — ANS4MHROME
Lake Winnipesaukee. N. H.
KODAC HKOME
Mr. and Mrs. James Martin and
REMIT WITH COIN OR CHECK
BAKERY
Maritime Oil Co.
son James, who have been visiting |
DELUX PHOTO SERVICE
234
PARK ST. TEL. LY 4-4487
with her mother, Mrs. Edna In FRESH APPLE PIE
BOX 516
BAR IIAKHOR. ME
RGTKI.ANn. MAIVT
130-tf
graham, Richards Hill, returned’
COCONUT CREAM PIE
95-EOI tf
this week to their home at Nor-!
DANISH
PASTRY
folk, Va.
BAKED BEANS'
Mrs. Adelaide Pettegrove and I
Mrs. Betty Parsons and children
VARIED AND EXOTIC
OPEN AT 2 P. M.
of Rockland were at Bangor Wed-.
63 CEDAR STREET
nesday evening.
Dorothy Mendall. Proprietor
Jolly Jokers met Wednesday
io7-n:
evening at the home of Mrs. Doro

HUSSON

HOMELY

8

TO BUY-BUILD-IMPROVE-REPAIR
Easy Monthly Payments

Rockland Loan & Buildiig Association

is

St

23-TAS-tf

FEATURED SATURDAY

NIGHTS

A T

THORNDIKE HOTEL
ROCKLAND, MAINE

DELUXE TRIPLE TRACK - Vinyl Weatfcentripped - $23.00
STANDARD TRIPLE TRACK .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. $21 JO
All Prices Include Installation and Guarantee

ALUMINUM DOORS AND GRILLS AT EQUAL SAVING

6.00 P. M. to 9.00 P. M.

I p To 36 Month* To Pay At Reasonable FHA Term*.
Call or Write

Many exotic and taste tempting dishes. both hot and cold,
will be offered for yonr dining pleasure each Saturday night.
Including Prime Roast Beef . . . Also a wide selection of fine
imported dinner wines will be on display.

j

E. L MATTHEWS
TENANTS HARBOR

TeL LY 44465

SOLAR HEAT

Buffet Dinner

Aluminum Combination Windows t

MONEY FOR HOMES

50c I

HUMOR

FRontler 2-6658

rREE, NO OBLIGATION DEMONSTRATION

107-tI

4

Z

I

COME, ENJOY A I.EI8VRELY DINNER AND STAY TO
DANCE IN OVB RAINBOW ROOM

95-SATh-U

Centrally located, a stone's throw from schools, this
very fine home has just become available. Four bed
rooms, complete bath and 2 - V2 baths, modern kitchen,
pine paneled den, and large light rooms combine to moke
this a most desirable home.
A Splendid Buy at $11,100.00

CHARLES D. JILLSON, Realtor
■ Etl

ESTATE

Strawberry Hill
U. S. ROUTE 1

ROCKLANO, MAINE
ut-u

~~

Patrol Car Brand New In July

Rockland Courier-Gazette, Saturday, September 5,1959
stoop, killed one and took several

ARE YOU RECEIVING ALL'THAT

prisoners but the little garrlsan
unde good use ot their artillery
and eo drove back the savage horde
Newsletter blrt y,e miscreante burned a large

THE EXTENSION SERVICE OFFERS?

“Are you receiving the informa-1 Fruita: Blueberry
tion you desire from the County and Dust Notices, Small Fruita doop, several of the houses and
Extension Office?" asks County (raspberries and strawberries), the saw mill and killed many ot th«
Agent Gil Jaeger.
Commercial Orchard Spray List, cattle.
We have several regular mail- Home Orchard Spray Service.
It is evident that Capt. West
ing lists. If you arc not on any
Poulty: Timely Topics for Poul- brook did not stay long at the little
j of these, who not drop a note to trymen Broiler Growers News- fort for in a letter written from
: Box 415. Rockland, telling us letter,
Falmouth September 36. 1732, and
By Henry Teague
their work a little too far. Egg which of these lists you wish to; Vegetable Production: Commer
addressed to the governor he told
producers
liked
that
part
of
Probe
on
and
we
will
see
that
your
cial Potato Spray List, Vegetable of a trip to St. Georges, where he
By Henry Teague
names are entered. Be sure to Tips Newsletter.
spent an hour and a half apd
Hearty congratulations to. all fessor Huttar’s remarks very well.
Account Books: To be mailed in learned of a battle the month be
As I did not take notes, it is Include your mailing address.
those who helped to make the
"And don't forget." Extension December unless otherwise re fore. He wrote. "Tuesday about 5
Poultry Day program at the Uni hard to tell you about Roy Battles Association President Otto Irvine quested. Dally Receipts and Ex
o’clock we came to tall and came
versity of Maine, one of the out- talk with great accuracy. It was said, "to include your 1960 Exten
penses (40c), 5 year Inventory to the mouth of the St. Georgee
standing events of a.l time for onc 0( those fine speeches that sion dues.”
<20c). 5 year Credit (20c), Social River on Wednesday morning and
Maine's egg producers. The ad
Farm
Management:
Maine Security Record (20c).
could change your thinking on such
went up in five whale boats to the
vance copies of the program indi
Don’t forget to request your fort, which I found In good order,
things as controls and also made Farm Management and Econo
cated that we were going to have
needs for poultry house, hulk' the Indians having attacked It on
you believe that poultry is a pretty mics.
something special and as a result
Animal Husbandry: Animal and feed bins, dairy barn, or other the 24th of August and killed five
fine business after all. I am sure
the Louis Oakes room in the Li
that many thought that it was the Dairy Science Digest, Animal farm plans for buildings. Also. men of the garrison."
brary was crowded to capacity. It
Logic Newsletter (Sheep and Poultry Record Sheets, Soil Fer
top
speech of the day.
The Indians had continued their
takes some mighty good speakers
Beef).
tility Record Books, Sheep Per- assault for 12 days and nights
Far
from
trying
to
belittle
the
to keep poultrymcn in their seats
Forestry: Forestry Facts News- formance Record Books, Central furiously. Williamson wrote, “They
from 10 a. m. until 4:30 in the after morning session, I want to say
Processing of DIUA Records, etc. were spirited by a friar, who ap
noon with an hour and a half out that wc listened to several excel letter, Christmas Trees.
peared among them. They prose
for dinner, but they stayed to the lent speakers. Dick Crabtree gave
an interesting talk on central
cuted the siege with unremitting
very end.
FIVE POINT PROGRAM FOR DED
perseverance for 12 days.
Now
The next morning. I remarked to grading in the Hood plant in Wal
and then under a flag of truce, the
a fellow poultryman that while no doboro. Charles Shelnut of North
PRESENTED
BY
LLOYD
ALLEN
ON
friar tried to persuade them to
one promised us too much, some hampton. Mass.. and Howard
surrender.
Finally, the Indians
how or other I felt a lot better Whalan, head of the egg division
tried to undermine the fort by tunabout the poultry business.
He of the Eastern States Farmers Ex- HIS FIRST DAY AS COMMISSIONER
changc explained their respective
, „ .
,
. .
...
neling under the walls, and were
agreed with me heartily.
Lloyd K. Alien, as he took the. and increased emphasis upon vo- reaijy making progress but heavy
Wha’t I Think'happened was that P’°jects„ Merr‘« Caldwell of the
Only two months ago this new rruiser was put into service by the Knox County Sheriff's Patrol. thp over a'l tone of the sDeeche<; Maine Department u.
De- vauuna.
cational training
see a.a volume
rains soitenea
softened tne
the wans
walls oi
of tne
the excaexcaof Agriculture
ivuuuiv office
- --- of
-- commissioner
-- - --- ----- of
-- the
- - -Liaiuius will
Bin ate
vuiumc rams
At left is Deputy Frank Koss, who was in the same position in the ear, last night, as when this photo was that the industry is a lot more ~l’!ained the cba"?e in the Maine ^Wedne day^s^d th^folloT' °f trained >'outh developin«
vatl<>n Whlch caved ln and
’iV‘
was taken the day the car was put into commission. Deputy Buzynski, right, was the driver.
solid than it has looked lateiy and ^^^^become's iHega. in r" "g dement '' The time. ciTy Mai“e a"d «"d"«
if". ^-heartened withdrew leaving
The patrol car's point of impact with the tree on the Russell Reynolds’ lawn was just about six inches
20 of their comrades victims behind
ahead of where Deputy Ross' left hand rests on the roof.
Photo by Shear there really is a future for poultrymanager of Rockland, commented Payment here.
outlets on September 12.
buried in the earth where their
men who are willing to get away tail
Howard Pierce of the AA-P Tea on the past activities of the departIt would seem, speaking in broad
from a defeatist attitude and dig Company, known as the father of “eat
is clha[gdd............ pro;
* flve’polnt pr0' these facts are recorded^ the ra
Each Deputy
GRIM INVESTIGATION PERFORMED
in.
moting
industry...and gram lies ahead,
*
*Maine in both
* ! ..............
It is a little hard to pick top the Chicken ot Tomorrow Contest. recreation.
He also presented a; Point One is that we must take por?sJ>r,pe“tio“g ot,.Sa™Uel Wa!d°
Leaves Children
BY TROOPERS WHO FELT IMPACT
speakers from among such a group, spoke briefly on egg quality as re five point program for his depart- stock, study where we are today and Capt. Westbrook. The captain
wreaked vengeance on the savages
but I suppose that in my mind lated to the chain stores.
Two remarks were made during ment. drawing on his past experi- Exactly how we stand. Is our fac- soon after.
Of School Age
OF DEPUTIES' DEATHS KEENLY
John C. Huttar of the Grange
ences as manager of three Maine tual data up-to-date, complete and
League Federation of Ithaca. New
J^,^8 Vl!' I*®."!*
On Christmas night. 1723. 60 sav
Five children
were
made York, and Roy Battles, assistant to toners did not relish. One in con communities and those as manager sound? Are our communities get ages came and besieged the fort,
Trooper Massie's thoughts were
As Lt. Robert McKenney and his
of
the
Maine
Industrial
Building
ting
the
information
they
require
men assigned to investigate the echoed by each of the men.
fatherless by the deaths of Knox the master of the National Grange, text was that a poultryman was
for adequate planning for growth keeping up the fight or at least
stupid to have dirty eggs and the Authority the past 18 months
As time passed, awaiting other County’s first two highway pa impressed me most.
fatal St. George crash assembled
and industrial expansion - equally malntai"iaf
siege for 30 days
His
statement
follows:
other
that
midwestern
eggs
were
imnnrtan. ree.ee tion, 1
aftCr WhlCh
Went a*8* fOr *
at Troop D barracks in Thomaston, men to report, someone would try
Huttar. who is nationally known
The
office
of
Commissioner
of
important,
recreational
expansion?
trolmen.
iast
night.
All
of
the
to those produced in New
time.
early this morning, their activity to break the heavy atmosphere
in poultry, showed that there was superior
children were boys.
England
The
egg
producers
felt
Economic
Development,
to
which
I
Point
Two.
Under
Commissioner
in clearing up the grim details was with a remark about mud on the
have been appointed, is one of Fred A. Clough, Jr., an aggressive | Massacre on the Georges River
Frank Edward Ross. Jr., was still much an egg producer could
In the spring of 1724 a new com
shrouded in an air of serious highly polished shoes or a mussed born at Owls Head. June 10. 1929. do to improve his lot. He illustra that those who thought it was great challenge, with many oppor- and hard hitting program of solicitstupid to have dirty eggs should
uniform. These asides were quick
mander came to St. Georges, Capt.
quiet.
ted
various
wavs
that
a
poultrytunities
to
serve
the
people
of
the
ing
new
industrial
development
has
the son of Capt. Edward and Eve
man could work with his birds and pay extcnd,'d visits t0
Produc- State of Maine through develop- bpen established. In gener al it has Josiah Winslow, a brilliant youth,
The impact on these veteran offi ly lost.
lyn Learned Ross.
producc more profit. This was not ing fa,nu during fogfry and ,alny ment of the state's economic struc-jbeen a good program ... a pro who had been graduated from Har
The crackle of the radio or
cers. all of whom had seen death
He was a graduate of Rockland
spells,
also
during
the
winter.
As
on the highways before, was terri jangle of the telephone broke the High School in 1947. He attended new. but he got it across. With
ture. while facing great competition ductive effect. I would plan to con- vard in 1721 and whose grandfather
fic. Trooper George Massie of quiet or interrupted a trooper , the University of Maine at the his complete list he had added up far as egg quality is concerned, from other states. I feci that my tinue the aggressive solicitation of and great grandfather had each in
Camden, studied the maze of dia thinking aloud about a near miss j Brunswick annex in 1947 and 1948. an extra profit of around $2600 in we poultrymcn recognize the fact predecessors, from the earliest be- business through the industrial real- his day been governor of Massa
grams and measurements and he had experienced in his career. He also graduated from the a year of lay from 1000 birds. that not all New England eggs are ginnings of the old Development tors since only by working through chusetts. On April 30, 1724, WinThen he laughed and said you could tops any more than is the case Commission, have, each in his : them can wc make''thc"'’hundieds slow and 16 men wcnt down river
News of the tragedy flashed
commented. "Before this, a crack
Franklin Institute.
not do it for the simple reason in any area. But here in Maine way. contributed to the solid of contacts necessary in such a in two whaleboats to what they
up was just another car smashed from the office across New Eng
Deputy Ross served two years
and more people hurt but this land. It was believed to be the of active duty in the Army from that many poultrymcn were now we are certain that farmers by and growth of the state, instituted per- program. Our limited staff of three called the Green Island to search
manent measures and procedures men working outside the state and ^or ^n^ansreally makes you think it could first in New England on the long March of 1951 to 1953. He was doing some or all of the things he large are quality conscious.
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can't believe they arc gone."
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dant natural resources.
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Top
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to
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the
together
firmly.
Rinse
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top
of
Don't forget to send us your fa
mishaps on Knox County's
Youth must have jobs if it is to
I would hope that in the not too
the log cabin stood in the
pie quickly under cold water faucet. vorite recipe to be used in this col agricultural program planned for nual meeting arc being made, and stay in Maine, industry must have distant future I will be able to un where
rural highways.
long ago.
will be announced soon.
The system also gained atten Place in oven at 450 F. (preheated) umn. Send it or them to Recipe. the year. Home Demonstration
trained labor available if it is to nounce specific details on the de
F. L. S. Morse
move in. We will hope that new’ velopment of our program.
tion of sheriff's departments na for 10 minutes. Reduce to 375 F. Box 415, Rockland. Maine.
p S. In regard to the Brackett
for
remainder
of
cooking
period.
EASY
CHEESE
BUNS
bring
this
nutrient
to
the
lev<
1
of
tionwide and has brought many
tamliy referred to in the last ScrapPie is done when crust has browned
Decrease butter to 2 tablespoons;
inquiries to Sheriff Pease.
whole wheat.
. book, the oldest daughter was BllzaI and the blueberries look bubbly and Wheat Products
. beth. who married George Moody,
Forty per cent bran flakes differs add 2/3 cup grated processed THOMASTON SCRAP BOOK
have, thickened.
! and lives on Cedar 8trcet near
from whole bran cereal in the cheese with sugar.
' Second prize was won by Mrs. A. Contained In
MAKES
HISTORY
LIVE
CHEWY CWONUT SQUARES
amount of bran and in form Made
Simmons Street in Rockland. Mrs.
Carman Clark of Union:
from bran as well as from other! 1 cup sifted cake flour
New Recipes
Moody is a well known member
Thank You For
Pastry
AS
EDITED
BY
LEE
MORSE
parts of wheat, bran flakes has a 4 teaspoon soda
of Pleasant Valley Grange and to
14 cups bread flour
Paradoxically, although wheat is higher mineral content than nat 4 teaspoon salt
use an overworked expression her
Inviting Me In
2 teaspoons cornstarch
By F. L. 8. Morse
the most widespread and most ural wheat.
2 tablespoons butter
' frosted cake is simply out of thia
1
teaspoon
salt
By Gene M. West
studied of all the grains, the place
INDIAN FIGHTING
| the name Lincoln. They also built |W0ldd
Try these two good wheat cereals 4 cup sugar
Sift together and cut in
Home Demonstration Agent
and time of its origin is unknown.
P.S. While the noble red men
The area (tom Thatcher Street a double saw mill, probably at that
• 4 cup plus 2 tablespoons Fluffo Grown in early times in Assyria, i in preparing the quick yeast rolls, 4 cup molasses
Easy Buns, ar.d tempting bar 4 teaspoon vanilla flavoring
..................
from «•"«! beseiping the fort, they lived
to the river, including the depot branch which has ever .since
shortening
Babylon and Egypt, wheat as we cookies. Chewy Coconut Squares.
2 egg whites
brought each
Hi! here are the winning fresh
Blend to texture of coarse meal
grounds is very rich in historic that
---- circumstance
----------------- been
----- - called Mill on c'ams an(l
---1 cup flaked coconut
EASY B( NS
lore. It was hen in 1719 that the River and bought a sloop to traim- „ay trom the mouth °f the Georgea
blue-berry pie recipes. They were, and slowly mix in 4 tablespoons of know it developed in time from
field
types
of
wild
grasses
and
.
River.
1
cup
bran
flakes
1
cake
compressed
yeast,
or
as you know, those entered in the cold water.
Shape into a bail.
fort was built, where now stand the P°l't people and their effects hither, I
grain that may even now be found 1 package dry granular yeast
Sift together flour, soda and salt. buildings of the Black and Gay fac- employed other vessels and a num-|
Blueberry Pie Contest at Union. T no* bottom crust and add
in
isolated
Asian
areas.
■» cup lukewarm water
First Prize was won by Mrs. Lu trimmings to dough for top crust.
Melt butter in saucepan. Remove tory and Thu Farmers’ Union. As btr of men in the undertaking, in- Subscribe to The Courier-Gazette
Wheat grown on our continent is 2 tablespoons sugar
cinda Waterman of Camden:
;
.'Oil
top
crust,
spread
from heat, and add sugar, molas Governor William D. Williamson ti'oduced cattle and erected nearly
a fusion of European wheat varie
teaspoon salt
”•
«uo-t« ning. fold over and roll
frames of buildings." They were
Paltry
ses and vanilla; blend well. Add wrote in his History of Maine. "At
ties and strains of buffalo grass. 1 eg?
out to size.
: this period there was not a house engaging persons to begin the
1 cup ail-purpose flour
Since the time ■when westbound ’* cup butter or margarine, mrited unbeaten egg whites, stirring only
1/3 cup vegetable shortening
Filling
until combined. Add flour mixture between Georgetown and Anna- settlement and had engaged the
pioneers left the prairies rippling in 2 cups sifted flour
vices of a minister named Smith
4 teaspoon salt
4 cups of washed berries
and mix well. Fold in cocnut and po’is. Nova Scotia, except a fish
fields of wheat, our annua! harvest 1 cup whole bran cereai
2 tablespoons cold water
1 cup sugar
Pour 'into waxed house on Damariscove Island, "bo would have served as teacher
has increased to more than a bil Soften yeast in lukewarm water bran flakes.
Here (At St. George) was erected in th<-‘ little town had it materialSift flour and salt together into 1 teaspoon lemon juice
lion bushels of wheat.
in mixing bowl.
Let stand five paper lined and greased 8x8 inch a capacious ar.d defensible build- tend
bowl. Cut in shortening with pastry 4 teaspoon salt
pan.
Bake
in
moderate
oven
Whole kernel wheat is highly minutes. Add sugar, salt, egg, but
ing on an elevation near the east- The Indians gathered around
blender or knives until the crumbs 14 tablespoons butter
flavorful and abundantly stocked ter.
Remove
cup of the flour and whole (350 F.) 30 minutes.
are fairly even but coarse in size.
Mix sugar, salt, lemon juice and with nutrients.
Bran the outer bran cereal; beat until well blend from pan. Cool. Cut in squares. erly edge of the St. Georges River "bile the workmen were building
Add cold water evenly over the berries gently but thoroughly. Pour layers of wheat, is rich in minerals
' at the albow and a blockhouse at a *be houses and threatened them,
Yield: 16 squares. 2x2 inches.
crumbly mixture and stir with fork into bottom crust. Dot with butter. and vitamins, while the inner part ed. Add remaining flour gradually,
short distance, having a large area saying that the chief, old Madocamixing
well
after
each
addition.
or spoon until it sticks together and Seal top crust well all around. Cut of the berry is high in carbohy
between these enclosed by pa Hi- "*anda. had no right to sell the land
full.
leaves the sides of the bowl.
sades, and capable of receiving 250
this region as he had done. When
holes for steam. Bake 10 minutes drates. The endosperm, or most Fill greased muffin pans
men.
the savages became nastier with
at 450 F. and then bake 25 min tinder part, makes up about 85 per Cover and let rise in warm place
Blueberry Filling
(80 - 85 F.) until double in bulk,
This fort was built by the proprie- their threats Capt. Thomas Westutes at 400 F.
14 cups of blueberries
cent of the kernel. Here its re about 1 to I1-.' hours. Bake in mod
tors of the Muscongus or Lincoln- brook, one of the 10 associates,
Third prize was won by Mrs serve food supply is stored.
4 cup sugar
erate oven (375 F.) about 12 min
shire grant, the 10 associates of came here with a garrison of 20
Sylvia Anthony of Vinalhaven:
2 tablespoons flour
Whole bran cereal is made from utes until golden brown.
Brush
whom Corneilous and Samuel Wal- mcn "‘tb artillery to defend them
4 teaspoon salt
Pastry
the vitamin and mineral-rich outer tops with melted butter; serve imselves and the workers.
do were leading spirits.
Wash fresh berries and drain. 24 cups flour
layers of the wheat berry. The meditely.
“We w instiled every known safety
To quote Cyrus Eaton. “This
Battle of St. Georges
|
Mix together sugar, flour and salt. 1 cup lard
bran is thoroughly cooked and
Yield: about 15 buns. 24 inches
device to keep eer employees from
seems to be the nucleus, aiound
Bp re ad drained berries into un 4 teaspoon salt
Finally on the 20th of June, 1722,
flavored, then dried, shredded and in diameter.
which
they
were
to
form
a
settletwo
hundred
Indions
attacked
the
baked pie shell and cover evenly 4 cup water
getting caught in our i
toasted
Vitamin R1 is added to Variation:
^ment or town, to which they gave settlement, burned the company's,
A'lPWZt s»nrr council

